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“A man has around him those who are tike
him.” So the father lives twice, once in himself, next in his child; how little part of a fa-

Euilor,

PUBLISHED AT 82J EXCHANGE

ther’s work in the light of such a position, is
it to feed and clothe his household. ‘’Well,”
says Ottfi, “I have hardly time for this.” No
doubt yon think so, and it is very honest in
But iet ns secone to'strive to do this well.
while one eye is doing its cilice work faithfully,
it is unconsciously doing another worfe In it
another is readiug character, from irfeiking
thought, authority, and by rt is being moved
into some kind ol feeling, of affection or earnestness, or anger perhaps. Well now while
a parent is honestly and christianly doing bis
work of feeding and clothing, liis heart, mind
and will are active doing another, and the
work which moulds the character of a child
into the image of the father. A faithful father will often sit down and talk to Ins child
of wliat he longs to see him be; but so doing
he will be just wbat he was whan silently
working, only marc intensely that. In a word,
fitness to be a father who sows honors to reap
a harvest, is the
security to the fulfillment o! a
fath r’s work. It is what a man is, rather
than what he does, which clothes him with
power. It Is impossible for one to be one
tiling, and to honestly hope for another thing
in the character of those Ire effects. Children
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TnE PORTLAND Daily Press Is published at
$8/00 per year in advance.
Tto Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
$2.2?, if paid within six months; and $2.50, if payment be delayed beyond six months.

Rates of Advertising*
ineh of space, in length of column, constitute
a “square/’
$1.50 per square daily first week: 76 cents per
week alter; three
insertions, ov less, $1.00; continuother day after first week, 50 cents.
lu^cvery
Halt square, three insertions or
less, 75 cent*; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; throe insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
hah a square, throe insertions, $1.00; one week,
$1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press** (which has a large circulation in every part
•f the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
£3T“ All Communications intended fpr the paper
should be directed to the Editor of TBJLPkg*8* I
Punaud those of a business character to ibo.
One

V3T JOB PRINTING, of every. description, executed with dispatch; and all busmsw pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly trousa&M on applicaf
tion as above.

The Theory of Compensation.

labor, through all its forms, from the!
sharpening of a stake to the construction of a
or
an
epic, is one im nense illustration of
city
the perfect compensation of the universe.
The ab3oiute balance of give anil take, the
doctrine that everything has its price—and if
that price is not paid, not that thing but something else is obtained, and that it is impossible to get anything without its price—is not
less subltme in the columns of a ledger than
in the budgets of state3, in the laws of light
and darkness, in all the action and reaction of
nature. I cannot doubt that the high laws
which each man sees implicated in those proHuman

Wot All 3ad.

in which he is conversant, the stern
ethics which sparkle on his chisel-edge, hich
ate measured out by his plumb and
foot-iule,
which stand as manifest in the
of a
shop hill as in the history of a state—do recommend to him his trade, and though seldom named, exalt his business to his
imaginacesses

footing

surrounded

vice. The beautiful laws and substances of
the world persecute and whip the traitor. He i
finds that things are arranged for truth and
benefit, but there is no den in the wide world
in which to hide a rogue. Commit a crime, ;
and the worid is made of glass. Commit a
crime, and it seems as if a coat of snow fell
on the ground, such as reveals in the woods i
the track of every partridge and fox and squirrel and mole. You cannot recall the spoken
word, you cannot wipe out the faot-traek, you
cannot draw up the ladder, so as to leave no
inlet or clew. Some damning circumstance
always transpires. The laws and substances

of nature—water, snow, wir,d, gravitationbecome penalties to the thief.
On the other hand, the law hold3 with equal
sureness for all right action.
Love, and you

shall be loved. All love is mathematically
just, as much as the two sides of an algebraic
equation. The good man liai absolute good,
which like fire turns everything to its own nature, so that you cannot do him any harm; hut
as the royal armies sent
against Nappkvn,
when he approached, cast down their colors,
and from enemies became friends, so disasters
of ail kind3, as sickness, odouse, poverty, prove

J
1
1

benefactors:

Winds blow and waters roll
S rengtb to the brave, an 1 p >wer
Yet in themselves are nothing.”

94

relief.
“The temple at Pundapoor is still more renowned, not to speak of the myraids who go
there at the great festivals, persons make a pilgrimage thither every month from a distance
of 6S to 100 miles, and the practice is kept up
for many years.
“One man, who had apparently come from a
distance, the writer saw o»nr Barsee, making
the journey by prostrations, measuring his
length upon the ground. It was under the
burning sun of uoon-day; and liardly able to
proceed, he seemed the very picture of, desj
of

a man

still

more

pared to

gotten

Gray IAnseys,

DRESS
j

and

In styles of Plain and Fancy of the best fabrics, and
in tho Choicest Shades*
i--A¥
..ftp).'jf.-'-. awufiiiui

WORK,

Plaid

Housekeeping Goods,
And Domestics,

French, Toilet and American Quilts!
Russia and American CRASH; Table DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; 10-4

Linen

SHAWLS,

Flannels!

English Flannels,

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

Superior Gray Flannels,

CLOAKS,

inform their friends and the Trade generally that their spacious store, lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now rprepared to show a

WOULD

New and

Complete

Stock

Also—

Small Wares, Hosiery
Trimmings
and Gloves, including the
and

ALSO,

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!
SHIRTINGS,

Best

Kids Imported.

Quality

HEAD

Beltings,

HEAVY TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,

White

MARSAILLES,

CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN HDKFS.
As heretofore our customors will fuel our prices at
tlio lowest market rates, and as a rule loss than
We aim at making it pay our
many other stores.
friends to extend to us their patronage.

Oct G—eod tf

Department!

the
Comprising
all

most desirable goods tor EVENING
classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMWEAR;
BRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
Wo are now opening a choice selection of

ONE PRICE, and No Variation,

Being conMnced by

Lewis, Rollins & Bond;

Numbe?!^

& Free St.

Block,

ABE NOW

OPENING

Goods Headquarters,

Business Coats,

M. FROST,

Embracing

Mo-

every desirable

Goods!

Dry

H A.H T I ES

PRAY & SMITH

"Manufacture,"

-FROM-

Goods Purchased

received and are now
*or sale a
and most
the
of these
Ladies and
Misses
and
Children’s
and
have
also
a
oi
Ladies
and Misses
They
great variety
Gwvaa and Hosiery; Dress Trimmings, in Velvet;
Silk and Gilt Cord; Braids; Gimps, &c.

CLOAK AND DRESS BUTTONS
of every Style and Variety.

the Re-

before

CLOAK

famish

cent Advance !
And

can

furnish Garments at

BOTTOM PRICES.
Wc invite all to

Call and See Our Stock

Beet

stock.

Also, for sale a LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
CLOTHS adapted for Ladies wear.
jrp''P;irfcicalar attention paid to Cutting and Fitting, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

Sample
Oct 19, 1S95.

Garments

AND
BEFORE

ocMoodlm
12—eodiw4w

Beautiful!

few doors west of tho Preble House.
octl6d2w*

&

t,

inks just Returned from New York
amlelcgant stock of

an

0joking,

To Which she invites the attention of her fronds and
the public, at her rooms,

Cor. Cong cess and Chestnut Sts.
I®"* Cut Flavors and Boqnots constantly on hand,
ngtT-ftirnlshea-to order:— ---j
.*
*'Oet 14—*eod4w

M. & A. P. DARLING,

HVumr**

^ Store recently occupied by

IN

AN ENTIBS

NEW

STOCK OF

Which we shall offer at very Dow Prices.
Please Call and Examine.
N. W. MORSE & W. B. WITHERELL.

Portland,

a

LARGE and CHOICE SE-

Rich Silk Velvets
And Velvet Ribbons !

i
In

ALL SHADES and WIDTHS.

A

Fur

!

clOAKS, CASSOCKS

groat variety

i

and DRESSES.

,A"*> steel onrsAME.vrs :
BjSvta Sir,lrdaW*",d‘Mo"^ Scnuotc. Straw
Oct 2i—d2w
t

o

nl2w

BUTTON

HOLES!-

T>UTTON HOLES

made to

&

Ulrk'8

S.41S!
The

order.

BmHiat.
“d

lln™>

BEST Mactihe Foe Family Use

Florence

is

Is open Day and Evening, for a ftill and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Collegosinto the other Continent; and that my
Diplomas aria full Scholarships, axe good all
over this great world ; but I do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) in any part of the United States
America ] and also that our our Counting Booms
lor inductive training (without any copying, i both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, fc.
See., OFFER ha full, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious facilities for BUSINESS EDUCATION. as any College in the U. 8.
Mf* Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portlan l and vicinity, his warm gratitude for
the past fl teen
their kindness and liberal
and with the promise of faithfulness, *o-

patronage

Jears;
icitt otherfavors!

R. N. BROWN#
Portland, September 18,1865.
sepl9deod&wly

trimmings

One

Me*

Howe
the

Serving Machinel

Makes Four Different Stitches.

Clapp’s Favorite

Fear l

the Bartlett in form,
less musky in llavor; vinous, melting, butZ-ELterv, and juicy; fine texture; ranks best.”—
Am. Promo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—Norfolk Ag. Soc.
The kite Dr. Brinckle said “It was of superior
quality, a* weU as size.”
Mr. Barry, ef Itochester, N. F., pronounced it
“quite worthy of ranking best."
Mr. Hovey, Prest. of Mass. Hort. Society, thought
“ft was so hardy as o resist the cold which so generally affected tlio Bartlett; and in quality it certainly was its superior.”
Hon M. P. Wilder and Hon. Joseph Breck, Ex-President of the same Society, say they “can endorse all
that has been ^aidin relation to its excellence.”
Price.—Trees of three years, generally having
doz. Smaller*12 to$24
fruit-buds, $3 each; $30 perADAMS’
Nurcery,
J. W.
per doz.
Morrill’s Corner.
Oct 20-diwGw
fprp

“Very large; similar

to

And has the REVERSIBLE FEED. It will pay to
call and ic-e these machines before purchasing elso-

~J~,

where.

Oeai»r in Photographic Goods,
mirror# and Engravings.

K.

f7c~KETT,

>1 ra lftdturer of Ml-ror A Pioture Frames,
A’o. 28 MARKET SQUARE,

JmnelJtf

Pobtlabd, Mb.

HEAVY

Stovee.

tr Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augddtl

-POE THE-

Co.,

the established Agents for the RICE
BROTHERS’
COMPRESSED PAPER
COLLARS, equal in every respect to any Collar
which has ever been offered to the public.
It lias the f?rm and space of the “Moulded” Collar, and is “superior,” rrom the improved method ol
manufacturing, as It does not absorb perspiration, or

STORE

T.

Also, have

on

supplied at all times, and

hand

as

good

FORMERLY OCCUPIED

CHASE,

on

BRADLEY, COOLIDGE & ROGERS.
d2m
Portland, Oct. 2,1863.

CLOSING

BALE !

GOWELL offers his entire stock
and Winter
SB*

of Pal!

GOODS,

Tin Nor. Is', at prices so LOW as to1 suit everybody.
Other parties will take the balance of Stock and
Store at that time.
[r^"lDon’t ,a!> to Give him a call, a3 It wHl be

In any

assortment ol

STUFF

Shirt

Beady-Made Clothing,

trovsebsi
MORRELL’S
ocl3d4weod

Large
y*
*

SJk
■

CO.,

hand.

CUT FROM MEASURE,
By CHARLES CCSTIS <V CO.

113 Excbal,*e S,ree‘*

May

—

Gravel

Pear

Trees!

.tan2C.ltf

AND

Edge

!

WM.

FLAT ROOFS.
E. HEHSfir, Agent,
No 13 Union Street.

TO

NOW

n

Ji OS TON.

J300DS

Received

octllfcUw

and

DUPEE

PHOTOGRAPHER I
Street,

wish-

ing for pictures of themselves or friends, at rsosonable prices, for as good work os is to be had at any
room In the city.
Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked up by a competent artist at tho
rooms.
attention
Especial
paid 1o Children's pictures: also to pictures of sicx nr deceased persons

out oi own or In the city.
I have the old negatives oi Mr. Morrison’s at my
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
ha*l them there will find them here, from which
can be taken without recopying, at tho lowest

prices.
The public

arc requested to call and give me a try,
I am bound to make as good work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, Ac., wdl be found
here. Patronage solicited.
as

63,00

a

Dozen,

as

good

as

FOR

SALE

AT A BARGAIN!
on a

first-class

Carriage Manufacturing

-also,A number of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (G> warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
V, 1ft. RA XDA L.L/. on the premises,
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall «& Woodbury's,
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

New for Portland!

subscribers havinv taken
at No. 161
THE
Middle Su,
prepared to manuiacture
rooms

HOUSE PAINTING,
IN

THE BEST MANNEE,

the day, by the we6k, or bv Special Contract.
Correct estimates of cost of fainting made from
measurement, aided by a judgment, matured by

BY

twenty-dive years’ practice.
Communications oou eruing Painting in City
Country, by mail, promjitly answered.

or

PALMER,
No* 1101 Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.

octl3dtf

NOTICE.
admitted

AVE thW

Partners W. C. Dm-

(lay
Tbue ; and future business will be
1H and C. H.
continued under the ilrm
as

CARPET

expense.

PI.EASE

AT

TLIIS!

at

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Cambrics,
Brilliants,

Jaconet

t«l Middle SI, up
Oct 18—TT&S liu

City

Of all descriptions, by

WM.

A

BROWN,

No. 91 Federal Ptreet.

FITZ Is ready to receive pu-

English and Italian Singing !
And also on the PIANO PORTE. Mr. P. can count
among his past pupils many who now occupy ProlJ1]"
ncnt positions as musicians and vocalists, both in this
country and abroad, and confidently points to his
past success as a guarantee for his capacity an a
teacher. Orders nnv be left at PAINE b M.usio
oct3dlm
Store, Middle St., Portland.

RAIIE^HANCE

THE
TV*^ii"s^fwdjor ndth llorsos. Bread Carts
to

“imidemfuts,

on

'*”■

Oct.

"musical!

oao

flight of St in.

PER CE\T LOAN,

City of Portland,
1
Teeascbee’s Offi.-e,
March 11, I860.1
of PORTLAND SIX TER CENT. BONDS
sums to suit, not loss
ami ten pears'
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semiannually*
IIENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 13—dtf
office. In
CITY <l>r saleOM’at this
two' lltrct< Jour,
than 50°°.
are

Portland ^Academy!
C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER ST.,

PRINCIPAL.

Clothing of all binds Cleansed and

Yarns,

Hosiery,

hand

-FOB-

Edgings,

General Assortment of Goods.

on

Portland

of

NI V

Second-Hand Clothing,

Muslim?,

SLEEVES,

EXAMINE.
or manuiho-

AND

constantly

THOMPSON £ CO’S.

CO.
D. VV. TREE.

LOOK

CALL

A full assortment
turei to order at

D. W. Tit U E &
October Gth, 18G3.—octl6d&w3w*

HASSOCKS!

In great variety cf style, at short notice. The Carpot Hassock is the best Footstool in use, being light,
durable and ornament'd.
It is really an article of
beauty and far superior to anyt Ing oi tho kind ever
before manufactured in this vicinity.
Parties can have the r rt mnunts or Carpeting made
into this desirable footstool, in any stylo at trldlng

name or

Merino Vests,
Flannels,
Linen Handkerchiefs, Dress Buttons,

And

H.

Something

Glazing, Graining and Papering,

23 Free Street!

Gloves

I.

nal

12 and 14 Franklin Street*

AND

Scholarships

neces-

Postland, Me.

R.

A lull Stock
Straw and Felt Goada* adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and Tor
salo at the lowest market price) to dealers only, by

COLLARS

ladies
thorough Buai-

a

for lull course, comprising both theory and nractlce, good in thirty-six College*, c nstitutIng the “International Chain,” time unlimited.
For further information please call at the College, nr
send for College Monthly aud Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp. Address
BUY ANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
Aug 26—dfcw3m
Portland, Me.

carry
Business.

Address:

-ALSO,-

Stamped Embroideries,
Berlin Worsteds,

8treet.
and

nes

sary to

General Commission Merchants,

EXECUTED

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Swiss

the best facilities for obtaining
THIS
Education.

men

are now

ERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

White

Olapp's Block, Congress

Institution offers to young

Carriage

Roofing

CHASE, CRAM & STCRTEVANT,

SATINS, VELVET. FEATH-

Nainsook Muslims,

<£- Sons, of New York.

Manufactory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances

—

oc: lCdtl

Black English Crapes,

YTTHITE Goods,
V V Plaid Cambrics,

No. 8

IMPROVED

Wtdgery’s Wharf,

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

Just

Steinway

All instruments sold by us are warranted to give
latisiaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done bv experienced
runere.
CALVIN LD WARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt

CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—d&v:3m

COMPOSITION,

FOR

Colored Corded

NEW

Piano Portes,
frith all the modern improvements, which they can
■all as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
‘ame quality.
Wo hare ma'o arrangements, siso, to
loop an assortment oi New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

Card Pictures
any one makes.

Morton Block.

3—dtf

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF PELT

attached to each steam-

Sept 4—d3m

hand

~~

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

SILKS,

CL^ecp constantly on

*

copies

-AT-

tAA,vLARG,E

WOODMAN, TRUE

on

Pattern*#,

WARREN’S

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,

ADAMS, at hia Nursery at Morn"
Corner* offer* a rev extra sized Pear Trees
with fruit buds of
Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
Bonne
$3 to $5 each.
; ‘^•80
LqnftMy good Dwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller
Sill ts and Drawers»
size, at 5 c to $1 each.
to be reGHAPE
And GENTS’
FURNISHING GOODS, moved from land already sold. VINES,
Price according to
oal«y
oot21oodicw5w
As can be found, which will be sold to the Trade at
the very lowest jobbing prices.
0. HOW has this dav withdrawn from the
f rm ol HENRY L. PAINE A CO.
&
W. C. HOW,
54 and 50 Middle St.
HENRY L. PAINE.
Portland, Ang. 13,1868.
15—d6w
Sept
The subscriber will continue the business under the
same style as heretofore at 2G7 Commercial
Notice.
Street,
smifu s Whan, whore a choice assortment of the
SHIP OWNERS, SHIP CHANDLERS, AND
BEST qualities of Coal and Wood
be
found
at
may
OTHERS. A young man, who has served his
the LOWEST mabket
prices, delivered In any part ol
country with fidelity during th.* war, as an officer in
the city.
the Navy, and who has recently received an HonorHENRY L. PAINE & CO.
able Discharge, desires a g>od situation where his
Portland, August 22. 1865.
aug22dtl
knowledge of shipping would be of use. Has had II
a
at
sea
is
as
sailor
and
good
years experience
officer;
and quick writer; can bring good testimonials as to
Blankets ! Blankets l !
fidelity, soberness and honesty, and would make himis your titao to buy Blankets cheap. A large
E. U. CLARK)
self useful. Address:
lot Just received at W C. BARNES’ Auction
oct24d5t*
23 Gray Street, Portland, Me.
Store, 109 Federal St.
oclTd2w
an

CO.,

Middle Street.

Needles and Trimmings always
marl8tf

the

•

r>R,-5T

TRUE fc

Nos. 54 and 50

BIBBOISJB t

ESQ..

LL>

be found

Agents,

FALL GOODS !

Black and

BY

The undersigned begs loave to annouItce tiiat they are
manufacturing and

at No. 122 Middle
MAYwhere be is ready
to wait upon anv

Comprising a full Stock of

Head of Loss Wharf.

ARE

quantities.

WOODMAN,

pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage, having splendid accommodations, apply to THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
IT Broalway, N-Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO Si CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Oct 14—dl3t
Portland.

have this day removed to

ooon

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar!

soil as readily.
The trade can be

Pernam-

Will leave on MONDAY, the 30th October, from
Pier 43 North River at 12, noon.
The steamers only call at Para every other trip.—
The North America will not call there this time.
The Steamer SOUTH AMERICA wUl follow on
is

JFOPTES.

PIANO

Street.

MACHINES!

SEWING

AMERICA

experienced Surgeon

Sr^To. 200 Fore Street.

ono

month,

NEW

Removal.

much to your advantage.
Oct 17 —eod&w2w

.A. Gr E NC Y

True &

St!

IRON.

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated
and

!

Immediately.
58 and 60 Middle

.e

SINGER’S

All letters must

PEERING, MILLINER & 00,

Er:

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

Woodman,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Tem]

OP THEIR FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS.

ONE

An

Hundred

Wanted

'Y^T’E

Office and Parlor Stoves,

Magee Furnaces

JOHN F. ANJDEItSON.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENG'NEER?

the 29th November.

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers

MAINE,

OF

sept3dtf*64

inch 17 d&wtf

dispatch regularly,

NORTH

Clothing and Furnishing
ROODS!

oclDd3\v

EXCHANGE STREET,
host manner Mili-

Boys Garments.

(The 29th falling on Sunday,they will sail on the 30th.)
THE

No. 95 Exchange Street,

SOX,

■

WORKERS

qf

Ko. 09 Middle 8l.» Porilaud.
now

And

OS

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

Will

Manufacturer oi and Dealer in

Carpenters’, Skip-Joiners*, Coopers*

BUSINESS COLLEGE

CALLING AT

Thomas, Para,

And other Norway an i Swedes Iron.
U7 MUk Street, Boston; and 81 John Street. N.w
York.
ap32u6m

PORTLAND

Manufactures to order and in the
tary and Navy Uniforms, and

-FOE-

Ha A,,

PORTLAND, ME.
(ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor
and
Draper,

United States Mail Line

alreiUd.

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
Sept 29—eodtt

64F_Good Fits in all cases before leaving the Store.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

29th of each

FURNACES, RANGES,

New Designs in Dccalcoinauia, Vst»c»» &e.

HE

«£-

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

lMOUTELLES,

of
A LECTIONopening

NOYES

PORTLAND

extotaaive

SUITS,

THAN ANY HOUSE IN PORTLAND.

WITHERELL.

Sept 16—dtwtf

No. 35 Exchange Street,

MRS. J. IT. EMERYv' aN
with

2T.

Dentist,

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

PRAY & SMITH,
Morton Block, Congress St.,

A.

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

every day in the week,

BIO DE JANEIRO,

Furnishing Goods!

and

or

mayl^dCiu

St.,

ship.

BROWN’S PATENT BABY TENDER!

A

BLOCK,

White-Washing proxnpt-

And Importers of

A-j

rv

7—d3m

aa^dtl'

Steel Manufacturers !

Forwarding

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
;
Read«& Co., Portland, Me.
Clark,

CHEAPER !

St.

Mny

°rder8 troni out oi town

June 16—dtf

MERCHANT.

M. H. REDD Y, Proprietor.

House

PORTLAND. ME.

GENERAL

Oom Starch,

GENTS’ AND BOYS’

STUOCO AND MASTIO W0ilKIE8,
Oak Street, between. Congress aril Free
SU.,

PORTLAND, ME.

buco and Bahia.

MORSE

SMITH

&

ABE THE EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOB

PURCHASING.

141 nnd 143 Middle St.
Oct

Novel and

PRAY

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND,

Exhibition.

on

PRICES!

PLASTERERS,

and Calkers* Tools, &c.,

63?** Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Oswego

FEENY,

lias Removed from his old stand in Union Street
to No. 200 Fobe St., where he is prepared to lilt all
orders for Carpenters*
an 1
oi l»er Tools, oi the
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

Oct 14—drf

No. 63 Commercial St.

FUT

ROSS

PREBLE STB EET, (Near Preble House.)

deceive the public.
customers, to avoid deception, will
that every package is marked plainly,

Sept 8—dtf

HAVE

29—tl2m

Joseph. Bradford,

Commission and

U. T. S. RICE & CO.,

ORNAMENTS,

in Jet and Steel, very rich.
Lace and Linen Collars; Thread. Smyrna and Maltese Laces; Lace Veils; Cambric Edgings and In•ertings; Belts and Belt Buckles, with everything new
and desirable in tbe h ancy Goods line.
We make no pretensions to selling goods fbr lc»3
than cost, our goods being new and desirable; but
we will sell as cheap as the same quality of goods cau
be bougbTTin the city.
Believing it will be for your interest, as well as
“
ours, we invite
you all to call and examine our

Resideice Ms. 4 Lscwt Street*
Aug

OF

popular use for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation ol their style of packages and

—OF—

Clothing

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

KIMBALL,

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

sec

SMALL,

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Mandfactprejis’ and Thanks' Bank.

Sale Booms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
Juneltf

In such

«ep£9dlm

REMOVAL!

CARRIAGES ANDSLEIGHS,

Second to None in Style and Finish.

Advantage,

SUUJMACUElt,

MAXTTTACTtTBEB

I

short notice.

y.

IB./EB.CfF.OF

Woodbury 3. Dana,

P.

at

u.

MAINE.

Portland. Maine.
Work exoentod in every part of the State.
juneldtf

C.

Pori land. Me.

WM. JESSUP &

CO.,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

BELTS,

new.

Commission

———-

I
ELLIOT,
mccallab, )

Constant-

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Corn Starch!

Oswego

to.

Joiir a. S. Dana.
a.

Belts, line and Packing,

WHERE
(Sundays exccpted,)

style of

Should apply to the

Bants,
just
offering
HAVE
latest
desirable
great variety of
styles
goods, comprising Shawls,
Scarfs
Vests,
Hoods,
Sontags,
Caps
Jackets.
own

Luther Dara,

June ldtf

Lac* Leather, Bmp Packing, $c.

And will sell at the very Lowest Rates.
store has been thoroughly renovated and is

Bought or Sold to the

WORSTED GOODS!

H nbbcr

we turn out

MERCHANDISE

Oct 20—dtf

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER

107 Federal

GOODS,

and Domestic

And No Variation.

Sacks,

PORTLAND,

—Also,—

a

CHOICE NEW

My
good as

MARKET SQUARE,

F.
D. c.
M.

PLAIN AND OhNAMKNTAL

Fish and S alt,

ERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A largo cs ortmont of Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’
Call' and Thick Boots, with a good stock of
Women’s, Misses’and Children’s Boots and Shoes.
Men’s RUBBER COAL’S, LEGGINS. and
CAPS.

WARE’S

rc-enlisted again
Dry Goods
HAVING
nopoly, would call the attention of the public,
fall stock of

that he is prepared with

promptly attended

DANA&

Kinesford'a

IS^Please remember—No* 4 Peering Block,
Congress St.
ocl7d*w2w

PRICE!

4P

Exchange Street.

Dealers and

WISHING

English Coats,

kinds of JOBBING

TMTEN’S, WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES’ andCHILlfl DKEN’S

Aug.

Foreign

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
NO. 11

Closets,

ly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEADand BEER
PUMPS of all description*.
aprftltf

trade-mark to

A FINE STOCK OF

ONE

8

No.

jTbarbour,

sep20<Uyr

ELLIOT ,f McCALLAJi,

OrPIOE HO. 193 1-9 C0HGBE88 8T.

and Water

description of Water Fixtures lor DwelEVERY
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Building*, Shops.

KINGSFORD’S

New Store and New Goods!

ELDEN A WHITMAN,

Over Coats,

j. & c.

Sc.

145 Middle St., Portland.

our SUCCESS thus fhr that our
one to secure the confidcnco

MOTTO is the true
of our customers.

8f”Kememl)er the

Belt

In the

Plain and Fancy Styles, including the finest qualities of FRENCH LAWNS, which we offer at

In

Pumps

&c., arranged and set ui> in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All

Trimmings,

NETS,
Clasps, Sc.,

Aug. 26—dtf

IP.

Handkerchiefs !

BABB,

Between United States & Preble Uanse.

Goods

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION

For variety and comprehensiveness we think onr
oqu&l to any in our largest cities, and will be
ottered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

Fancy

PEARCE,

Waim, Cold and- Shower Baths, Wash

dtt

attention paid to consignment* of all kinds

S'" Repairing done

NO. 124 EXCHANGE
STREET,
PORTLAND. ME.

FROST,

Jte.

Foktljlnd, Mb.

MAINE.

P L U M B E B !

to Pit.. At

8r>, eiai

DR.

WILUAM a.

GOODS,

stock

We would invite the special attention of the
Ladies to our

PORTLAND,

Anges-dt.

To all of which they invito the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.
Oct 13—d2moe

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

One Price, and No Variation!

LAW,

No, 105 Middle Street,

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

AL L RIGHT A GAIN!

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’
—

K.

ised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12— dtf

FANCY

at

Unbleached Cotton Flannels*

WHITE

manuihrturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establish*
ment, and all work ready for delivery when prom-

Of the LATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATTERNS, and of the BEST materials, which we offer

Yellow Flaunels,

*

WILLEY, who has had long experience

1

Flannels,

AT

Solicitor of Patents.

Force

IS

Dealers in

WILLIAmTh. CLIFFORD,

I

APPLES,

^Produce.

PORTLAND.

MAKER OP

04 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sopt. 11,18*5.

gardless of expense.

MERRILL & SMALL

Damasks,

And ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

ALSO,

manner.

Middle At.,

COUNSELLOR

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAIT-

BLANKETS,

SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, &e.

Red Flannels,

Made

Including

LINEN

Flannels,

Soots

in

Woolens,
Flannels,

ALSO,

Class

"Witli fair Stltcli.

J. L.

Sept 7-^ttf

Merchant Tailor,

Nono but the bost workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, reMr.

B8 t,dd GO

nr TBX

P. B.

DRIED
Ao. 3 Lime Street,

CLOAKS,

AND

Bawl*, Bra** & Silver Plated Cock*.

first

j

From the lowest grades to tho richest qualities, and
m n akes that we can recommend for SLR VICE.

-8-—

Of their

At abort notice, in the BEST

AND WHOLESALE DKALKUS

Butter, Cheese, Egjrs, Lard, Beaus.

State of Maine.

EATE8T_HTYT,E.

Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very best
stock to be found in the metropolitan and
foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.
All

CLOTHING

FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,
SACKS,
BUSINESS SUITS,
VESTS AND BANTS,
MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

ME.

Furnishing Goods!

Commission Merchants,

Manufacturers oi and Dealers in

WINTER WEAR!
OVERCOATS,

X5TD

produce

O*

Agopta for EMPIRl; SEWING MACHINES for

HTBrnj Garment Warranted

GOODS

And Gent*’

AND

St.,

_

Black and Colored Silks,

Shnhcr Flaunels,

remarked that
BARNUM’S SELF SEWERS^ Needles, Twist,
to be the son oi
Coitm, Od, and alU»ind8 of Machine Trimmings.
hail,
“all the
Machine^Exchanged foe old. MaNew
of
father
another.”—
one "ood man, and tiie
chines to Let and Repaired.
Honor enough! the light of two suns pouring
\V. S. DVER,
their glory upon him. he can he no more ibis
No. 13? 1-2 Middle Street.
than the father or son. Holland says 1 oct3eodlm
(up one fii'jht qf stairs.)
is said to have
eloquent,”
wad
honor he

Federal

if

—

Xhe

mind, and strength.” The divine part of the
will, a parenparental character is a parental
tal mind and heart, by which a child js pom
into power and purity, and by which a household is »ed in harmony, order, and perpetual
the oid man
joy. The father of Coleridge,
ones

Ill

FALL

edwahogoveTC

J.

Dry Goods, Woolens,

—poa—

For

Heavv Black Cl»ak Cloths; Plain
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

SACKS, Ac., Ac.

no

The father’s hand leads the
household, and for his sowing he reaps tiie
destinies, honorable or dishonorable, of the
family. This is his reward. To call a father
the head of the house, is to put the highest
honor or the greatest danger in lil3 way.—
God takes a parent, shows him twenty-one
years of childhood training of up-biti life, hut
shows him honors and peace are the bights
for him; then he bid3 him climb with “mi 'lit,

No.
*

i

Our Stock comprises

Heavy White Twilled Flannels,

Styles!

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

Lowest Cash Prices! chlSTOM

Stock Ladies Cloths!

C.

JONES,

PORTLAND,

ALSO,

STRIPED

fall
and

GOODS!

-AT THE-

Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

Bleached

la Great Variety.

H.

JOBBERS

shade <sc finish,

SALE

Manufacturer and Dealer in
a

are

DRY

Mourning

ENGLISH FROCKS,

If he came to a river that could not be passed
in this manner, lie would
go back a distance
equal to this space, and roll over the ground
time.
second
He
a
had for clothing only a
coarse cloth bound tightly about his loins, and
another about tiie head, and thui almost naked, over roads extremely rough and stony!
exposed to beat and cold, sometimes drenched
with rain or covered with mud, fur a year aud
three months this poor mail had been robinr
himself along toward the shrine of Vithob u
Yet it was not a sense of sin or a desire
for pardon that induced him to undertake this
painful journey. But it was evident, upon

love.

Saxony Plaids,

CASSOCKS,

day, receiving hU food from the villagers.—
Then from the place left the previbns flay
he would begin again tiie toilsome
pilgrimage,

a

in

Poplins,

SUCH AS

stopped,'

than the

Shawls,

Black anti Colored Alpaccas,

Exchange Street,

In all tlie Various

performing the journey by rairing

Household.—The Father.
“Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
also reap.”
No truth is more plainly written for fathers

Plaid

Ladies’ Out-side Garments!

upon the ground. Wo came up with rum two
miles east ofWairag, and asked him where lie
was going, and why he was thus torturing
himself. He at first did not seem to hear, but
at length stopping, lie lay exhausted upon the
ground, and answered in a faint voice that, ho
After some more
was going to Pundapoor.
questions as the writer remonstrated with
him upon the folly of such a course, he raised
his head from tiie ground, and, hall reclining,
said that he had come so far already that lie
could not desist now. He stated that hro v,illage was near Graaidappar, 450 unfits ta tjie
east from there, and that he had spent fifteen
months on the way thus far, and tfiat ft w;a3
40 miles more, and he wished to complete the
pilgrimiage. He was accustomed to go about
a mile each day.
He woiild then note the
and walk hack to
place where lie had
tiie nearest village would remain tin the next

conversation, that he was urged on by
higher motive than a selfish pride. Hs
sought a reputation for holiness.”

Black Silks,

FROST,

remark able was that

further

now

Cashmere

same.

Sept. 19—dfiw

B.

store,and
weekly receiving
and carefully selcted stock of FOREIGN
HAVE
DOMESTIC

All Wool Delaines,

5-4 White

WOUU) inform the Ladios of Portland ahfT Vi▼ V
cinity that ho has secured the services of MR.
LITTLEFfELl> as Cuttsf, an 1 that of MRS. JONES,
late at the head of Mrs. Olilek’s Establishment, to
superintend the making and trimming, and is pre-

some

a case

B.

P.

who come to pay their vows and sacrifices to
the idol. Besides this, at every fall moon, long
trains ofpilgrims may be seen flocking thither,
and such is the faith of the people in the hcal-i
mg power of the goddess, that the' Sick are resorting there constantly in the vain hope of

Poplins,

earnestness.

er

And would be pleaeed to receive orders fbr tlio

Block,

ever

White Cotton and Wool Flannels,

nothing stands still; that in everything there
b progression of retrogression. The human
mind is advancing in goodness and knowledge,
The good are befriended even by weakness
and delect. As no man had'ever a p&fiSE of or b taking the downward road of igpprance
pride that was not injurious td him, sojrfafman and degradation. By far the most important
ever had a defect that was not somewhere usechange, then, depends wholly on our own
ful to him. The stag in the fable admired, choice. Earthly change will affect u3 but lithis horns and blamed his feet, but when the tle if the mind and the heart are becoming
hunter cam? life feet saved him, and after- better, more enlightened, nearer to tlie inhabwards, caught in the thicket, his horns de- itants of that world who know no cntuigc but
stroyed him. Every man in hb lifetime needs from the beautiftfl to the more beautiful, the
to thank his fault. As no man thoroughly un-, good to the better, becoming ever more holy,
derstands a truth until he has coutended more happy, advancing nearer to the King of
onward.
against it, so no man has a thorough acquain- glory, forever progressing upwardbeand
here. Here
Brit tlie great first change must
tance with the hindrances of talents of men,
for
endless
the
must be the preparation
prountil he has suffered from the one, and seen
gression or retrogression. As the duties ot
the triumph of the other over his own waut of
us for the next, so the doings of
fit
hour
one
the same. Has he a defect of temper that unour present state fit us for the everlasting fufits him to live in society ? Thereby he fe
ture. Let us, then, instead of bewailing the
driven to entertain himself alone, and acwhich time is working around us, see
quire habits of self-help; and thu3. lika the changes to the
change it is working within
wounded oyster, he mends his shell with caromlly
us, and see, too, that they be sucb as shall prepearl.
pare us for the elevated society of the just
made perfect in heaven, that the last mortal
Pilgrimages in India.
change may introduce us to the sweat surThe Bombay Times inserts the following prise and fadoless glory of a happy eternity.—
Let the mutations of life stimulate U3 to greatstatement:

“But

we

Fine

and deity,

“Thirty miles north-cast of Sliolappor, at
Toolazapoor, is the great temple of the goddess
Bliowani, and twice in the year the place is
thronged by men and women of every grade,

5 Free Street

now

in advance.

Business Cards.

Cards.

»^“or»‘oO.L.SlonrtQ)

Cloths of the Best Quality!

Pop Gentlemen’s
Garments,

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

tlie choicest and moat extenWEsivearestock offering
have
had, consisting of

per

Deer-ins, Maiden & Co.,

The Best Stock ever
brought into this Market!

DE8I11ABLE

stock

ALSO FOB

Business

NEW GOODS !

an

GENTS’ FUBNISHING GOODS,

once

ed their condition. Suppose a revelation were
given U3 to-day that everything henceforth in
this world should abide as it is, that the time
for change had ceased, and should be known
no more forever; what consternation would
seize us. Do any live wholly in the present?
Are not we all looking fur the coming future
to bring us the higher good we seek. It is a3
true as trite that man is never quite satisfied;
the good he pursues Is never quite reached
and were all to stop now, farewell to ever accomplishing the great aim for which he lives.
How mislortune assails us, there is a hope
that some kind chauge may suddenly turn
things to our advantage, and we bear our burdens more lightly as we remember the mutability of earthly things. We arc accustomed
to speak sadly of earth’s changes; but where
is the person who would be satisfied with a
fixed, monotonous, uuvariad life? Change is
the power which keeps all things moving, the
impulse which stimulates us in everything we
do; and in thanking the beneficent Author of
existence for the many blessings we etjjoy, we
should bless Him for the changes that checker
our lot.
In the spiritual a3 well as the material world there is a continual change, and vastly more important. It i3 a law of nature that

exhibit

now

FALL AND WINTER GOODS,

-AND-

CONGRESS STREET.

Merinos,

Street,

One Price !

C. K. BABB’S,

by kmdrad and friends, so
some who were friendless and uncared for
have found an interest iu the hearts, and a
home in the affections of those about them,
gladdened by the good fortune that has better-

tion.
The league between virtua and nature engages all things to assume a hostile front to

iddle
Can

NO VARIATION!

Large

Every hour comes freighted with change.—
Every hour brings decay and death] Chauge
is whispered in every p:tssing hreeze,—written on the air cloud, paintad on the forest
leaves, arid boomed by tile ocean waves as
they lash the shore. But change Is not always
sad. Autumn is but the harbinger of spring.
The flower droops and mingles with the dust,
that another, no lc3s beautiful aud dear, may
bloom. If happy hearts are made sorrowful
by unfortunate occurrences, cad hearts, too,
are made joyful by pleasant
changes. If
some are left desolate and alone who were

8T

One Price!

Dry Groocls

Empress Cloths,

—[Sherbrooke (L. C.) Gazette.

Merchant Tailors,

ELEGANT

French

_Miscellaneous.

FERNALD &SON,

DRY GOODS!
-AT-

ence

npoD force in every way. The
father must meet this,—that is, he must be
what he would see again in a child, and then
enforce himself. To fail to do to will reward
him as David was rewarded in Absolom, Htzekiah in his Manassa, or Eli in his two sons.
A Christian soul grows up, when a firm Christian father stands between him and the world.

Miscellaneous.
J. E.

Fall and Winter

„
Terms

_

Miscellaneous.

LARGE STOCK!

Paris

work;—seize

Sunday Reading.

Miscellaneous.

recognize consistency, and they demand it;

and/it is the consistent part of a man’s influwhich really doe3 the work.
Iiat there Is one other thought.' To be
what one would have a child
IS not
enough; the father stands on the one side, if
lie fs a true, honest, Ood-Wce man, and the
world on the other. The world’s bad powers

hsiierb.”

pair.

’

’_

_

~.7~I annum,

MORNING, OCTOBER 28, 1865.

SATURDAY

PORTLAND,

roi. 4.

l

and Bak-

reasonable torma 11 applied tor
PEARSON ti SMITH.

3, 1863.—dtf

Widows Wood Society.
Annual Mooting of the -‘Portland Widow,
Wood Society,” for the choice of officers and the
transaction of such other business as mav legally
c .me lief re I hem, will lake place on WEDNESDAY
EVENING, Oct. LStlniat tlio Banking Uoom ol the
“Five Ceuta Savings Bank,” corner of Middle and
Plumb SU., at 7 o'clock.
SAMUEL ROLFE, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct 10-dtd

THE

FW It yod ore in want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at the Dally Press Office.

glyen ta
INSTRUCTION
GERMAN, &c.

DRAWING, FRENCH,
—

Please send for Circular.

A

Great

sepEfldtl

Bargain!

APPLIED for within ten days!
FINE Two-Slorv House, suitable for one or two
families; plenty of hard and soft water; centrally located.
Also two Corner Lots ol Land, to be sold cheap.
IF

A

MOSES GOULD,
74 Middle

octl&Utr
__

Street.^

HAY PRESS! I-The Side-Rowp;;F.SS. This machine Is
er HAY arH COTTON
naslir set Win a cumnrn horn floor:
eoc-bic feet In 30 mlnhay
into
one ton of
r,d in -or treading; no Injury to
'!°sT,eoftal'2'tn.by 0 In. by 44 in. No
„y,“- machine ran press as cheao. The Invention la
hits" acknowledged to he Ja-t
one of those “hapDv
the thing. Model and Balo of Hay may be seen at
Send thr Cl-onlar.
Risks £ Junes', Commercial St..
Address STEPHEN J. AUSTIN, Portland, M».
Oct 21—eodlm

H"

VPBF9SI

ETn^mess
ut*s“nob.*ln-,

DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND—
— ■

Saturday

Morning, Oct. 28.1865.

of the P"ss is larger than the cornthe other dailies in the city.
el td circulation of all
The

daily

Teriiiit

—

uesne

fjr* Reading Matter

on

Now what can be done to bring the value
of what we must use as money, more nearly
for
up to the value of what we purchase
a
question.
money? It is no longer political
to
Men are no longer called upon to submit
that it is one o
idea
the
with
high prices,

war for the
the burdens laid upon us by a
that though
national defence. It is now seen
have followed the war, they are

high prices

$S,0() per year in advance.

dim to the fact that

all Four Pages.

adapt

to

a

system
The

state of war.

mercial

F. Maury.

M..

We hail almost forgotten the distinguished
of
philosopher whose name stands at the head
this article, and might never have recalled his
achievements In the field of science had we
not met with the following highly complimentary notice In the Portland Advertiser:
ObLIeat. Manrj. the former head ofthe National Uie
joiiiiag
norvetery »t Washington, who
onr governrebel. 1* tee honor, and emolument* of
in Lugland, where
ment, *>** ••km op his residence
Bntian merhe «<?'•• har.drome living from tlio
benefits ot Ids
the
ehsa’V »M naval men, who reap
ta, min. J*. ha. lately been in Mexico where hi* son
ha. TO Wed the service ol Maximilian. All men

pnierr^i

haw the)* weaknesses; Maury showed his m joining
the rebel., bwt hie folly was not more apparent than
wxs tb*» sf Me viitlicrs who had pe:t*d Maury before. Snt «r*er the rebellion commenced deemed it a
patvotl. duty to denounce him as a humbug from
the beghwdw#. There iB not a man living to whom
marine eommeree Is so much Indebted as to this
He has made it safer to sail the ocean,
same W.ory.
and shortened the distances train land to land.
“A fellow

feeling makes

us

wondrous kind!”

The “weakness” oi Lieut. Maury lor treason
is of course quite pardonable, as viewed from
the standpoint of the Advertiser. There are
those (they are few, thank God l) who look upon Booth’s penchant for murder with great al-

lowance. But we have uo disposition to speak
of Maury’s crime in Joining the rebellion. We
desire only to enter our protest against tire unfair criticism which seeks to raise him to the
pedestal from which he has been deposed by
the unanimous suffrage of all competent judg-

question is purely

a com-

one.

appalling

to look round and see what

Interests there are adverse to returning to specie values. In the ’first place the
government itself has not the interest it had
last year in the question. When it was spendit
ing three millions a day to carry on war,

powerful

interest that flour, and pork, and blankshould be
ets, and shoes, and iron and hay,
of any
cheap. Now it has no expenditures
considerable amount to make. It matters not
how cheap its money is, so long as It passes to
servants and
pay its soldiers, pensioners, public
creditors. The plentier currency is, the easier and with less murmur people pay taxes.
The banks do not want a return to specie
values because it will become unsafe to circulate bills, which they may be called upon to
redeem, and less profitable to loan only the
money they have. The forestallers do not
desire it, because it will deprive them of the
immense profits for which they have played
their bold game,: and even the honest trader

had

an

with a chance to pass

along to

his customer

the extortidh that lias beefl /practiced upon
himself, 'is rather disposed to let the coil unwind itself.
When, soon after the closdof the wai^ gold
dropped down to 1J28, and other values in a

the men whom he

this fear was that the men who had risen with

and denounced after the rebellion by the

petted by

enough

of national finance to a

same

It J3 not true tnai ntauiy was petted DCtore
He was

It is

not wise

proportion, the tear was that specie payments were coming upon U3 so soon
that merchants would fail, and the business of
the country would be paralyzed. One part of

es.

men.

we were

still greater

remonstrated,—the
rising
article did not cost Toy (me half that price,—
on the pretence that by and by they must fall
with the failing market, when the time came
he improved with astonishing impudence. He
could not write grammatically; for proof see should be obliged to keep their word and
make a profit on the
any page of hi3 mo3t popular work—the “Ge- should not be allowed to
too. Perhaps business
ograpay of the Sea;” yet he passed for elo- up and down grade
for three months,
quent. He was incapable of using the rich would have been paralyzed
scientific material in his hands; yet he pre- but ths season had been wnoderlully productive, the peopple were, as never before, free
tended to be a philosopher. He whs indeed
from debt, and romises of gainful business in
the worthy Archimedes of the Southern Rebellion—the sham philosopher of a sham re- the North, in the West and South, invited enpublic, which ceased before it could fairly be terprise and industry as never before. We
should have passed the crisis long before now,
said to be. His pretensions were laughed at
by men of science abroad; his popular repute and have been ready to enter steadily upon
a solid structure of real and generally diffused
made the judicious grieve at home, long before
followed into rebellion. His position afforded
an excellent opportunity to bring his name familiarly before the public. TI113 opportunity

the rebellion.

Fora single example,we may refer to M.
Lartigue’s numerous proots adduced in the
Nouvelles Annales Maritimes de 1860, of the
pointed disagreement of facts with Maury's
favorite theory of the winds.
Additional
proofs have since been drawn by M. Uourgois
from observations made on board the ship Le
Duperre, the frigate La Forte, and other vessels of the expedition to China in 1860—61.
As tliis theory of the winds is Maury’s scientific chef d'ceuvre, and as we do not purpose to
review his
men.

M.

failures, this must stand as a speciWe desire it to be
noted, however, that

Lartigue’s criticism

of Maury was not subsequent to the rebellion of 1861.
Maury’s services to the American commercial marine were rendered
through the
cation of certain

publi-

expensive

volumes called

“Sailing Directions” and of “Wind and Current Charts,” widely distributed from the National Observatory, under the name of the
Superintendent The fate of those publications closes what we have to say on this occasion.
In

1863, the Chief

of the Bureau of

Naviga-

tion, Admiral Charles H. Davis, informed
Secretary Welles that he wa3 prepared to’recommend the discontinuance of these charts
and sailing directions, which were

“regarded
by hydrographers and scientific men as being
prolix and faulty, both in matter and arrangement, to such an extent as to render the limited amount of original information which

they

actually

contain

costly and inaccessible.” In
question of discontinuance

market while we

the

wealth.
Now the fear is that we are not to get specie payments at all. Peace, and the complete
surrender of the rebel States to the Union
were pretty hard facts for the bulls of the
stock exchange to trade upon, but there was
so large a crowd that preferred shadow to substance, the show and name of wealth, to

wealth,
treating

tliat

they

at last headed off the re-

columns of

and tamed

they

at

back till

stand

gold
stiffly

1.46,

them

and threat-

advance rather than recession.
Paper
money was made to flow in and fill up the
en

hiatus; pay day was indefinitely postponed.
The daily gambling in gold was re-established,
and the scale of prices trembled awhile in the
balance and then rose and rose at the dictation of the speculator, who found that though
a

great

war

was

a

good thing

to

gamble

upon,
he had a trick or two left even after the war
had failed him, and after he had lost in the

United States government his chief customer
and

dupe.

This

the gradual method of returning
to specie payments. This was the conservative policy, fatal and destructive as usual.
From it, results, not a man to do an hour’s
was

work

sawing wood, because the man, who
it, has no house to live in;
nobody will build him a bouse because me-

would have done

chanic’s wages and -building materials are so
high that when built it will not rent for two
per cent of its cost. We venture to surmise
that New England to-day requires one new

dwelling

house for every 100 of its

ITEMS OF STATE

Honry Ward Beecher’s Lc*t Sensation.

Let us Return to Specie Values.

population.

The West requires a larger and the South
order that the
might be decided with proper deliberation, it twice as large a proportion. Manufactories of
kind of goods that skill and labor can
was referred to the National
Academy of Sci- every
ences for investigation.
The committee ap- create, are required in every part of the North
pointed by the Academy, consisted of Prof. to meet the high piices resulting from the necessary tariff, and to supply our population
F. A. P. Barnard, Prof. J. H.
Alexander, Mr. —never
before so well able to buy, reinforced
J. P. Lesley, Prof. Alexis
Prof
Wm.
CasweiJ,
as It is to be, first by a tremendous immigraProf.
H.
J.
C.
Chauvenet,
Coffin, D. S. N.,
Prof. J. F. Frazer, Prof. Arnold Guyot, Mr. J. tion from Europe, second by four millions of
E. Hiigard, Prof. Benj.
Peirce, Prof. J. D. Da- slaves, changed from cattle, consuming
na, and Prof J. Winloclt, U. S. N. These pounded com and negro cloth, to free labormen, whose nam33 are known and honored, ers, purchasing all the commodities of human
whoso motives are above suspicion, after maconsumption at the shop3 of the traders.—
Then all our transportation is evidently inadture consideration adopted with entire unanequate to carry the productions we now raise
imity the following resolution:
Resolved, That In the opinion of thia Academy, to the hands of the people who consume them.
the volumes entitled “Sailing
Directions/’ hereto- We need more
fore issue to navigators from the Naval
ships, more steamboats, more
Observatory,
and the “Wind and Current Charts” which they arc
rails and rail cars.
tu illustrate and explain, embrace much
designed
v>hi<ik is unsound in
Why can we not enter at once upon this
philosophy and little th t is practically us-Jw, and that therefore these publications vast
industry? Simply because we have not,
no
to
bo
ouiht
Issued in the present form.
longer
and every prudent man feels that we have not,
a safe financial basis to start
Sudden Conversions.
upon. Let the
in Maine undertake this winter to
capitalists
This is a day of wonders. Marvels are tbe
offspring of every passing hour. Sudden con- build six thousand houses, judiciously distributed through our more thriving towns.—
versions are every-day occurences.
At least
three of the3e have developed within a few About what would be the price of timber,
days, so marvellous that the conversion, of bricks, paint, and mechanic’s wages in one
Saul of Tarsus into Paul the Apostle seenn to lortnlght after starting the project ? So everywhere, aggravate the present fictitious values
he cast in the shade.
by any general and permanent demand, and
The first of these—if me are to believe
copperwould defy all calculation. We can not
head versions of the
affair—is that of Henry prices
from a walk into a run, but must come first
Ward Beecher,—recently the
go
exponent and
to a
Incarnation of “ride
Christianity,” a3 copper- ds asdead bait and take a fair start. We roust
the Legislature ha 5 compelled railroad
heads sneeringiy termed his
an
teachings,—to
earnest advocate of State Rights, a defender of managers to do at certain dangerous crossings,
new-fashioned Democracy, and the justifler of bring the train to a fall stop, then advance
abandoning the emancipated negroes to the slowly, ringing the bell. Things must be
tender mercies and paternal care of their late worse before they aro better. Thu sooner we
masters.
It is, perhaps, unfortunate for Mr. stop, the less the shock—the sooner and the
Beecher’s influence, that he is much more spfiedler we can go on safely. We cannot do
business
celebrated for saying smart
things—things to with no safely upon a mere paper currency,
astonish and bedazzle
security for its present redemption
for
community—than
saying wise tilings, that produce deep and earn- and no check upon its unlimited issue.
The national currency system is a
est conviction, and
good syssway and mould the public
tem, a safe system, because it has its checks
mind.
Two other marvellous conversions have ocnpou over-issue and implies specie payments;
curred, in this city, in the case of two copper- but the National bank system and the State
bank system—the State bank
head papers, both of vhich are
system skulking
exalting over
apolitical parson and the preaching of apoliti- under its National privileges, to violate the
These papers have been death rsstrictions imposed upon us by the State_
cal sermon!
with no promise of any definite future
on ail introductions of political
specie
topics into the
pulpit, and within a few days have felicitated payments, and no limit imposed to the issue of
its promises to pay, is a terribly oppressive
the Christian world on the fact that the national convention of a great and influential nuisance.
jjwausc tuc laws
ugamsi. counieneiting ao
religiom sect, convened in Philadelphia, refused to thank God for the restoration of peace not go into effect till next July, shall we drive
and the destruction of the primary cause of its the counterfeiting business night and day, or
rupture. They snuffed from afar the slightest shall we begin to prepare to live honestly ?—
reference to political topics, and commended Shall we go on making everything money,
even the
the convention for its wisdom and
wrappers of Bank checks, till we run
godliness in
at full
speed against a grand commercial
closing the gates of the Lord against all allu- up
crash next
or shall we
sion to so profane a
begin gradually
subject as that of na and with year,
careful regard lor all
donal restoration and the
interests, to
triumph of Human retire our
redundant paper, imitating the pru
recdorn!
But, presto, change! The same
the
dencc of
papera “w canonize Ward
Government, that is reported to.
Beecher for imhe drawing in its legal tenders at the
Lonl’s my>ln
rate, for
holy sanctuary, a short
time, of one milllou a day ?
Ug down t*,e rouSh process of reconstrucLion'
How would it do to have a
*** * * th° r<*d ment of the merchants, traders written agreeStates, in
and mechan"CSr0 SUf‘ ics of this
frage, and in
city, pledging each other that after
,
me“
Who have
ihe first of November, they would not receive
uat,on
blood and
weighed it down
bills other than tegal tenders and national
a
^Santie burden of any
public debt
currency of any bank out of the State, nor
Well, wonders will never
..
any such bills after the first of December, of
while it does make a differ,,.,..’,
any bank out of this city, nor after the first of
We shall not
gores the ox.”
January next, any bills except legal tenders
hereafter at anything, unless
and national currency? This would give amcease to be erratic, and the
ple opportunity for all the bills of the old State
copperhead n
should show more regard for
principle thaa banks, nearly all of which have surrendered
for party.
their charters, to be returned to the
Corporations that issued them
and be redeemed. It
Buffalo Express thinks the hugest would
arrest
speculation, reduce the prices of
joke lately perpetrated is the reason given by
of
to tbc poor, make it
the New- York
Express for the late Democratic Dosrfvo:8SSar,es
deteat iu Newark, New
specie payments, and bring
It
said
us
^esume
Jersey.
'V
that several hundred of
solid boUom> upon which
their voters were
we can m-0
aosent in New York
attending a temosrance
alt“
convention,
power the world
has ever seen,

spc^^
barigkUldrrd1forthe

..

J)ai'tlcularl7

lJ\.

BeecU^o^d

nnant0

8trndous

Mr. Beecher’s sormon in

Plymouth Church

Sunday evening, Oct. 22d, has attracted
attention, and it is not among the
least cheering ttsigns of the times” that all the
eopperhead papers, great and small, are loud
in their praise of its author. After carefully
of that sermon
^
reading the published report
that these new
we can only express the hope
friends of Mr. Beecher are honest; that they
commend him not simply because of his genof the President’s acts and
erous endorsement
his desire to see the people of the South lenientbut becanse of hl3 burning and
ly treated,
truthful words against the awful national
curse ot slavery^—of which we are now "nearly
rid,—of his honest indignation against persistent rebels not yet repentant,—of whom the
South and North have yet altogether too
many,—and of his scathing rebuke of Connecticut for keeping up, by the undivided aid
of the Democrats, its odious distinctions based

on

unusual

the mere accident of color.
We cheerfully transfei to our columns a few
extracts Irom Mr. Beecher, and would affectionately commend them to the careful attention
of those Democrats and Copperheads who are
now exultant over his discourse as a whole:

on

When the crime of slavery blotted oar fair
page, charity was a mistake and a witness
against us in favor of slavery. Now things
are changed; the cause of trouble 13 removed,
and it has become our privilege and duty, as
it is my

pleasure, to plead

for

a

large

measure

In the
of good will and love toward all men.
first place, we cannot expect those who have
been struck with this insanity to get over in
an hour their life-long prejudices and belief*.
And while we are calling them citizens and
brothers we should remember that convales-

NRWq.

gyThaSiddefofd Union and Journal
considerably enlarged by widening

has

been

and
the columns. Mj. Butler makes a
d paper, and we are glad to see
thisevidenoe
that it is appreciated.

Cjthening
gyrhe

Journal 3ays the

Laconia

Mills in
Biddeford are now running 1200 looms and a
full complement of hands.
The demand for
cotton goods is so great that both these mills
and the Pepperell are running extra time. The
pay-roll of the Laconia for the last five-week
The Water Power
settlement was $22,000.
Machine Shop is receiving more orders for
cotton and woollen machinery than It can well
supply with its present help, and good maiu active demand.
chinists
gy’Fbur or five vessels are in process of
construction at Waldoboro.
gy The Bath Times says the North Street
Free Baptist Society in that city, arc having
placed in their church a fine new organ, built
lor them by Mr. George Stevens, East Cambridge, Mass. It has 24 stops, and contains a
great many improvements which make it by
far the most complete organ in the city.
gSf A session of the S. J. Court for Knox
county is now. in session in Rockland, Judge
are

Dickinson, presiding.
gy At a small stream falling into the head
of Hog Bay in the town of Franklin, in this

state, the people have found the muster field of
eels, and catch them there in large quantitie
and last fall sent to New York forty-nine

pounds.

thousand

gy'the

Bath Times understands that the
manufacture of lime, which business is carried
on
extensively in Rockland, is very prosperous at the present time; the price is’higher
than usual, the demand great, and those engaged in the business are driving it hard.
gy Schooner. Emetine Treat, Capt. phjlbrook of Frankfort, Me., from Philapelphia for
the
Gloucester, with a load of coal, struck

^uits

is sometimes longer in its run than the
disease, and men who have been torn and despoiled by fierce, relentless war cannot, in a
moment, change. Nor are we to expect them
at,
to give up their theories.
Men at the North south side of Nantucket
island, near the head
are disappointed because proipipcnt men at
of Miscoroet pond, at 121-2 o'clock, on Friday
the South are pardoned, when they do uot
week. The wind at the time blew very
give up their secession. I should uot respect night
them if they did. Let them accept the fact of fresh, and the sea making a complete breach
union from this time on, and they can have
over her, the men, five in number, were comA man who too readily gives
their theories.
pelled to take to the rigging, where they reup his theories aud doctrines cannot moke a mained until
Saturday afternoon, when they
desirable citizen.
I expect them to retain
were rescued by the aid of the Humane Societheir theories, but to accept the facts.
Nor is it right to distrust their professions.
ty’s apparatus, in an exhausted condition.
It is said they will again get into power and
gy”The statue of Major General Berry will
then do as they please. How do you expect be
inaugurated at Rockland on the 31st, by the
to prevent them? Somewhere men must be
Masonic Fraternity of that city.'
believed ahd trusted. What guaranties Would
The
cence

you ask—how secure
utter destruction of

them?

slavery

I think the
is the best

Calais Advertiser says the house,
gy
barn, outbuildings; &c., owned and occupied by

Capt. Tobin,

guaranty.
very giau null me ioreuiosi or our anti-slavery men have been pleading tor less rigor, and expressing a generous sympathy tor
their old time antagonists. Let the true men
find the Southern heart, let traitors be ignored
by both parties. I wa3 pained by the many
criticisms 1 saw in the papers upon General
Lee when he was made President of a Southern
College. In an hour of great weakness
he committed himself to the cause of rebellion. Since that time, however, he has acted
as well became him; the fact granted that he
conscientiously believed in the cause of the
South, wo must admit that he has conducted
am

himself without unnecessary violence: and
when he laid down his sword, who could he
more modest, more honorable than he ? And

when he was called to the presidency of the
college, I was glad to see him take it. He
needed to do something to support himself,
and the criticisms made by our papers were as

ungenerous as they were unfair.
I do not know what the President’s mind is,
if indeed he knows it himself. Much complaint has been made of hts reticence, but I
confess that I think his reticence admirable in
one wbo has nothing to say.
In lib answer
to South Carolina’s delegation—South Carolina that before she was received again into the
family, sends her advice to Washington, and
suggests to the President what be should do,
how refreshing—he (the President) said we
must be practical in our efforts, and I think
his course is eminently wise, and we have never had a man in the Presidential chair who
has proven himself more wise in the solution
of questions brought to him than President
Johnson. I thick his leaving of these questions to Congress eminently wise and much
better than would be the Caesarian practice of
deciding for himself, and by himself alone.—
But in regard to criticism and advice, I don’t
think we are so very free from censure.—
When a black man can ride in the cars, can
appear in court, can own property, can attain
to the full stature of citizenship here, we may
turn to the lecturing of our Southern bretliren.
I confess that if I want to advise them, I
shouli speak very mildly, because if they
should ask me in what State I was born I
should be compelled with blushes to admit
that it was the loyal State of Connecticut.
Let me express my gratitude to God that
He had appointed without our forethought,
and almost without our knowledge, a man singularly fitted to take up the work where his
martyred predecessor left it. Thus far I cannot lay my hand upon an act which does not
seem apt, fitting and most wise.
With a clear
eye, and a skillful hand he has gone on weaving most cleverly the robs which was to cover
the entire brotherhood of the States of the
Union. The extraordinary unanimity in the
nation, in respect to him is most gratitying.
We who voted for him and made him our
Vice President, of course, are proud of him,
but what most fills my heart with gratitude,
and is my unqualified marvel and thanksgiving, is the complete conversion of our enemies who opposed him at the date of his election with such virulence and spite. Let us,
however, be charitable, let us hope and even
pray that this sudden conversion may be genuine, and that they will never backslide.
Laws can’t make men—you may call the negroes all the pretty names in the world, but
unless they are intelligent, industrious and devoted to the laws of labor, as are the people
of this part of the country, they wo’nt be one
whit better off than now. We can never
deny
man in this country
long any civil right for
which he is well fitted. If the
negro can be
proven fit for the suffrage, for the holding of
property, he will not long be kept out of it.
As a point of transition, a
property qualification might be accepted—not as final, but as a
measure.
Nor
do I believe that
transitory
this nation would put guns into the hands of
150,000 negroes, and then deny them the right
to vote. I believe with Sherman, that a man
who has carried a musket has a right to carry
a ballot. Let us have this for a
Let
those who have fought our battles have the
right to vote, and I would like to see the Democrat—the man who would look this black hero in the
face, and say he is not fit to vote.
He huiself is not fit to vote.

beginning.

destroyed by fire on the
fifty tons of hay,
one horse, three cows, five sheep, and several
swine. Loss from $5000 to $10,000.
gy The Bangor Times says that Thursday
evening as Mr. Charles Fenno of that oity, a
peaceable and quiet man, was crossing Central
Bridge, he was, without the slightest provocation, set upon by two roughs, one of whom
knocked him senseless with a large stone, the
blow horridly mutilating his face. They then
decamped.
gy The Whig understands that Prentiss M.
Baker, a son of officer Baker, was assaulted in

Bangor

Westbrook

Seminary—Improvements.

Wednesday evening

about ten
o’clock, by a couple of toughs who demanded
his funds. After a severe struggle he made
his escape, probably damaging them full as
much as they did him.
jy The Lewiston Journal says that many
on

moving West and

families are

South from that

County. A party of eleven persons left Auburn a few days since, intending to settle in
Macon, Missouri.
&y M%j. J. D. Pulsifer, Paymaster U. S. A.,
has been honorably mustered out of service, to
take effect Nov. 1st He intends to return to
the practice of law, in partnership with his
brother, A. M. Pulsifer, Esq., of Auburn.—

[Journal.
KJ^—The body of a man dressed in dark
blue pants, with white shirt over a flannel one,
was found on the 11th
inst., on the Bay ofFjtn-

dy shore, eight miles from Digby, N. S. On
the body was a receipt from a Portland landlord, and running to Thomas A. Palmer.
Another from S. P. Hall & Co., Bnck3port,
the other name illegible.
The body was decently buried.
ty A Brass Baud has been organized in
Bethel.

ltff“We learn that Thomas Greene, of
North Waterford,committed suioide, by hanging, on Tuesday of this week. He was found
in a pasture, suspended to a tree by his handkerchief. He was an uncle to the Miss Grover
of Bethel, who committed suicide recently.—

[Democrat.

£y Garrett Davis of Kentucky last week
filed a petition in the Bourbon County Circuit
Court against the Kentucky Central Railroad
and Generals Brisbin and Palmer, claiming

810,000
slaves

damages, for carrying several of his
out of the State, under Palmer's and
in

Brisbin’s orders.

This is to be made

a

test

case.

&y The

Canadian

residents

in' New

York have issued

a formal invitation to their
countrymen resident in other parts of the
United States, to meet them in a general convention, in New York, on the 15th of next
month, for the professed purpose of discussing

subjects pertaining to the interests of the two
countries. It is said, how truthfully we cannot
tell, that,“annexation” projects are at the botof the movement.
{,y A French Canadian

tom

journal,

L'Union
Rationale, has. the following very .definite information : “We learn from a good source that
our government has been, or is on the
point of
being put in possession of certain faets of the
highest importance. Our information does not
give u. the precise iacts; but there is not the
slightest doubt that the Canadian authorities
have besen, or are on the point of being, officially informed by the Cabinet of Washington,
that it is the intention, more or less
of

resulting

the Fenians to invade Canada.” To invade
Canada for the purpose of freei ng Ireland, would
certainly be a plan worthy of the inventive

genius

of
as

Paddy, but it would be quite as judianything the Fenians have dob6

yet.

Ey Earl Bussell says, in his letter to Mr.
Adams, that the efforts by which the United
States Government and Congress have shaken
off slavery have the warmest sympathy of the
people of these kingdoms.” The hypocrisy of
this is keenly exposed by the following passage
in Mr. Adam’s reply : “In the midst of the
gravsst of our difficulties, 1 cannot
.that

perfect discipline. The Principal, Rev. S. H.
forget
McCollister, is “the right man in the right even
your lordship was pleased, in an official
place,” and in his arduous labors and weighty published despatch, to tiait with the
<ievi»rity
responsibilities he is well supported by an able of your but too weighty censure the
greatest
of
male
and
female
corps
assistants, ail of political measure of the late lamented President,
whom seem admirably fitted to the positions that which, in
fact, opened the only practicable way to the final attainment of the
they fill.
glorious
During the past season great and much- end.”
needed improvements have been made in the
tar U( Boston Adcertuer tinder tbe caption of “Reconstruction Begun,” states that at
main building, and improvements are still gothe competitive declamation at Harvard Coling on in the grounds, which need much dona
lege, on Saturday, the }4th, open to all applito bring them up to that standard of tftsta
cants from the freshman
class, the first prewhich the Trustees have adopted. Many beaumium was awarded to a student who lost his
tiful shade trees have been set out and others
being transplanted, to which every

are now

year’s growth

will add size and beauty.
The most noticahle improvements, however,

have been made in and upon the Seminary
building. It has been thoroughly remodeled
and repaired, Insomuch that those who have
known it only in days gone by would scarcely
believe it was the same structure.

Externally
improved, particularly in the towpainted a pleasant soft color. Interi-

it has been

er, and

orly it has been made all new, the rooms
changed in form and size, and better adapted
to the uses for which they were designed and
to secure convenience and comfort. All looks
cozy, comfortable and attractive.
Slight improvements have also been made
upon the large boarding house, now known as
“Goddard Hall,” in honor of one of the truest
and most liberal friends of the
institution,
Thomas A. Goddard, Esq., of Boston. The
future of this institution is well assured. It
is worthy the
fostering care of the wealthy
and influential Christian denomination under
whose especial auspices it has been
brought to
its present high position
among the Literary
Institutions of the State.
^-Messrs. Haile and Forsyth, the editorial
bullies who fought at Mobile, used double-barreled shot guns, loaded with buckshot, at thirty

paces, and didn’t either of them

Sharpshooters, surely,

get hurt.

arm, serving as a captain in the confederate
army; the second to a young man of negro descent, the first undergraduate of that race who
has been admitted into the
University.
EyThe Paris correspondent of tho Chemical News states an experiment that has been
made by M. Duchemin during a
holiday at the
seaside. He made a small cork buoy,and fixed
to it a disk of charcoal
containing a small plate
of zinc. H then threw the buoy into the
sea,,
^nd connected it with coppe* wires ta a* telectric alarm on the shore.
The aland instantly
began to ring, and has gone on ringing ever
sinoe, and it is added, that sparks may be
drawn between the two ends of the wires.
Thus the ocean seems to he a powerful and inexhaustible source of electricity, and the small
experiment of M. Duchemin may lead to most
important results.
■

gyThe Boston Transcript

says the pressure upon Collector Hamlin for
places in the
Boston Custom House is very great from that
and the neighboring States. Thousands of
the
applicants will he doomed to disappointment,
While the claims of a few meritorious soldiers
will probably be allowed.

B^~The

Commission appointed under a re
solve of the Mass, legislature, to report upon
the hours of labor, are giving hearings to the
friends of an eight hour system, at the State
House in Boston.
$Jp“Hon. Ben. Wood has secured a nomination to the New York State Senate.
A very
small and mean pieoe of timber to fill s very
small place,
t

States, incurred any penalty during the
bellion, he has been exonerated from all the
consequences by the general amnesty of Presior

bearing mostly baldwins and russets, for the
apples of which this fall he has refused §1000.
There are probably 250 barrels.
5jy*Some excitement was occasioned livst
week in Montgomery county, Pa., says the
Philadelphia Ledger, by the discovery of a cave
near the Old Ttappe Church.
Some boys were
playing among the bushes, when one of them
fell, and his leg slipped in the aperture of the

dent

minister w*o bad preached in
was fishing for a

W’pulpit

One juryman, summoned in Richmond, re
fused to take the oath to
support the Constitution of tiie United States and the restored

government of Virginia, and was fined $8 by
the judges.
Gov. Perry, of South
Carolina, delivered a
message to the Legislature of that State on
the 25th. He recommends the fostering of internal improvements, commerce and manufacture^ the encouragement of foreign immigration, and also that they shall not be dependent, as heretofore, on the Western States for
horses, mules, cattle, hogs, bacon, lard and
b«e^ nocoa the Northern States for furniture,
agricultural implements and cloths, but should
raise, grow and make every th-ug for themselves. Now that slavery is abolished, labor is
rendered

Young

one

tbq best Re has achieved since
passed him out of his Caliinet.
time for him to go; everybody

incomparably

Mr. Lincoln
It was high'

saw

tbkt

squid

time since, and now Mr. Blair, feeling that he
has about exhausted his powers of mischief
within the party, sees it himself. We
wisR the
New York Democracy joy of its accession.
If

soon

must become

more

necessary.

tradesmen,

the

as

department is

manu-

assured of the re-

sponsibility of the agents.
asks the people to look only
not to the past.

stand Blair’s crotchety advice and
John Van Buren’s prophecies, they
may consider themselves past killing in the

they

honorable and

more

men

facturers and mechanics. Northern friends
are invited to come to the State.
Immediate
provision must be made for the protection by
government of freedmen. This is expected by
the President and Congress, and will remove
He opposes any
all pretext for military rule.
act-looking to tins repudiation of the State
debt. He recommends the exchange of public
documents with ■all sister States. He has been
informed by the Post Master General that the
mails will be carried over all the railroads as

and

compliment on bis effort;
passage I very much admired.”
was that ?”
“Your passage,” said
Mr, Hill, “from the pulpit to the door.” So we
think that the passage of Montgomery Blaip
out of the Republican party is
“There was
“Ah, which

Lincoln, of which lie

test oath.

fire-place, cooking utensils and a ladder, by
which the inhabitants, whoever they may be,
gained egress to the outer world. There are
meat bones and other unmistakable signs of
domestic life, yet no one can expiain the mystery. The cave issaid to be a reality, but who
fashioned it, who occupies it, or how long it has
been there, no one knows.
5^"Hon. E. E. Rollins of New Hampshire,
has been appointed Commissioner of Internal
Revenue in place of Hon. W. M. Orton, resigned.
Rowland Hill once, said to a conceited

can

In

conclusion, he

to the future and

present

generation.—[Boston Journal.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

gyThe first day a little fellow want to school
Canton, last summer, the teacher asked him
if he could spell? “Yes, indeed.”
“Well, how
do you spell ‘boy’ ?” “Oh, just as other
people

A

>

For particulars apply to
G. BACKMAX & CO..
Lewiston. Me.
Oct 24—sn dlw*

LOOK,

Company.

J.

—Rev. Charles W. Denison has become pasof the Lower Dublin Baptist Chureh, twenty-third ward, Philadelphia.
tor

—Rev. Jeseph Edgecomb, of Vienna, has
sustained a longer pastoral relation to the
church in that town than any Free Baptist
minister we now know has sustained to any
one church within hundreds of miles of us.—
[Farmington Chronicle.
—Rev. Charles Egan, pastor of the Catholic
church in Augusta, has returned home from a
few months’ absence in Europe.

Wanted.
WET NURSE

A

1786,

THE largest, best, and cheapest Establishment in
All work warranted.
Card PhotoState.

graphs $3yOO per

Oct G—6 n ecid&epw3m

ITCH !

25 Cents per Set !

2*i

C.

XL
for it.

Is warranted to do all that is claimed

Grayest Heads

whether black

brown.

or

to their

Will

original color,

Cures all eruptions of the

dandruff, keeps the head cool, the
hair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot bo surpassed by any preparation in the market. Tiy it. $1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents lor Portland,
Scalp, frees

it from

Me.

ocGsnGw

Portland, Me., July 23, 1865.
To Messrs. Burleigh Sf Rogers:—Having been troubled with ''my Kidneys for some two years past, and
having tried a great many patent medicines to no
purpose, 1 was induced fo try SMOLA-NDER’S COMPOUND EXT B ACT OF BUCKU, and, after using
ctwo bottles, only, I have found it what it is represented to be in every respect,—a benefactor to those troubled with Weak. Back or Kidney Complaints, and
would ohoeriullv rdeooSnmekl it to the public.
JOHN E. l>oW, Insurance Agent.
Sraolander’s Bucko is for sale by all Apothecaries.
Price

one

domestic ports.

WORMELL,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 00 Middle
Street, Portland.

Card Photographs at Threk Dollars
best in the City.

per

dozen,—the

mayZosndGin

CD and 71 East Water St.,

Msoiln-

Buy tor Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beep
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands oi Flour on hand
N. Warren,
Eagle,

Champion,

marlSeodly

HAIR

-FOR-

BEAUTIFYING,

RESTORING,
DRESSING

THE

HAIR.

FIFTY CENTS.
For sale at

PRICE

Wholesale

and Retail,

~»y-r~

CUSTIS

CHARLES

A

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Mor^pn Block, Congress Street, Portland.

MRS.

A.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAPJ
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
demand, la mode from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient In Its nature, fragrantly sotntedS
and extremely beneficial In its act upon the s) In.
For witty ail Drugyltlt and Fancy GoodU Dtalcrt

JunQlldfjT

HalVs Rubber Emporium

WINSLOW,

L MRS.

AN EXPERIENCED NUBSE and Female Physician, presents to the .ttondon pf Mother, her

Soothins Syrup,

County Temperance Convention

FOil CHILDREN

Temperance. Con-

vention held jts October session in the Congregational Church at New Gloucester, on
Tuesday last, both afternoon and evening.

TEETHING

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all fain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

President, Charles P.

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give

rest to yourselves, and
Relief and Health to yoIr Infants.
We have puiuip and sold this article lor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth ot it

called to preside, and P. BorHaskell,Esq.,
ing, Esq., was chosen Secretary. Appropriate
introductory remarks were made by the Chairman, and prayer was offered by Rev. Mr.
Kingman. Excellent and caruCst speeches
were made by Messrs. Walton, Dow and
Beale of Portland. Messrs. Stackpole, Dow
and Cross were appointed a committee to prewas

what

have

been able to say of any other
modicinc— Never has it failed tn a single instance to
a
qfl'ect cure, when timely used. Never did we know
a:i instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. Wc speak In this matter
“wliat we do know,’* after thirty years experience;
ami pledge our
for the fulfillment of what
wc here declare.
In almost every Instance where the
infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, rebel
will he loundin fifteen minutes alter the Syrup Is adwo

Sent free

of postage to any address,

receipt of 26 cents, In stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CBOIX, No. 31 Maiden Lone,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the disupon which his book treats cither pertonally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—s K d&wCrn
eases

Mansfield,’8 Debility

Bitters.

These Bitters are not only valuable in all cases of
Bilious Diseases, Liver Complaints, Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Costiveness, Headache, $c., but in all cases of
GENERAL DEBILITY, or general Weakness of the
whole system, Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
Paine in the Skle, these Bitters will be found most
valuable. Delicate females who are weak and sickly,
will find this medicine invaluable.
They operate

gently; they purify and make new blood; they regulate the Liver, and give force and strength to the
whole System. Prepared by
DR. W. P. MANSFIELD,
Proprietor of Mansfield's Vegetable Mitigator.
For sale by MANSFIELD & CLARK, No. 27
Green St., Portland, Me.
Orders by mail will rcoelve prompt attention.
n

dim*

DR. TIBBETS' PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RE-

GENERATOR, TUX MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVrestore Gray Hair
ERY of tub AGE, will
to its original color, whether black, brown or auburn,
and being a delight Ail dressing, it imparts to it a
beautiful glossy and
appearance. It will also
a growth of new nair on bald heads, where
le glonds or roots are not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or money refunded.

positively

ing meeting.

interval, during

which the
the hospitalities of the generous citizens of thi3 quiet village, which is
indeed “beautiful for situation,” a large aiKlldnee gathered to listen to addresses on the
the subject of Temperance. The committee
appointed for that purpose, presented the following resolutions, which were discussed in
an able and interesting manner by Messrs.

never

ministered.
Full directions for using will accompany aach bottUe
None genuine unless the fao-simile of CURTIS
& PT5RKTNB. Now York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.

flelegate3 enjoyed

june3end&wGm
Hail’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewhas proved itself to lie the most perfect preparation fbr the hair ever oObred to the publio.
er

Stackpole, Walton, Ballantine, Cross, Dow,
Baker, Tobey, Beale, Loring and othewqond
finally adopted:—

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

no

In]Q*

RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGCOLOR.

IT WILL

flr'olvc:!. That now, not less tbart heretofore, the
cause of remimrance lies at the foundation of hu-

INAL

It will keep the hair from tailing out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair.sotl, lustrous and silken.

happiness.

Reto/red,^fhat

while the principle of prohibition
firmly established, tbc law against the saio of inintoxicating drinks is not vigorously enforced, particularly in oar cities ami larger towns.
A serious want now
IPherras,
felt, is not repretives to enoct or emend, but municipal officers to execute the Maine Law, therefore,
Rexotvfd, That it is is the (lnty of the friends of
Temperance to use untiring eiforts to sooure the election of such officers.

It is

a

splendid hair ilrossing.

No person, old

or

Util to
young, should

use

it.

IT IS RECOMMENCED AND USED BY THE
f'iRST Medical authority.
|^- Ask for Ball’s btoilian Hair Renewer, and
take

I

u»

derson,

Orleans;

fin New

barque R
schs John

A

Allen AnBoynton Reed

Calais; Crusoe, Kellar, Maehias.
Ar 26tli, sch Peucinian, Turner, Now York.
NEWPORT—Ar 26th, sell Cosinus, Stetson, Rockland for Fall River.
FALL RIVER—Ar 26th, schs Wave, Rhodes, Bangor; J H Counce, Cox, do.
Sid 26th, sch Geo W Kimball, Crockett New York
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 26th, sch Ada Frances, Perkins, Bangor.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 24th, brig Trtndelen, Lew.
ry, Charleston tor Boston; sells Uidon,Kelley, Flliahet'” .ri for Portland; Challenge. Little!:eld' Ban.ur
tor Philadelphia.
In port 26th,
'qnos D R IH-Wolf, C B Hamilton,
and E A Cochrane; brigs Castillian,
Chesapeake, and Aroostook: sells Leesburg, Baltic, Sarah
Jane, Oriental, Mt Hole, Hudson, Mora King, Lvndou, Dacotah. J W Hall, Venus, George Edward,
Wings of the Morning, Union, Challenge, Ida, and

Antelope.

BOSTON—Ar 2Cth, schs CM lilt flic Beals, March,
Ellsworth: Yankee, Harding, Bucksport; Col Han-

son, Friable, and Brutus, Dodge, Bangor: Merom,
Rogers, bath.
E Kelley, from-.
5®Jo*ibrigCarolin1
Cld126th, brig Hoi ry Leeds, Whitmore, Portland;
schs Grace, Walls, Lepreaux
NB; LA Orcutt, Butter BalUmore; J Baker, Barberlck, Portland.
Sid, brig Circassian.
Ar 27th, 1-rig Caroline E
Kenev, Monlll, Philadelphia; robs Delia Hind., Wells, Calais; Lady of the
Ocean. Poland, Bangor.
Old 27th, barque J C Nichols, Blanchard. Havana.
SALEM—Ar 24th, schs Kate
Walker, Gullifcr,
Philadelphia; L S Watson, Wells, fm Calais lor New

Haven; Col Simmons, Matthews, Belfast.

Ar 25th, brig Catharine
town DC tor Portsmouth;

8remote

TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Wiiipple, Agent for Portland. Sold by
maylleodfim*
Druggists everywhere.
W. W.

A Fact Worth Knowing-,
That Rubber Goods can be repaired In a neat and
substantial manner, at
HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
July21sntf

Bangor.

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 24th, sch Durock, Uodgsdon, Elizabeth port; Gen Uleber, Turner, Bangor;

Advance, Currier,

do.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 26th, schs H Clark, Frisbee,
Bangor; Gen Washington, Tarr, Boston.
rutiuiuv

I'uuis

Calcutta Sept 1, ship Templar, Nichols, for Boston, at $10 per ton; Gov J.ang<lon, Davis, for New
York, Ida; and others, as before.
Ar at Falmouth E 11th Inst, ship Hudson, Potter,
At

Basfiein.
Ar at Aspinwall

8th inst, brig Ortolan,Waterhouse.
do.
Oct 5, brig Martha A Berry, Blackford,for Bos-

Philadelphia; 16th, ship Lisbon, Curtis,
Sid
ton.

Cld at St John NB 24th hist, soli Geo W Carpenter,

McFarland, Philadelphia.

Cld at St Andrews NB 10th inst. sch Fariogut,
Ramsdell, New York.

IPer steamer H&nsa, at New York.l
Sid ftn Liverpool Dtb, Resolute, Harris, New York;
J F Spencer, Spencer, Demcrar a.
Knt lor ldg7th, W Tucker, Mitchell, Wilmington;
9th. Cultivator, Russell, New York.
Cld at London 7th, M Ludwig, Lortaf, Helsingfors.
Ar at Falmouth 11th, John Bryant, Gardiner, iroxu

Akyab.

Ar at Cardiff 7tb, Benj Bangs, Norcross,
Sid 6tb, Sabino, Martin, Charleston.

Bremen.

Sid fm Bombay Aug 24, Tbalatta, Gardiner, for
Calcutta.
In port Sept 8, Rockllght, Williams, for L
verpool;
Luzon. Robinson, for Chin*, igets 8} to *> rni>ees.)
Ar at Teneriffe Sent 14, Executive, Gorham, Bangor, (and sailed 20th for Canary Islands.)

[Per steamer Africa, at Hallihx.l
Ar at Flushing 12th, Fanny Buck, and Pocahontas,
from Callao.
Ar at do 12th, Catharine, from New York.
Ar at
13th, Casihla, Si afford, Boston.
Ar at Deal 12th,
from New York.
Ar at Queenstown —th inst, Limerick Lass, frem
Buenos Ayres.

Liveijxx>l

Hudson,

SPOKEN.
Se~!t 14, lat 14 60 S, Ion 34 48, brig Sarah Crowell,
from New York for Kio Grande.

Beates Stack List*

Sales at -the Brokers Board, Oct 27.
146
American Gold.
United States Coupons,...1*5]
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 106
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series. 97
do
small. 97
do
2d series.... 97
United States Five-twenties, old.103
do

Rogers, Yeaton, George-

schs Fairfield, TernU.
Calais; Baltic, Fos% Hancock; Willie Perry, Perry,
and Elizabeth, Hill, from Bangor; Jane Woodbury,
Young, and Tarry Not, Cottrell, do; Adeline, Ryan,
and Brilliant, McCarthy, Belfast.
Ar 26th, schs Clio, Bucknam, and Osprey, Tnraer,

healthy

New Advertisements.
Dr. Morse

on

Diseases of'the Lungs.

small.101

new. 101.
93
90
Ogdeusburg Second Mortgage Bonds. 36
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds... 70
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 26
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 60
Boston and Maine Railroad.117

nlted States Ten-forties.

NUMBER TWENTY-EIGHT.

Ogdensburg First Mortgage Bonds.

In the Northern States of onr
organs of the human system, the

_MARRIED.
In Aubumdale, Mass, Oct 26, at the Oongregational
Church, by Rev C F Allen, assisted by Rev A H Carrier, James Freeman, of Baltimore, and Harriette E
Abbott: also. Rev Edward A Rand, of Amesbury,
and Mary F, daughter of J S Abbott, Esq, of Auburn-

West Bethel.
In this city, Oct 24, by Rev C F Allen, Reuel N
Field, of Portland, and Miss Sarah H Whitney, of
North Yarmouth.
In Bath, Oct 25, Alden Rogers, of Bath, and Sarah
E Freeman, of Brunswick.
In Pliipsburg, Oct 24, Lortng A Webber and Miss

Henrietta Morse.
In Bowdoineam, Oct 15. Nathl F Blaisdell, Esq,
of Bath, and Miss Jane Niles, of Bowdoinham.
In West Poland, Oct 22, Leonard Herrick and Miss

Lydia Rackllff.

tnis city, Oct 27, Mrs Sally Loring, wife of Joe
Fowler, aged 65 years 6 months.
fcP Funeral on Sunday afternoon, at 11 o'clock,
from No 43 India street. Relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
In this city, Sept 29, Isabella B, aged 16 months;
Oct 27, Samuel G, aged 5 years 4 months—only children of John R and Margaret
Armstrong.
J3F*Funeral services of Samnel G will take place
on Sunday afternoon at 1 o'clk, from No 24 Cedar St.
Relatives and friends are Invited to attend.
In this city, Oct 27, Harriet E, daughter of Warren
Cox, aged 15 years,
f Western papers please copy.]
In thi» city, Oct 27, Alice E Waddell, aged 13
months 5 days.
KF"Funeral to-morrow afternoon, at 2 o'clock,
from No 14 Hampshire street.
Jn this city. Oct 27, Nellie May, in font daughter of
Stuart A and Mary H Strout, aged 3 weeks.
EXT"Funeral on' Sunday afternoon, at 1 o'clock.

HILLSBORO NB. Schs Industry—172 tons coal.
Kerosene Cil Co; Welcome Home —179 tons, do do;
do.

Ainbro—161 tons do

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
FROM

KAMI

other.

..
n. P. HALL Sc CO.,
Nashua, N. U., Proprietors.
W. F. PkUlife k Cl , Wkoletale Agenti.

auglosndkwem

FOR

DATE.

Pewnsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 28

Guiding Star-..New York. .New Orleans. ..Uct 28
Liberty.New York. .Havana., t.Oct 28
City of London....New York..Liverpool.Oct 28
Borusia.New York. .Hamburg
..Oct 28
North America... .New York. .Rio Janeiro....Oct 30
City ot Dublin-.New York.. Livoi pool.Nov 1
Scotia.New York.. Liverpool.Nov 1
Teutonia.New York. .Hamburg.Nov 1
...

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverdool.Nov

4

Hanna...New York. Bremen.Nov 4
City of New Fork.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 4
Corsica.New York.. Havana.Nov 5
Manhattan ..New York.. Vera Cruz_Nov 8
Africa..Boston... ...Liverpool.Nov 8
Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 11
South America—New York. .Rio Janeiro....Nov 29
Mialatare Almanac ..Oetaker 88*
am
Sun rises.. ,,..6.29 I Moon sots.
Sun sets.4.59 Hi*h water. 5.15 PM

I

MARINE
PORT

reputation

even-

PROVIDENCE—Ar 26th,

Harp,

Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs lu a state ot Health and Disease, with a Treaties on Early Errors, Its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan o
Treatment.-the only rational and successful mode o
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
trnthflil adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who ontertaln doubts at their phys-

Oct 3—s

u-

lfrMthey,

COLBY

stock of Millinery to rooms over
her old store, No. B Free Street
Block, where »he In
prepared to receivo her customer..
Portland, Sept. U, 1868.
lwedthenoodtf

IMPORTS*

IS at 117 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can bo procured, at Manufacturers* prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods Is really piagniflcent.
june23ti
/
—-L.-1

■■

"X' W^’

Has removed her

July a2-sndtf

the slave sand the triufnphaut Tindicatloff bf
our freo and beneficent Government.”

Drisko, Portsmouth, Kciuliibkcn?
n
vf,.w
Be-iford for Elizabeth port: Brilliant’
J Compton, Long:
Wa
tanzas, Hamilton, Providence
Cld 25th. barque Annie. Chase, New
Orleans; sch
F A Bailey, Crosby, Portsmouth.
Ar 2«th, brig Almon
Rowell,Bovd, East UarborTIaroorsi,
seb

Fron^fT
'**’

LIFE 1

A Mayieal Preparation

for

"kip

Jenny Lind, Cole, Lepreaux NB

DIED.

tlianksgiving to the Supreme Rulor of Nations,
not oply for the return of peace to our suffering country, hut also for tha emancipation of

hiKK~A^2Rlh-

Rio Janeiro;
iJidU^TravellerhrRandall,
(B; sets Pah*,
wS-rt'nS'*’ k.tile adore
Blchsislsen. Mack las;
TU Jones8 slid??1
klachiMjiort; J P Beni, Street.
Bid lefoid; SO
Lon(7
Cook r^d,yttf’ ■'““W",
Lona, Look,.Bangor,
May, Dunham Batli: Mary,

Cld 26th, ship Success, Chase. New fir leer,..
Thos Owen, Buttcrtklii, Nuevitas- Olivo
Small. Savannah; seb Convoy.Merrill Boston
NEW HAVEN—Ar 25th, set Uover^r

REMOVAL!

In

awfully successful has been your mode of educating your employees for the Penitentiary.”
—The Episcopal Convention is not likely to
be wholly alone in its glory. The annuafmeeting of the American Christian (Campbellite)
Missionary Society took place Last week jn
Cincinnati, and a Mr. Lamphear offered the Allowing resolution in regard to our country,
which this Christian Society disapproved on
account of its abolitionism, and declined, by a
vote of 44nays to 35 yeas, to pass:—'Resolved,

Salem.
viiwtA ?* C hadwick, Pahio.
Sumatra Kinsman.

iJiif

MoClelan.

Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
chargo.
Flour and Produce bought, stored and Insured at
lib Sal rates.

Roads 2ith, sch Elvira, Johnson, from
Baltimore lor Now York.
EILA D E Lp Hi A—A r
r
£4th, brig Thomas Walter,
Long, Ina^ua.
NEW

WISCONSIN.

Bertshy’s Best,
Cabinet,

_

SAVANNAH—In port 21st, brigs Mary Cobh,Duncan, for New York, ldg; Monllcollo, Moore, (br Darien, do.
RICHMOND—Ar 24th, brig Isabella Jewett,Smith
“Mi fiaotfor,
3M, brig Sea Lion, Low, ftn Bal-

BjHamjten

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
MILWAUKIK,

NEW ORLEANS— Below 14th, sch; D Williams
Hunt, from Rockland.
o.Oar, > atten, Liverpnni,
Cld 11th, barque John

timoMFOLK~Ax

RICE BROTHERS,

octl8snd3w

dollar.

SEALE’S

of your time and money, as yon have robbed
God. The reoords of the criminal courts of
our great cities for the past month show how

*

Ve.

dec2St(

dale.
In Bethel, Oct 26, by Rev David Garland, James D
Morse, ot this city, and Miss Alice A TwltchelL of

Unsolicited Testimony.

lectors, cashiers, conduct jrs, and all others on
whom your example has operated effectively,
and exposed them to the temptation to rob you

Good singing was tarnished by the choir of
the church. This meeting was altogether successful, and, it is hoped, will not be without

the best mauer.

nt°ll MKEI IIAXTS
EXCIJANGK.

NEW YORK, Oct
27—Barque Stntlra, from l’lctnu
(br Boston, was abandoned nt sen 22d inst, in a sinkhavtog encountered vorv heavy
ing conditionhadshe
sails all blown away, dtc
weather ami
The new
have arrived at Boston. [Ti e S was au A2 vessel ol
at
built
ChorryHeld in 1864, and balled from
332 tons,
Halifax NS.]

do

E, _IT.

restore the

lence of Sabbath breaking in that city. The
following is’ an extract:—“By your criminal
love of gain, and teaching of yomr employees
to disregard God’s law for the sake of
money,
you have byokendown the consciences of your
clerks, salesmen, warehousemen, drivers, col-

its beneficial effects,

26*

Square,

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer

their doing So.—
The closing of the religious homers is also going
on with considerable speed.- During the past
month fourteen of them, chiefly monasteries
were shut np and their revenues placed at the
disposal of the civil authorities.
—The “ReformeiLProsbyterians” of Chicago
have issued a formal protest against the preva-

man

STORE,

to

pare resolutions for consideration at the

in

Street.***„,

E. S.

U

—The rearrangement of the Italian Church
is making satisfactory progress. Three
J>ishops—those of Ascola, San Severo, au<l Foggia
—have asked permission to return to their sees
In each oaso the reply has been that the Gov-

is

Market

octlSsnd3m

it.

brief

,(•

ANDERSON’S

Episcopal, has been bought and re-consecrated by the
Free Method itts, who expended $42,000 upon

reason

Copying done

t

At

SEW YORK SKIRT & 00R8ET

the greater will he the aid
“I will come with legions

have great and abundant

DAVIS, Proprietor,

No. 80 Middle

Elevators I

Dress

of angels and save the Church.”
—Grace Church, in Boston, formerly

a

Scratch!

Also euros SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents.
For
salo by all druggists.
60
cents
to
WEEKS
&
Sole
POTTER,
By sending
Agents, J.70 Washington St., Boston, it will be torw rated by mail, free ol postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1365.—s n d&wlyr

views, were to he taken
of the most eloquent bishops of
the church, is believed to he unfounded* hut
has been the subject of much discussion out'■
side the convention.”
—A tract is in circulation in the south of
France, wiffi the approbation of the ecclesias.
tical authorities, which relates a new miracle
The Virgin has appeared to a nun of “surpassing sanctity,” and has told her that the predictions of La Salette are about to be accomplished. She recommends many prayers to appease
the wrath of God, and promises that the more

After

ITCH !

ITCH 1

Ointment
XVlieiir ton’s
Will Care she Itch in Forty-Eight Ilonrs*

Unitarian

To the absence of the

ftlcKEXXEY,
281 Congress St.

Scratch,

Scratch,

one

The Cumberland County

doz.

A. M.

the Episcopal Convention on Monday, says:—
“The rumor that proceedings for heresy, by

we

Box

the

M. Randall, pastor of the
church of the Messiah in Boston, ha3 been
elected Episcopal Bishop of Colorado.
ti
—The Evening Post’s report of the doings in

that

PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,
ALONZO S.

PHOTOGRAPHS 1

George

objection

Address

WANTED.

Portland.

Oct 27—SNdlw

—For ninety-five successive years the Moravian missionary ship has made an annual voyage from Europe to the shore* of Greenland
and Labrador. The present is the. ninth vessel
employed in the service,

ernment Saw no

LOOK !

SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, by mail, and I will
send
you any one of these Gold-Plated Articles:—
Ladies Nock Chain, Gents Vest Chain, No. 5 Locket lor two pictures, Jet Hoops, Set of Ladies Jewelry, Gold Pang, Gents Chain Pin, Gents Anchor Pin,
Pearl Sleeve Buttons. Gold Plated Button^, Silver
Pitted, Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
Address
I.. DRESSER, Portland, Me.,
Box 132.
Oct 27—BS(14w*

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

they are
mchsafed, adding,

Chance.

cities'in the State.

tifSix thousand mink skins, worth 850,000,
or more than their weight in
silver, have just
been brought into St. Paul by the Hudson Bay

holding
against

Rare

For salo at a bargain, tbo Stock, good will, and fixtures of a well*established DRY AND FANCY
GOODS BUSINESS, in one of the most flourishing

pleasant to know that coal is selling
in Danville, Hi., for 82 50 a ton.
Happy DaurHlains.

—Rev.

^ua lj?VV»

on

It is

■

Sch John H French, 200 fauns, built at Eastpurt In
llM l>een !'0ld
Fhtladel00(!

p O 11T LAND

ical condition.

in

do.”

SPECIAL NOTICES.

re-

availed himself on
the 20tli of May last
by taking the prescribed
oath, and, therefore, he will decline to take the

cave, and after examination it was found that,
down about nine feet there was a room some
seven feet square, with the floor
carpeted, a

numerous

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

any

The Rochester Courier states that Mr.
Elijah Jenkins on the Mcadowborongh road, in
that town, has an orchard of about 500 trees,

v

cious

A few days since, for the first
time, we enjoyed the pleasure of a very brief visit to
Westbrook Seminary, which is
now.confessedly one of the best established and most flourishing institutions of its class in New England. The school is large and under the most

were

22d. He lost in addition about

U~A western exchange is ia a had fix.
Lath New?.—Richmond papers say that
Having dunned a delinquent subscriber, he the city ccancil has adopted an ordinance renot only refused to pay hut threatened to; flog
rpealing, at <>*ioe, tili eating ordinances relatthe editor if lie stopimd the paper !
ing to neaJf \7S.
RIP“A correspondent of the Richmond BulHon. A. H. Stuart, one of the successful canletin, w.itiug from GosRon Bridge, Va.,isays didates fur
Congress in Virginia, says the test
“horse-stealing has been reduced to a science hath is broad
enough to exclude him from his
all
throug^that section of the country."
seat, but if lie violated
law of the United

OF

NEW8

PORTLAND.
Friday. October 2T.

ARRIVED.
Steamar

Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
York. Chisholm, from St John NB

SteSSS n“

Forest City, Donavan, Boston,
^Steamer Lewiston,
Knight, Boston.

stantly subjected to seve re trials
ic influences, while many other organs of the human
body may tor a long time be diseased anil the patient
live, the lungs are so constructed and their constant,
unceasing use so essential to animal lift, that If they
become diseased, and proper remedies arc not timely
supplied by skillful hands, the disease mast necessarily Increase, and ere long become so fastened upthem as to defy tl e power of the best medical
This is Indeed a truism, and yet the people do
not sufficiently heed It for their own good.
Charles Morse, M. 11, resident of Tortland, one
who has long made the study ot lung
complaints a

on

skill.

speciality, and

(trZZFl “to
fJS ? ,?rewS,,>

La pitched—At Pembroke gist Inst, from the vard
Russell & Co, a tine doable-deck brig of *•»
Lile Houghton." She is owned by
tons, called the
J S Winslow and others, of Portland, together with
Miller * Houghton, of New Y*rk, and to to he commanded by Capt Chas W Morton.
At Wlscassi't, recently, a barque of about 500 tons,
built by SamM ( hb»am, and owned by partiee in Wi#cawet and Westport,
of E

in

doing so,

ho has not

nly brought

the subject, the scientific Investigation of
the most learned members ot the medical protrusion,
bat also a good share of common sense and experience which are sometimes over-looked or
Ignored
by those who entirely derive their knowledge of diseases from medical works with which the world Is
flooded.
There are three things necessary to ho
known in order to a success nil treatment ofdls-joses:
First, the nature and locality of the disease. Second,
the proper remedies to be applied; any) Third, how to
adminlater them.
If the stomach Is in rebellion against sn oncmv, in
the form of disease, common sense dicta tos that the
to bear

on

gun shall be properly directed so as to hit the
In sack a case It would be a great blunder to

mark.
moke

charge on the lungs, and by parity of reasoning, if
the lungs are strugg.bg thr the breath of Ills,
why
should not the help he gir, n to them? and how o*n
such help be successfully administered
by any circuitous routes, or through the channels that do not lend
to the organs diseased? Common sense
readily finds
a

an answer

to all

such^juestiims.

Now the Inhaling Process of Doctor Morse Is one
that commends itself to the common sense and c in■iilerate Judgment of all who are blest d with such
mental qualities. But Inhalation Is of no avail unless
there is a proper remedy to be Inhaled, and Ur.
Morse has reason to believe that he lias discovered
such a remedy, and has thus api lied It in Uioutande
ot eases, and he has been kindly permitted to reflr
the public to the following case among the thou ands
be has successfully treated, a recor.i of which might
he made if deemed necessary.
Ur*, sopnra a run formerly or wain now a resident at Oak Hill Brunswick in this State, a relation
of Sir. Moses oi the funner place and otherwise rt

spectably conceded

was taken sick and became qnl<»
It m soon manifest that her longs were laboring under tubercular ulceration which wae feat
wasting her life sway. Her attemllng physician
thought he sa« that dread disease, consumptlrn, and
pronounced her case a hoprlers one. lnhts opinion
the structure of her left lung was almost or quit* destroys I. Four years ag > las! July she applied to Dr.
Morse and placed herself under his care. After duo
examination he thought her ease was not a hspcles
one, and immediately applied his remedies through
the medium of inhalation. They proved
cffcc.ual,
and in the course of a year she recovered her health
and s. rength, and Is now a hale and
hearty woman,
capable of discharging all the duties of life.
This Is a single case, hut It speaks volumes In ihvor
ci the Inhaling
Process, which Doctrr Morsehas suc-

feeble.

cessfully administered In
It^iolds out bright hopes

th< usamls of

other

esses.

thus aAllct
and when they ms-

to ell who

sre

ted. This Is the reason o< ookts,
ten upon the throat cr lungs, there Is always more or
less danger, unless proper remedies are timely ap-

applled.
Persons at
Address

a

distance can be treated by letter.
CHARLES MORSE, M. D.,

mpfuiior

Ross, Phitadelphia.
Barque Mary C Fox.Calais
for Salem.
Briir E/iwin, Allen,
Sch Ambro, (Br) Brown, Hillsboro NB.
Welcome
Home,
(Br)
Sch
Ha*fleld, Hillsboro NB.
Sch Industry, (Br) Brown, Hillsboro NB.
Sell E H Pray, Clark, Pembroke.
Sch Jas Tilden, Haris, Hlsworth
Sch Tangent, Rich, Tremont.
Sch Watchman, Talnter. Frankfort
Thomas ton.
Soh MLsrline, Lewis, Bristol.
Smtth’ Eastport tor Boston,
i*?
a^h a*i» Fellow. Gore, Eastport tor Boston.
Calais tor Boston.
s'!1 "Hooper, Hutchings,
tAfter, Pembroke tor Boston.
Beh HP Cushing,
Mac bias tor Boston.
Wood,
Sch Otranto, Hammond, Machine for Boston.
Sch Aurora. Miller, Machias for Boston
Sen Ranger, Holloway, Dennysvlllo tor Boston.
Sch Mary, Hallowell, Dennys. ille for Boston.
Sch Counsellor, Means. Ellsworth tor Boston.
Sch Helen Mar, Kelncn, Brooksvillc for Boston.
Sch Majestic, Tilden, Bristol lor Boston.
Sch ArrtTal, Famham, Boothbay tor Boston.

Union, those vital
“Lunos,” are conby reason of climat-

Portland, Mo.
All letters will be promptly answered ami remedies
provided if treatment Is advisable,
Oct. 28—dAW It
_

Notice!
place the Lincoln Tree In the
is proposed
Front Yard of the High School House, on Camberlaml Street*
An Interview 1* runted with the first donor ($60)
to *ret bit views on tho lu oat ion. <Sfcc.
JACOB MeLELLAN,
Mayor.
1
Oct 28—d3t

IT

Annual Meeting,

Annual

Meeting of ths “Associai lun tax the
Relict ol Aged,
THE
Indigent Women,” will he held et

the-‘Home, corner of Elm and Oxford Sts.,
Tuesday, October the Mat, ot 3 o’clock P. M
Portland, Oct 28th, 1885.—did

Two

or

on

Three Rooms Wanted.

1\TANTED by a merebut and his wife (no chU▼ ▼
dren) two or three unfarnhhed Bo(HUS suitable for
houHckeepi <g, or woultl take a goM famished
room with board in a quiet family or small boarding
nouse. Address Booms, Box 1690, i’ortlaad rest
Office.
Oct W-dlm

Saturday Morning, Oct ;bar 23,1365.
PORTLAND AND

VICINITY•

OF* Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisstnenis
at an early hour in the
day.
New Advertisement* Ta-D»r*

men

AUCTION COLUMN.
Co.

city

of

publish

a

DtlSaU rf the Lungs.

paper arc as
paper cannot

issue,

NOTICES.

Washingtonian Society will hold a meeting
Sunday evening at Sons of Temperance Hall, 35H
The public are InCongress street, at 7 o'clock.
The

vited.

Church.—Rov. James De NorN. H., will preach to-mor-

Portsmouth,

row.

First Universalist CnuRCH, Congress Square.
Rov. L. J. Fletcher of Bath, is expected to preach tomorrow, morning and ovening, at 10} anl 7 o'clock.

Congress Hall.— Meetings to-inorrow. Free
conierence 10} A. M. Subject for discussion, What
Spiritualism has done and is doing. Children1* Progressive Lyceum at 1 P. M.
J. Hacker will hold a meeting at CongrossHall
to-morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock.' All honest inquirers are invited.
State Street Church.—Rev. Prof, Sewall of
Bowdoin College, will preach at State Street Church
to-morrow.
Pearl Street Universalist Church.-Rev.
H. H. Baker of Fort
Plain, N. Y., will preach tomorrow.

Free Street Baptist Churcii.—Rev, R. W.
L). D., of South Reading, will preach to-

Cushman,
morrow.

Central Church.—Rev. Mr.
Mass., will preach to-morrow.

Leach

of Andover,

Hion Street Church.—Rev. Jfr. Ebb* of Canada West, will preach to-morrow.
St. Lawrence Street CnuRcH.-t-'8feV. Samuel Morrison will commence -his pastoral seiwkses tomorrow. Preaching forenoon and a/ternooh, at lul
and 3 o’clock.
West Congregational CnuRCH.-^Anniversary
sermon by tbe Pastor, Rev.
George'A. Tewksbury,
to-morrow afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Caboo Street Church.—Rev. James "W. Hunnicutt oi* Virginia, will preach to-morrow afternoon
at 3 o’clock.

Meeting for the Freedmen at the Common
Council Room.

Mayor McLellan, Gov. Washburn and quite
number of clergymen and other
gentlemen
of this city met Messrs. Garrison and MeKiui
a

at the Common Council room in the
City Hall
yesterday afternoon to hear them explain the
contemplated operations of the National
Fbeedmen’s Commission, recently organized
in Philadelphia under the Presidency of
Bishop
Simpson.
The Mayor called the
meeting to order, and,
upon his nomination, Hon. Phinehas Barnes
was called to the chair.
Gov. Washburn, by
whose invitation the gentlemen assembled,
briefly stated the object of the meeting.
I. M. McK.im,
Esq., of Philadelphia, one of
the Secretaries of the
Commission, who has
been actively employed at Washington, in
South Carolina, and elsewhere, in organizing
schools for the colored people, since their liberation by the capture of Port Boyai, then
came forward, and gave a very interesting account of what had been done since the South
was opened by the war for the education of the

children of the Freedmen.
notes of his

We have copious

speech,

and regret that we are unthem at this time.

able to give
Mr. Garrison followed in a very impressive
presentation of the great enterprise, to which
he has mostly devoted his rare powers and
great influence, as most fitly supplementing his

thirty years’ work, so gloriously achieved,
overthrowing American Slavery.

of

Bev. Dr» Bodmaa then introduced Bev. Mr.
Hunnicutt, of Fredericksburg, Va., who gave a
feeling picture of his sufferings as a Union man
in the midst of treason. He warmly deprecated the

reception

into the full

privileges of

States oi those communities which he asserted
were just as hostile to freedom and to the
Union as they were during the war, and sol-

emnly asseverated that, if the unrepentent
rebels were admitted to represent Virginia in
the next Congress, neither the blacks 'nor the
loyal whites could live there.
After remarks by Mr. Barnes, the/oHowing
resolution was adopted, and the meeting adjourned :
Resolved, That we heartily commend the
beneficent enterprise oi the American Freedmen’s Aid Commission, organized for the
purpose of promoting the education and elevation
of the Freedmen, and that we will meet,
by the
permission of the Mayor and City Government, at this room, on Monday evening nest,
at 7 1-2 o’clock, to organize an
auxiliary

Freedmen’s Aid Commission for Portland to
co-operate with the American Commission.
It is understood that, at the meeting called
for Monday night, the presence and aid of the
Iadie3 of Portland i3 earnestly desired.
Forest City Park.

A trotting match for $200 a side, mile heats,
best two in three, came off on this course yesterday afternoon. The attendance was not
large, owing to the storm, there being but two
three hundred persons present.

both

heats,

never

We learn that

Mace,” offers

skipping

Turner,

once.

the

owner

of “Dan

purse of $200 to be contested
for on this course next
Thursday by “Dan
Mace,” “Ticonic” and “Lady
a

Spanker.”

Cokbectiost. We learn that the
announcement that Rsv. T. W. Hughes, Assistant Superintendent of the Baldwin Place House for
Little Wanderers, would speak in behalf of
that institution In Congress Sqirere Universalist Chuich to-morrow forenoon, was premature. A letter from Mr. Hughes to the pastor
of that church states that the arrangement
was

made

by

the

agent without his knowledge,

and that it will not be convenient for him to

fu.fil tlie appointmeut.
Mr. Hughes will, we understand, speak at
Chestnut street church in the afternoon, and
at State street cliurck in the evening.
M. L. A.—The Mercantile Library Association opened the full winter season of library
exercises on Saturday evening last, by a spirited debate on the question of the “Reconstruction Policy of President Johnson.”
Several

members spoke nominally pro and con, but
really there was quite a unanimity in the
agreement of men who formerly differed in
opinion—a happy augury of the good time
coming. The question was laid over for further debate to this evening, at their rooms
comer of Middle and Plumb streets.

Miss Bahtlette, tbe fat girl from Mount
Desert in our State, i3 quits a sight. She will
stay a few days longer at tbe Armory in the

Qld City Hall building,

The Tunis Ambassadors, in
company with
Consul Perry, paid an official visit to the Secretary of State this morning, and left with him
a copy of their credentials.
No time has yet
been fixed ior their formal presentation to the
President. Dur ing to-day the
distinguished
strangers, under the escort of Mr. Cox of the
State Department, tn open carnages visited
various localities of interest.
T he ex-rebel Post Master General
Reagan
had a long interview witl»President Johnson
this morning, and will now leave direct for his

home in Texas.
With the return of Secretary Seward, all
the members of the cabinet are now in Washington, and were in council with the President

to-day

Lieut. Gen. Grant paid an official visit to
the Is avy l ard this
afternoon, and was receivcd with the usual honors. He was enthusiascheered
tically
by the workmen.
It is understood that the President has directed that all pardons under the

amnesty

proclamation which are not called for at the
Department of State, within one week after
they are ready for delivery, will be forwarded
to the Governors of the
respective States.
The Secretary of War has, it is said,
prohib-

ited the payment of bounties to such of the
colored troops as were not free on the I8th of
April, 1871, and thus setting aside the decision of the second comptroller which was based on the opinions of the
Attorney General.
The law provides that the colored volunteer
shall be placed on the same
footing with white
volunteers in regard to pay, clothing and subbut
not
as
to bouuties.
sistence,

by them.
Hunnicutt is now in our city soliciting
subscriptions to enable him to purchase press,
type, &c., &c., and is anxious to get his paper
established by the session of the qiext Conhis worldly goods
gress; Having lost most
by the late rebellion, he is entirely dependent
on loyal friends at the North for
mean^ to enable him to purchase an outfit for a printing
die

Mr.

Various Jterns.

New Yobk, Oct. 27.
Levi Farwell, the alleged murderer of the
Wilkes girl at Washington, was lbuud dead in
his cell this morning, having succeeded in opening a vein with a piece of pewter.
There was considerable uneasiness felt here
to-day at the reported loss of the North Star.
It appears she sprung aleak, and put into
Norfolk to repair, reaching Norfolk dock before taking much water. There was no panic

office. Mr. H. thinks that if he can obtain
funds sufficient to enable him to purchase the
material for his office the paper will be selfsustaining. We trust our citizens will take
this noble enterprise into consideration, and
do all they can towards aiding Mr. Hunnicutt

patriotic

and

hoard or casualties.
Yesterday Mr. Gayler,

on

Special Agent of the
Post Office Department, detected Helemze,
one of the clerks in the Brooklyn Post Office,
in the act of opening a letter, and took him

self-sacrificing enterprise.

into custody. A large number of letters had
been stolen which led to investigation and the
arrC3t.
The Post’sspeeial Washington dispatch says
there is no truth in the report that the Navy
Department has ordered a large number ot
war- vessels into commission on account of di-

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
OCTOBEB TEBM— DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
I'biday.— No case being ready for trial
Court adjourned to Wednesday next.
A portion of the first jury was dismissed.
John F. Sherry wa3 admitted to citizenship
of the United States.

to defraud the Custom House. A number of
officials are said to be implicated in the swindle.
The number of subscriptions to-day to the
Mexican loan amounted, it is said, to $15,000,
and it is stated that twenty-six banks have applied for agencies.
Dexter beat Gen. Butler in the two mile
trot on the Fashion Course to-day; time 5 3-4
and 4.50 1-4, the last heat being the best
wag-

Passengers,
$60,905 00
Express Freight, Mails and Sundries, 4,036 00
Freight and Live Stock,
82,166 00
Total,
Corresponding

$147,107
123,270

week last year,

00
00

$23,837 00

Increase,

on

Cbosman & Co., not content with their
well-established meal fame, are determined to
“let their light so shine” that every one in the
County and State shall know where to get the
nicest fancy goods and the most reliable medicines. We notice oh the roads in every direction, for many miles out of the city, handsome

sign-boards informing

the traveler bow many
*

^

Absolom,

the son of

David,

was

noted for

his beautiful and luxurious Hair. It is supposed that he was possessed of the secret of
Pease’s
man

Vegetable

Hair

Renewer, sold by Cros-

& Co.

■

November for Governor,

day of

Congressmen

Assemblymen.

and

Real Estate.—E. M. Patten
sold at auction, Thursday, the house and lot
No. 46 Drackett street—the lot containing
about 5400 feet. It was purchased by John C.
Procter, Esq., for $4,750.
of

Linens, Blankets, &c., at Auction.—
The large sale of linen and woolen goods at
Patten’s auction room will commence at 10
o’clock this morning. It is one of the best lot
of goods ever offered in this market at auction.

of a proper age, in order to secure industrious
be bound out.
An official Treasury notice of the establishment of the First National Bank at Galveston
is published. The State constitution expressly forbids any one doing banking business in

habits, will

Texas, Wilder heavy penalties-.
*£he Herald’s special Washington dispatch
u,

says the Legislature of the Chickasaw Nation
has ratified the recent treaties, including the

provision abolishing slavery.
The Times’ special Washington dispatch
says the broker tax question was again decided against the brokers in Philadelphia yesterday.
_;

from Mexico—The Trial of Jeff. Dario.
New York, Oct. 27.
The Herald’s special Washington dispatch
says the Mexican Minister is in receipt of dispatches which anticipate the capture of Hatamoras, and the occupancy oi the State of
Tamaulipas by the Liberals. It is said the
government Tiavc advices corroborating this
intelligence. Important disclosures are expected soon relating to the recent Imperial deLatest

Express Company,

and
establishing
winch trill also show up the animus of the
an

cree

Pliiladelphia dispatches, declaring the Liberal
came hopeless.
Several gentlemen are impli-

cated who have hitherto held confidential relations with Mr. Lincoln’s administration.
The same dispatch also says that the trial of
Jeff. Davis has been decided upon, and that
;lrra,1;;enH:i)t3 are nearly complete. He
tried for
treason, either In Washington
or
Richmond, in the U. S. Supreme Court
tl,®t the Secretary of the Navy has
*® available steam war vessels to be
immediately got ready for sea.

V(;

aai^

Arret of

a

Supped Umtiercr.

sup^,o

Levi Farwell, the
mistress, Harriet WUUes, in
been arrested in this city.
Election

W*a&2
Ston,

na*

Orleans and Texas.
New Orleans, Oct. 26.
Wm. Bagley, agent of the Post Office, is
into
the
mail
matter for Louisiana and
looking

Texas.
Gov. Wells has received

Why are Quean Victoria’s servants like
some portions of the banks of the Hudson ?
Because they are palace aids.
|yMr. Colfex has prepared a lecture on his
summer’s journey across the continent, which
he is to deliver at Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, and
several other plaoeSt

The art of rhetoric, like the art of sculpture,
to have attained perfection under the
hands of the ancients. The tenth book of
Quintilian’s masterly treatise has been widely
used in the higher classes of the German gymnasia, and Professor Frieze has performed a
most acceptable service in bringing it before
his young countrymen.
He hss judiciously
seems

added the twelfth book, on the general culture
and professional conduct of the orator, for the
more mature clas3 of American students for
whom his work is designod. If it were not ungrateful w could wish that his introductory
essay on the life of Quintilian had been more
exact and minute. The merit of the text and
notes, as the editor modestly observes, is chiefly
due to the labors of German scholars,
Bailey and Noyes have the book for sale.

Bailey

and

prominent positions

in the rebel army.
Gen. Fullerton has requested the police to
arrest all vagrant negroes and turn them over
to the Provost Marshall attached to the Freedmen’s Bureau.
The South Carolina Legislature.
Columbia, S. C., Oct. 27.
In the Legislature to-day a message was
received from Gov. Perry transmitting the report of the Commissioner appointed by the
Convention to prepare a system of laws adapted to the new stale of affairs.
The report
embraced a bill regulating the domestic relations of the slave ; a bill preliminary to the

Legislation induced by the emancipation of

the slaves, and a code for the regulation of the
labor and for the protection and government
of the colored population of the State. These
were ordered to be printed, and to be considered to-morrow.

Resolutions

were

adopted appointing

a com-

mittee to collect, under oath, all the evidence
of unwarrantable seizures of cotton and other
private property since the war, to be laid before the President of the United States.
The 15th of November was fixed for the
election of members of Congress.

Escape of

a

Counterfeiter—Death of Joseph
T.

Worcester.

Boston, Oct. 27.

Gray, alias Petting ill, whose arrest in
Springfield, for attempting to pass $50 greenbacks, has been announced, and was to-day
arraigned in the United States Commissioners’
John

Court for examination. The necessary witnesses not being present, the case was post-

poned and the prisoner taken to Cambridge
street jail. Arriving at the office of the jail,
and while the officers were taking the discription ofjiis person, Gray suddenly bolted into
the street and made good his escape. As he
is well known to detectives, his re-arrest is

Noyes

Mrs.

CUSHMAN,

3

DKERINO

Fall and

American emigrants.
Ou the 16th of September, the anniversary
of Mexican independence, the Emperor Maximilliau publicly adopted Augustus Iturbide as
his heir to the throne.

The work of building railroads in Mexico is
being pushed forward vigorously.

Nashville, Tenn., Oct 27.
In the House to day a motion was made to
re-consider the vote of the expulsion of Mr.
Cameron, and it was laid on the table by a
vote of 36 to 81.
This settles the question
finally of his readmission.

Few Orleans Market.
New Orleans, Oct. 26.
84,88 t°-day 32,10 ba!c8 at M
sales of thS™
three se;
days Siioo bales; stock in port 117,00<
_

y S.

81

CO.,

Middle

131 Middle
constantly
MENT of
KEEP

on

hand A FINE ASSORT-

Which he manufactures to order in the
ST YL&S, and at FAIR PRICES.

Cutting

Portland,

Done for

&c.

Others

himself,

to

Make.

invited to CALL.

26,

Oct

1865.

CJlapp’s Block, Congress St.f

WM. M. TOBEY,
Agent (or Maine.

July 29—cod&w3m

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

'foot of State Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and P uiday Evening,at 10o’clock, connectin': with the 3 i* u train from Boston.
Roturning will leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6o’clock, touching at Rock-

land, Camden, Bolfast, Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport and Hamden, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on tse Boston, Maine,
aud Eastern Rai road at the Depots in
Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage a-ply to
A. SOME It HY, Agent,
At Office

on

Portland, Oct 27th, 1865.—dtf

the

Wharf.

Wanted this Very Day l
PURCHASERS
County rights for the most important and valu ible domestic invention ever
brought into Maine.
Its use is perfect, indispensable in
every family every
day in the year, and its sale wfU moke more money
for the man who controls a
county
right, costing but
from one hundred to live hundred dollars, than fioxn

PDR

thousand to five thousand dollars invested in ony
business in Portland. Parties who would be so lucky
to control territory on this valuable invention, must
not lose a day in securing it, as the
territory is being
sold taster than any invention ever before offered the
public. Call at once at No. 80 Federal Street,
and select your county.
oct27 dtf
as

A FARM FOR
Or Exchange for

SALE!

City Property ;

Situated

in

one

flourishing Towns

in

of the most
Cumberland
forty and

contains between
County;
fifty acres of excellent

land, good
Bulldbgs, good Orchard, &c., -Sc.

Persons wishing to purchase, or having City property to exchange, would do well to inquire oi the subscriber for particulars, and
get a description of said
farm, beiore looking elsewborc. A good bargain
guaranteed If sold within thivty days.
C. A. KENtfARD,

45 Green Street, Portland, Maine.
Oct 27—eod2w*

Dissolution of
name

hereby
by the retirement of Sir. Parker L.
Cleaveland; the business hereto ore conducted by
them will he continued by Mr. Frederick F. Hale,
firm

of cleaveland & Co
PARKER L. CLEAVELAND,
name

Ambrotypes
best in

the City.

on

Glass l

Manufactory

!

& HODSDON

hand
oc3jod&eow3m

augir65eodis&wly

A

a

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD

Gloves

Are

a

can

Fancy

SQUARE.

26 MARKET

OR

Oet 11—dtf

Tlic Secret Service !

Field,

The Dungeon, and The

Escape.
BY ALBERT D. RICHARDSON.
work, of thrilling interest, will be offered to
tho people of Portland by MR. PARMALISE, of Hartford, Conn who is the only authorized agent lor this City. This is one of .he most inting works called out by the events of the last
here
four years in this
country. The writer is universally

THIS

known

as one

of the ablest whose pen has been emthe War.

In
the varied indents of
ploye!
presenting
This work is
oithe

part
permanent literature of the
Rebellion, and is worthy the patronage oievery inteligent reader. Secure the opportunity and purchase
the valable work.
oct26dlw

FOR SALE.

CJQQ

BARGE DRY GOODS BOXES, for sale

By the Portland Kindling Wood Comp’r,
322 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Oct 25—d2wfc

Choice Vermont Cheese.
OfCO BOXES Choice Vermont Dairy and Fac*-*♦ JO tory Cheese, for sale by

TWITCHELL BROS. St CUAMPLIN.
82

Portland, Oct. SB, 18€B.—dlw

BURNERS,

Gas
w-

Commercial Street.

s. dyhe’s patent gas
give a Mg light for a Ut-

which Win

money, at

187J Middle Street,
Up One Flight Stairs.

\V» ADAMS* Nurseries*
Morrill’s Comer. Gardeners, well
trained in our Nurseries, will be furnished—at cost—to plant trees and
vines in the City or Cemetery. Names

fJ'ea stOAt>large size for streets, grown
*
m the Nursery, with
abundance or roots. Am. and
Arbor Vitae; Hemlock and Norway Spruce,
Am.
Willows, for Cemeteries.
Oct 26—d3w

avir
Siberian
a

Weeping

Etag’eres! Book
Chairs, <8 Square

Hall
Cases!
Music Stools.

and for ale by
JUST RECEIVED
BURROUGHS St HUDSON’S,
Oct JG—dtf

30 at 10 A M., at Homs. No.
ON MONDAY, Oct.
of Oak St., will be sold 3 ply Su-

64 Free corner
per, Oil and Straw

Carpets, Sofas, Lounges,Rockers;
Dining, Cord, Pembroke, and Center Table*; Chairs,
Sinks, Divan, Be-.Isteads, Bureaus, Mirrors, Bo Is,
Mattresses, Bedding, Crockery, Glass and China
Wore, Kitchen Furniture, <Sc., together with a ea•ral ase rtment of hnasc-kceplug a. tides.
At 12 o’clock, PIANO, In Rjsewood a*)—Chick
ering makev.
Oct 24-dtd

4 Free St. Hock.

Goods at Auction.

Goods, consisting of Dress Good.4, Tao;e
Damask; Blankets ; Caps, Hoods, Cloud*.
Skating Caps, Hoo i Nub»aus, S0k and Worsted
Fringe, Velvet, Buttons, Ribb ms, Cord and Tassels,
Linen Thread, Embroidery, Br&id, &c.
Sale positive.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Covers,

and

Oct 28—dtd

EDW'D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange St.

Heal Estate

on Fore and India Sts.,
at Auction.

WEDNESDAY, Nor. 8, at half past twelve
o’clock, on the premises, India, between Mkl* le
and Fore St*, will be sold the block of wooden dwellings numbered 14 and 16. together with he land.—
The ouildings are of modern built ], two storied, and
containing 12 rooms each, in th rough ri pair, and
have always commanded good tenants, will be sold
together or seperately a* the Dur<ba.*era may desire.
Land about 56 feet on India, by 100 in depth.
Immediately after will be sold a lot of Land on the
northerly side of Fore near India St., 16 .eet on Fore
by about 4rt in depth.
For particulars coll on the Auctioneer.
Oct 26—d;d

ON

Commandant’s Office, I
October 18, 1SC5. J
U.
S.
Steamers
“Dawn,” “Monticello,” and
rjlHE
A “Emma,” and the Barque “Midnight,” will be
sold at Public Auction without reservation, by HORATIO HARRIS, at this Navy Yard, on WEDNESDAY, the first day of November next,at 12 o’clock.
The “Dawn,” Is a screw steamer ol 391 tons, old
measurement.
The “Monticello” Is a screw steamer, 6^5 tons,
o'd measurement.
The “Emma” is a screw steamer; register length
1B3.?5 feet, breadth 20.ro feet, depth 12.11 feet; tonnage, old measurement, 350 tons.
The “Midnight” is a clipper barque; register
length 125 feet, breadth 27.63, depth 12 teet; tonnage,
old mi asui otnent, 386 tons.
Five per centum of the purchase money most be
p» \.\ on the day of sale, am the remainder before the
ve.\*ol Ik removed frem the Navy Yard, which must
be done withir. six days after sale.
An inventory of the articles to be sold with the
vessel can be seen at this Yard.

8. H. 8TR1NGHAM.
Rear Admiral.

J.

United States Cotton Sale.

PORTLAND, ME.

Photographs

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO.,

articles, and connection with one of the
largest Skirt Manufhc tories In the IT. S
gives us such advantages in the matter of
price, that in many cases we are able to
offer these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lower than they can be bought of other parties who get them through Bocond or

[RETAIL!

!

third

WILlf SELL

On FRIDAY, November 3d, 1865,
AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M„

At Exchange Sales Room, 111 Broadway,NY,
By order of

SIMEON DRAPER, V. S. follow Agent,

hands.

shall

no case

we

knowingly

sell

on

inferior

Skirt.^J
Ladies

are

invited to

call and examine

onr

splen-

SKIRTS, varying in price from
Call! Judge for yourselves!
Be

JUohile

Sales

2800
we sell is guaranteed, every Skirt
53T“Every
before being placed in store is examined and tested,

Skirt

and in

DRAPER, Auctioneer.

H.

and Corsets at prices

this season, Skirts

Cotton.

The above Cotton ha* been claused and sampled
by O. W. Amory, and may be seen In bale at Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and by sample at the oBioe of
the Auctioneers, No. 36 Blue St., Now York, two
days before the sale.
Oct. 33—dtd

did stock of HOOP

“El Dorado Cook Stove/'

88c

$3,50*

to

convlncod.

B

E

IS THE CHAMPION OF THE DAY 1
hsa

ITyot

boon sold in this market only

a

In no case has it foiled to give entire satisfaction,
and it has elicited the highest praise from all who
have witnessed its working.
It has all the best points of our former favorite
Stoves, besides others which they do not possess.
Among them arc tbe following points:
1st. The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
2d. It sifts ashes without dust, or other incumbrance, and the cinders are ready to be used imK

3d: It consumes as little, if not actually
than any stove now in use as a Cook Steve.
4th. It may be regulated with greater

less, coal

ca*e and
was ever Indore considered possible.
5th If has a large Ash Box, perfectly tight, thns
avoid scattering and dust.
6th. It has as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
and the castings are heavier and finer than those of

other manufacture.

7th, hnd last. These Stoves are warranted in respect to working, cracks, imperfections, &?., &c.
Don’t bay a Cook Stove nutil you have
seen nud cxainiucd the
Second Stoves

FOUND

AT OUB

STOVE STORE.

MILLINERY!

MARKET SQUARE.

20

CO.,

E-

H.

Oct 20—d2m

BUCKLEY

^BANCROFT.

Styles

Millinery and Trimmings.
I shall also continue to execute HAIR WORK,
in all its branches, at the earn3 place—27 Free St.
H. E. VASl.VEVt
Oct 17—dtf

Maine

made.

picture
THE
place in Portland to get them lent
A. M.
ever

havo

we

Discount on Taxes!
_*

rpHE

allowed

by ordinance of

the

City

FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT ON TAXES
Will expire

TUESDAY,

KINO

&

DEXTER,
Dealers iu all kiads af

Hardware & Window Glass,
175 Middle and 110 Federal Sts.
October

GRANITE STATE

Military & Collegiate Institute.
HOWELL,

On

palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
liie
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature
prexented; the calamities of old age obviated and an

the

active circulation maintained.

Who bare cold hanc.s and feet; weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick hemincLe; dllz>
and
ness and swimming in tho bead, with indigestion
constipation of the oowela; pain in the side and back:
womb
of
tho
with
In
lencorrhosa, (or whites); falling
lernal cantors; turnon), polypus, ami all that Ion*
a
Boie
means
In
wlUflna
Electricity
jaln of diseases
For painful menstruation, too profuse
of enre.
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies. Electricity is a certain specific,
and wWL in a short time, restore the suberer to the
vigor of health.
TBBTH! TEETH! TCETIft
Dr. D. Stin continues to Extract Teeth bv Electricity without PAIR.
Persons having ilw ayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Maoretic Ma-hire* lor sale
lor family use, with thorough lustrp tlons.
Dr. D. can accommodate a 'ew patients with board
and treatment at biB Tit,use.
OlHce hours from S o’clock A. M. to 12 51; from
to < P. M., and 7do 9 in tho evening.
novlti
Consultation tree.

CAN

BELL’S

be

Mirror Plates t
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly

A for sale by
Oct

M

A.

3—eod*oow3m

TCoErssafsK
land,
67 aces

canfadM

FERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE,

on

hand,

„will

white feet, striped fbee, light mono
Any 0'1° giving information to the subscribers, oi
S. T. Raymond,where she mayjb* lound.wUl be suits
y rewarded.
St.
^ ^ TAYLOR A CO., Tempi©
Portland, Me., Oct.», HW3-dtf
__

Copartnership.

THWi™YTsh«bPta°d.Sy di«35*ty mu™

two cows, two
nffia, also sell a yoke of oxen,
on
stock. Terms liberal.
hotses. ami < tlier

those wishing to engage in a profitable business; by calling for Agent at the American
House, or addressing P. O. Box Ot'2, Port land,Maine,
you can obtain a most profitable agency, for tome of
the m st popular works out.
Oct 25,136"—d2w •

r

Linen Sheets.

LA ROE LOT, from the ohuiuiest to the belt
selling very low at the Auction Store ol W. Cocl7d3w
BARNES, 108 Federal St

Albums,

Engravings, Crayons,

Oct 3—eodxcowjm

at

Congress

F.

W. A.

TREUTLElt, Architect, 1st. ei
rF,Brewrite
law, wishes important i nformatien, be should
to the

soon

at

Berhn.

Pictures

done at A. M. McKENNEY’S. 2M
Congress St., by a new method. In a *“TJ„or
ocl3oodAeowJm
ca'l
and
manner;
try it.

OF

French Fluting!

pALL

and

see

Samples

French Fluting!
at Mrs.

S. SHEPPARD'S,

Oxlord Street.
Notice one door below
Sept 21 —d3m*
____.

Notice.

small lot of Cloaks, slightless than the cost of the
ocl7d3w

LADIES,
ly damaged, for sale at
at 109 Federal St.

material,

Copying

any kind

Cloaks.

Cloaks,
see a

PAIRS LINEN SHEETS at one-half tint
cost; the cheapest thing in the market tor
Towels, at tho Auction Store ot W. C. BARNES, 109
Federal St.
ocl7d2w

0\ J\ J

Ttif

“2

Eiitor ol the f’Voestechc Zeitung,’’

ooMd-’w*

Annual Meeting of tho Portland Horthraltn-

at the Assessor.’
i^tetv, will beheld
on MONDAY

ruv

uMh
"

for sale
AND FANCY ARTICLES,
A. M. fltieRENNEY’9,
St.
281

Emigre

AiEO. DOLLX.

feabM

and Drawers.

A

eaU and

a

on

a

ono

Under-Shirts

llriavc,

divided into
It has on It a story and a
ami in g.wl repair, Usmtli-

Ol

land.

well’finiduvl.
Ealf house
'h^nand other usual out-bnildlnae. There
L mlil prlvlic^ tho farm, with good supply ot

Cumberland

the premise, of 8. T Raymond,
FROM
Mills, Oct. 13th.
chestmutMsrc. 8 f*"* old'
3
and taH.

the Nashua and Concord Sail Road.

88 CumberI“lfflreTHOMAS P.
land Street. Portland, Me. RODMAN,
Oct 11,1865.
ocl2d3w

aum"

Gray* Sept. 15, 18C5—eod&w3m

McKENNEY,
2S4 Congress St.

Strayed,

tor Sale.

Farm and Stock

found ono of the best selected stocks
ot ROOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can he
found in this eity, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Congress Street, n»ar Green St.
9AMUEX BULL.
Oct 34—dtf

A. M..

ritLNCIPAL.

HEED’S

SAMUEL

AT

Dissolution of

N.

the blind made to Bee, tho deal to hear and

strength;

No. 353 Congress Street.

2—<13 m

Rev. S.

Square,
and fresh stock of

a new

Boot, Shoe&Rubber Store,

inst.

Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,
of and

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and thjt)
loap with Joy, and move wi.h the agility and electricof youth; the healed graid is cooled; the frostity
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed ; fhintness converted to vigor, weakness to

the

I1ENRT P. LORD,
Treasurer and Collector.

Oct23—dtd

with

FURNITURE,

on

31st

opened

tjf TO'W'nsr
The only

Clapp’s Block to

LADIES

Station

In every v?rfet ’, eannot foil to command the lavor of
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to 44uality, Stylo or Price.'
Evorv article warranted as recommended. Grateful for the liberal patronage of the last Twenty years,
wo hope for the continuance ol the fovors ot our old
friends and the public.
ocl8d3moe
Boston, September 30, 1865.

McttENNEl ’S,
m Congress St., corner of Centre Street.
Oct 3—eod&eow3xn

time

Passenger

ilaymarket
where

Hallotypes!
beautiful

old stand, over the
we have taken the

ROOM and CHAMBER

T CHEERFULLY reeommend to my former patrons,
X
; my successors, Mrs. Hutchins & Co., as in every
■way prepared to forrdsh the latest and Moat Elegant

most

out

Onr stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, In
the most fhithfnl manner, of the Latest Deaigns.comprising DRAWING ROQM, LIBRARY, DINING

ST.Fxee Street.

DEMING,

Electrician

By Electricity

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
{^"Skirts and Corsets, wholesale and retail.

goods.

VARNEY,

I

complaints.

26.

luge

Successors to

lu

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

Boston and

MRS. HUTCHINS &

A

WHERE

Worcester Passenger Station,
SINCE
and beantifol Halls over the

Fall and Winter.

N.

W.

Has removed his office from

Portland.

oct23<Mw

Y

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
CORSE1S t !
CORSETS t
permanently located in this city. During the two
years we have been in this city, we have cured seme
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ot treatment in v&in, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for tvrerjfcpCORSETS.
one years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
is perfectly
mnted to chronic dbtjfwes in
Electricity
A splendid assortment from 88c ta *T ,50. From
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia hi
the plain Domestic Corset to the most beautlftilly
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption vd-cn
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not ful.y
Embroidered French < 'outillp.
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
Ladles having any <HIHculty In fitting
l of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can
palsy or orparalysis, St. olVitas' Dance, deafness, stamhesitancy
speech, dyspepsia, indigeshave them made to order,
mering
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
can be presented; asthma, bronchicase
that
A.T
every
ANDERSON’S
tis, strictures ol* the chest, and all forms of female

op all kinds may be

F. & C. B. NASH,
N«*. 174 Fore Street,

O

INTedical

New York Skirt and Corset Store,

ELDORADO*
and

M

DR.

corsets,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

short time,

It has taken tbe lead of every thing in the
Oookine Stove line.

Inipartera

Burners l

UotiJ

dtd

26.

Oar extenwhich mast be satisfactory.
sive and widely spreading trade in these

tion Rooms.
A. M. McKEWEY,
264 Congress St., opposite Preble House, Portland.
Oct 3—eod&eow3m

Please call and ace, 322 Commercial Street,
address through the Post Office,
A. I. HODSDEN, Portland, Me.
Oet 25—d2w*

The

ilic.

Oct 20—21,24,26,28*31

Order!

WHOLESALE

prepared to

at the
"iJrSSFSWhleft
“APLES of

Wanted.

NEW TOBK

Skirt and Corset Store!

or

dtfE°°m

enterprising Boys to sell
A FEW
Toys. $3 to $5 day
ba made.
Oct27—3' N0‘ 30 Exc'-iange 8t-

now

Furnish Stove Wood X
any required length, (and Split if wished,)
As LOW as it can be Jumished in the City.

Oct 24—eodlw

JOSEPH F. DONNING,
Oct 27, 1865.—dlw*
55 Danforth St.

ANDERSON’S,

RETAIL,]

AT

Kindling Wood Co.

Sawed

manufacturing business. One
in the market. Small ca ital required.
3 N0‘3°
KlcUan«e St.
Oct

smart

AND

the recent fire at

The Portland

light fhney
of the best things

who is

-AT-

Cost!

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

CO.,

Oct 25—d2w«

A

Wanted.

OPENING

showing their

are

at

148 and 150 Middle fejt.

New

For Sale at the GROCERY STORES.
THE BEST THING lor KINDLING HARD COAL.
is Cheaper, Better, and Cleaaer
than Charcoal. TRY IT.

a

a

NOW

11—dtf

Wood !

-BY THE-

tie

Grocery and Pr vision Store
A MAN
acquainted with Cutting Meats

are

Oct 25—dlw*

good

Oct 27 —d3t*

For Sale.
and Countv rights for sale in
rpoWN
i

showing their

are

perfection than

taken Room 110 Federal St., where she will
be happy to
HAS
all those who
affected with

New
a

Slight,

Scrof.ila. Salt liheum, Liver Complaint, Dyspei sia,
and all diseases arising from impurities of the blood,
which are treated successfully by her. Patients vis
Ued at their homes if desired.
Also, Sittings for Business and Communications.

Kindling

»"<***.Tt
Ctf «!d

Navy Yard, Boston,

ALL THE NEW STYLES I

WHOLESALE

constantly on

Clairvoyant Healing Medium,

For Sale.
GROCERY STAND, in a good location;
bargain If applied for soon.
Address Box 2034.

in

SKIRTS,

Lite Size, by the best of Artists.
done in my estabishment where I
kee? constantly employed a number of colorists * all
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibi-

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulbase. All operations warranted to give satis-

Also, MELAINOTYPES

A. M. MeKEVXEV’S
Oct 3—eod&eowlm
284 Congress St.

*

HOOP

Locket to

PORTLAND, MAINE.

FREDERICK F. HALE.
Portland, Oct 24,1865.
oc26dlw

rjIHK

SKIRTS,

showing

are

All coloring
FtOM

DENTIST,
Clapp’s Block, market Square,

Copartnership.

partnership heretofore existing under the
and style of CLEAVELAND & CO., is
THE dissolved
same

HOOP

Colored

C. H. OSGOOD,

one

under the

SKIRTS,

148 and 150 Middle Street,

884 CONGRESS ST., Cor. of Centre.
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best manner. Gilding done in a superior
style, under the charge of Mr. JAMES TOLD, who
has had forty years experience. Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best

see

ON

uu

oclldtf

Call and

S5T* SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STORE,
163 MM4le Street.
Out 23—ood3m*

Mrs. Susan E.

On and after Monday, Oct. COth,
the new and fast*going Steamer
“REGULATOR,” Capt. W H
Mowku, win leave Railroad Wharf,

''Y

HOOP

the trade.

mediately.

ARRANGEMENT!

their

& HODSDON
selling their
FTZGERALD
goods 20 per eesst. less than any other lioose
In

To

And Musical Theory.

action.

showing

are

HOOP SKIRTS

canite

FALL

& HODSDON

SKIRTS,

Oot

13 Exchange St.

of Dry Goods!
SATURDAY, October 2kth,
at 10 A M.
■ *od 24 P-M., and continued from18C5,
<Jav to «inv until the entire Block IhboW.
Thia
oxer *20,000, and In It will bo lotted
the
best aesoitmen of goods ever effcjfil at
,u
*u
thin city, confuting in part a* follows viz boo
*
L nen Table Cloths. of aU
; j
Doublo Satin Damask Linen Table
table*, and th- finest good* 11JI
°.J°r «*teiuuon
tlo*en i antJ 4 double Satin Damask Unen Napkins; 530 dozen double
Damask Dovlies; 25
pieces €-1, 7-4 and <-4 bleached and brown '1 able Linen. suitable ibr hotels an l board!
zhoues; 75 pa cob
12~4 *-***» .SueeiingB; 20 jiieces f-8,
« a
£■*»* 6-4 Pillow Case Linen; 150 pieces 4-4 heavy Family Linen; 250 pieces 4-4 Shirting Linen, Richardson
Manufacture; 750 doa. Diaper and tiuckabuck
Towels; Scotch Diajiero. Bird’s Lye Diapers Lad Us*
and Gent’s Handkerchiefs, Russian and American
Crashes: Fronch and American lh dSpreads; Broadcloths, Beaver c loths, 4 a slneres, Pilot l loths:
Shirts and
Drawers; Water-Proof t loths: Balmoral
Wog1 Table Covers; 00 pairs Wool Blankets;
iIk*'a great
witn
many other articles too numerous to
Cashmero Square and Long Shaws.
m22”OIV
rhe ah°v° stock
may be examined tho day before
“6
every art,cle warranted perfect.
Si0*

Ladies! Anderson intends to give you

Teacher of Piano Forte

No. 8

to $3.00.

HOOP

AT

Auctioneer,

TUESDAY, Oct. 31st, »t 10 o’clock A. M. to
ON close
tnxulco of I'reeemd
consignments,
Worsted

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

and $1.75.

PAINE,

of workmen. A large assortment
for Wholesale and retail trade.

EDW’D M. PATTEK,

Dry

SKIRTS,

MANUFACTURE

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachine, ALL
PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment of all the various patterns oi Case and quality mauuta :tured by
the Company. Machines sold at this ctfi e will be
kept in good repair one year tree oi charge. Thorough instruction given at the office. Machine fittings,
Silk, Thread, &c., constantly on hand.
f3P*Particular attention given to repairing Wheeler & Wilson Machines,
Call and see the best Family Machine, before purchasing.

showing their

are

Gloves, for $1.00

Only Perfect Piano Forte!

Frame

-FOR-

$50.00.

Fancy,

A. M. McKENNEY’S

NEW AGENCY

At No. 11

& HODSDON

Hoods, from 75c

81 Middle Street*

eod2m

to

their

Oct 11—dtf

New

ty DON’T FORGET THE NUMBER.
Oct 2~>—eodGw

LATEST

He Cuts and superintends his work
and guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

are

Cloaks, from $7.00

piTZGERALD & HODSDON

Which he will make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STELE. His stock of Furnishing Goods
is large, embiacing the best styles in the mai ket.

<3-. Ft.

showing

are

HOOP

Oct u-df r

A. M. McKEWEY, Agent,
oc3eoi&eow3m
284 Congress St., cor. of Centre

Doeskins,
Cassimeres,

N. E.

New Style
F.TZGERALD

HOOP SKIRTS,

showing their

are

10c to $2.00.

HODSDON

(ft

be

Broadcloths,

The public

& HODSDON
TjllTZOERALD
X
New Style* of

SKIRTS,

HOOP SKIRTS,

nibbed, Hose for 40c per pair.

GOODS,

Patent Isolated Piano.

Immediately

..

HOOP

showing their

are

FITZGERALD
best Manchester

Overcoatings,

PARMELEE’S
convinced.

HODSDON

•!

Cloths

Broadcloaths,
Cassimeres,
Doeskins,

The

S. Poet corner o Inula anti Sumner
be aold— tho lot being about 43 tcet on Inon Sumner SI., together with
the two-storied wooden dwelling)* thereon.
slier the above, tho two building lots
on Sumner St.,
adjoining the same, about 43 leet on
Sumner by 40 In depth.
Oct 24—dtd

UPWARD M. PATTEN,
AwclUaeor,
12 Eichuujc Street.

Ladies * Under Vests, for $2 to 2.50.

Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,

and

Maybury.

by Chandler's full Quadrille Band.

showing their

are

& hodsdon
Fitzgerald
their

-AND--

GENTS’ FURNISHING

J. J.

J. H. Co-delle,
John Clehan,
P. C. Ward,

Tickets for the Course, including the Ball.$4.00
Single Tickets fbr the Assemblies,.1.00
Single Tie koto tor the Bail,.1.50
(admitting one gentleman and two ladies).
Spectators to too Bail fifty cent-*. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked free.

Oct 11—dtf

Embracing

St.,

Music

are

a

of

ONwill
premiece.

dia Street, and 57 leet

Household Furniture at Auction

Oct 11—dtf

Kid

Street,

Assortment

Both Plain

-Maloney,

Oct 11—dtf

New
FTZGERALD

GARDINER'S

Millinery Goods,

& HODSDON

Street.

P°r^d

MANAGERS.*

^0,nneb'ie.

P E.
?
P.

Oct 11-dtf

Where he keeps

Full

New
FTZOEBALD

New Style
FITZGERALD

Street.

Tailoring!

Middle

FLOOR

Middle St.

Oct 11—dtf

Clothing Establishment

Moscow

MERCHANT TAILOR!

Doller Explosion and loss of Life.

Tennessee Legislature.

less

-THAT-

a

JSTATHAW GOOZD,

New York, Oct. 27.
The Express says that in the Fenian Con-

Norfolk, Oct. 27.
The boiler of a steam tug exploded this afternoon, blowing the boat to atoms. All on
board, five men, were killed, including the
captain and crew and Wm. Patten, agent of
the Boston steamer.

30 per cent,

PLEASE REMEMBER

BLOCK,

On Thursday, November
3nd,
To wliicb sbe Invitee the attention of her friends and
tho public in general, to call and examine.
Oct 27—d2w

The Fenian Congress.

gress, which has been in secret session for several days, a military plan for the freedom of
Ireland was submitted and discussed, but no
action has yet been taken. Perfect unanimity
marks the counsels of the Congress.

are

J. Jennings.

R.

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00 to $5.00.

Knit

Custom

P. McGlinchy,
John Clehan,
J. J. May bury,
J. M. Hale,

oct24 to nov22

Buttons, from

oct20d4w

Winter Bonnets!

Hats and

Mexico.

New Orleans, Oct. 26.
Advices from the City of Mexico to the 18th
of September are received.
Ex-Gov. Allen has started a newspaper in
that city called the Mexican Times, and devoted to the cause of Maximillian’s emigration
scheme. Most Liberal grants are offered to

133

Kelley,
Huffh Dolun,

Fitigeraldk Hodsdon,

Oct ii-dtr

Cassocks from $9 to $45!

Fall and Winter Opening.

probable.
Joseph T. Worcester, LL. D., author of
Worcester’s dictionaiy, died at his residence
in Cambridge, to-day, aged 81 years.
Erom

SACKS FROM $9 TO $301

-18 AT-

Mr.

Gov. Wells is actively organizing the State
militia. Most of the officers
appointed held

for $9.00

A nice Black Cassock for 9.00

fresh, and
than regular prices, at

ARRANGEMENTS:
D. J. Farr,
John O’Donnell,
James O’Donnell,
Fran is O’lietlev,
P. C. Want.
J. 11. CottleUo,
Thomas Noonan,

OF

John

Breakfast Shawls) from 1.75 to $9.

"'1

are

COMMITTEE
John McAleney,

Glove

Injure,i.

&
FITZGERALD
New

EVER RECEIVED.

A. O. OENEY A

have it.

or

Exchange

Sis

0Ct25

LADIES GARMENTS

goods

and

118 <S 150

A nice Black Sack

no

12

Real Estate comer India and Sumner Sts., at Auction,
SATURDAY, Oct. 28tli, at U M., on the

Special Sale

Oct 11—dtf

Wj have this day opened the
largest and best
selected assortment of

Theso

the Weonbevenings oi November, together with a
Ball OX THAXKX.IVIXG EVE.
Under the auspices o( the
O'Donoghue Circle of the
ienian Brother hood of Portland.

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

CASSOCKS!

the

vana

Judge Bartol had arrived in Texas from
Washington. His wife died during his ab-

Street.

—AND—

D. Appleton & Co., New York, publish under the above title a Guide and Hand-book to

a

in a week.
Hatch, mail contractor for Galveston,
Texas, will commence carrying mails to that
as
soon
as the papers
city
closing the contract
are received from
Washington.

Fore

CLOAKS, SACKS,

Hall's Guide to the Gheat West.

requisition for
Alfred A. Jones, the Erie
Railway defaulter.
Pierre Soule is expected to arrive from Ha-

of WaAc Hampton.

Charleston, S. C., Oct. 27
Wade Hampton is elected Governor of tins
State by a large majority.

i

The Tenth and Twelfth Books of the Institutions of Quintilian, With Explanatory Notes. By Henry 8. Frieze. One Volume 12mo. pp. 176.
New York: D. Appleton and Co.

At the afternoon session the Convention refused to receive the State election ordinance
by a vote of 233 to 5.
From New

ex-

M. SMITH’S,

octat—dtf^^

week In aucccsaion

day

Trade has Induced us this season to add
another Depan mont-that of CL,O A KS,
from the celebrated Manufactory of
PAINE, BERRY & CO., New York City,
from whom we were so fortunate as to obtain the Agency. The new styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise he
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
ireely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not satisfactory, will be exchanged if

srass¥i5ss.'

-SgtlS.??* of‘he above should not Ctil to
amiae, before purchasing
elsewhere,

Hosiery

in the

not worn

was
are

success

PILOT

87}

Beoent Publications.

-OF-

thus made.
An election was ordered on the 15th

Goods!

:i;„ .r USi 411 ot whi^ «ui i» sold
VERY LOW f*r
the jfe„ sixly Dayfc

At A.

Following each

difficult to get than cloth, and is as
much worth paying for.
Our decided

T

Michigan Southern .72f
Cleve'and and Pittsburg. 80}

Milledgevtlle, Ga., Oct 20.
In the Convention to-day Mr. Anderson of
Chatham, introduced a resolution to appoint
a committee of five to memorialize the President for the release of Jefferson Davis. Joshua
Hill moved its indefinite postpontment, which

An ordinance t® re-district the State
adopted. Seven Congressional districts

Janu-

97}

98
77

Tuesday evening, October 31,

as

Ladies' Cioak is

a

HALL,

Commencing

Sales.

PATTEN, Auctioneer,

E. M.

more

CASTER and

o03f0W’

OVERCOATS

92j

FASHIONABLE ASSORTMENT

sence.

Sale

Furnishing

Company. 41}

The Georgia State Convention.

adopted
by a heavy majority.
An ordinance repealing the ordinance of
secession was adopted, and all resolutions of
the convention which were
incompatible with
the civil and military laws ot the United
States were repealed.

oi

AND

Hudson.106*
114}
Read'ug.

NO.

voted down.
A motion to lay the resolution on the table
wa3 also negatived.
The resolution was amended so as to include all Federal prisoners, and then

damsel pouted, but took the hint.
Nor need
it be said that the balsamic preparation arrested the evil, thongh it could not quite repair
the damage already done.
oct26dcod2t

Religious Discussion—We understand
that a public discussion is to be held in this
city, commencing on Nov. 7th, on the question
of the “Seventh Day Sabbath,” between Elders
Cornell and Preble. It will elicit considerable
interest, no doubt.

record.

was

A Neat Reply.—“I dfsHke yotir saying that
my teeth are going; so don’t,” said a young
lady to her beau. “Not ‘So don’t,’ hut ‘So-zodonf you should have said,” he replied.
The

Fallen Thbough.—We learn that the
contemplated arrangement, by .which Mr.
Lewis, brother of the landlord of the American House in this city, was tp take the International Hotel has fallen through. We hope
amicable fcrths' may yet be agreed upon between him and the proprietor of the house.

on

be

Auction

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

a course

LANCASTER

regards the Fit and Style
considered by some
people a matter of secondary importance,
but to persons of good taste it will always
appear the very first consideration j—It is
of

CLOTHING,

Amei lean Gold.145}
United States 5-20 coupons.103

Will bo prepared to exhibit

miles it is to Grosman’s Drug Store, Portland.

—[Transcript

time

disposed
by
8T0GK
La.l and
examine my largo stock of

V*

Liverpool—quiet.

Erie.

LADIES’ DRESS!
Excellence

Stack Markets.
New Your, Oct. 27.
Second Board.—Stocks weak.

Canton

Will be

hold at
THERE

WINTER CLOTHING!

Pork—sales 10.5k) bbls. Mess 32 23 @ 84 00.
Lard—heavy; sales 670 bbls at 24 si 28}c.
Whiskey—steady j sales 35 J bbls at 2 33} @ 2 35.
Sugars—steady; sales 756 hhds. Muscovado 13} @
15c. Havana, 237 boxes, on private terms.
Coffee—tirm; sales 40u0 bags Rio at 16}c.
Naval Stores—quiet.
Petroleum—unsettled; sales 4000 bbls; crude 36c.

7-30.
Treasury
United States one year Certificates.
Missouri Sixes.
Tennessee Sixes.

Entertainmenta.

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.

TO BOY YOCB

Beef—steady.

to

Miscellan eous.

NOW IS TO UR TIME

_

Freights

Miscellaneous.

SELLING OUT!

State and Western 5@ 10c lower. State 7 70
fa 8 40. Round Hoop Ohio 8 SO <g 12 40. Wejtern 7 70
at 9 70 ® 16 25.
igi 8 60. Southern quiet; sales450 bbls
Canada 5 @ 10c lower; sales 280 bbls at 8 10 fa 12 40.
Wheat—1 s 20 higher; sales 68,000 bushels. CW75 s
cago Spring 175 m 1 80s Milwaukee Club 1
Amber Milwaukee 1 81 @ 1 82.
1 80. Do new 1 75.
Amber State, new, 2 32} ® 2 36.
Western
Corn—2c higher; sales 126,000 bushels.
89 fa 90}c

Western, Northwestern and Pacific States
and Territories, designed for the use of travellers, miners and emigrants, and furnished
with a map of the best routes to the gold and
plomatic complications.
George Wagner, convicted of the murder of silver mines, and complete tables of distanhis wife last week, was to-day sentenced to be
ces.
The volume also contains tho United
hanged on the 15th of December.
States Homestead Law, the mining laws of the
Government has seized a large quantity of
respective States, and muoh other information
a’.chohol on account of the owners attempting
of kindred interest.

Railway Tbaffic.—The receipts on the
Grand Trunk Railway, for the week ending
Oct. 21st, were:

•

took the lead, “Tom Thumb”
breaking and losing ground. He broke three
times during this heat; and the mare kept Increasing the distance between them, and came
horns in a walk,
winning the heat, nod the
Time 2.49.
race.
Considering the state of the track, the trotting was good; better than that made on
Thursday. If the snow had not rendered the
track heavy, the time would have been in the
thirties. The mare trotted evenly throughout

Washington, Oct 27

formation of the South. The “New Nation’
has the right ring, and is loyal to the core.
The following are the principles laid down
in the platform:
The unconditional preservation of the Union.
The perpetuity of a
Republican form of government. The unconditional, universal freedom
of all men. The equal rights of ail loyal
American citizens before the law, without regard to race or color. The establishment of
systems of general education throughout the
length and breadth of our country, for the
benefit of all classes, irrespective of race or
color. The righto of proscribed Union refugees
and persecuted Union men everywhere. The
interests of a high order of civilization, op
humanity, and pure Christianity, will
pressed
be constantly, fearlessly and faithfully advocated and defended by “The New Nation.”
With these principles inscribed on our banner,
we unfurl it to the breeze, and in God’s name,
and in the name of suffering humanity, send
it forth to the world, with the firm and unwavering resolve, to sink or swim, stand or

—-

mare soon

From Washington.

forthcoming numbers of the
strong and true as the first, the
fail to do good service in the re-

George H. Bailey entered and drove the
mare “Lady Spanker,” to wagon; Harry Bradley entered and drove “Tom Thumb” to harness.
A question was raised as to weights,
Snow Stobu.—It commenced snowing, here
and the judges, Messrs. A. Savage, J. F. Libby
about twelve o’clock yesterday afternoon and
and G. M. Bobinson, decided that the weight
continued, lightly, until twelve o’clock in the
of the driver mu3t be 145 pounds; Bailey,
evening. The ground is covered, about two
inches having fallen.
therefore, had to use weights.
The betting prior to the race was decidedly
in favor of “Tom Thumb.” Fifty to thirty-five
13 Y TELEGRAPH
and twenty-five to twenty Was freely offered
on him.
-TO THEThe friends of the mare were shy,
and but few bets were taken.
EVENING PAPERS.
1st Heat.—“Tom Thumb” drew the pole,
and they got off on the first score.
It was
Various Items.
even trotting on the first half, until the upper
New York, Oct. 27.
Ex. Gov. Nail S. Brown, of Tenu, has been
part of the back stretch was reached, when
the mare shot ahead, took the pole, and kept pardoned.
E. A. Rollins, of New Hampshire; and Danthe lead throughout the balance of the heat,
iel C. Whitman, of New Jersey, have been apsix
ahead
“Tom
in
of
Thumb,”
lengths
coming
| pointed Commissioners to assist the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Time
who broke badly two or three times.
Gov. Fullerton, Commissioner of Freedmen
2.47.
in Louisiana, gives notice that negro orphans
2d Heat.—On the fourth score they got off.
The

--—---

and if the

in his

baFl'our—

TO TIIE DAILY PRESS.

truly ioyal paper

Nation.” We have seen a specimen copy of
“The New Nation,” which is marked by ability
and intelligent advocacy of the principles at

First Parish
mandie of

New York Markets.
New York, Oct. 27.
Cotton—less active and scarcely so firm; »alos 1W0

Richmond, Va., called “The New

special notice column.
A Rare Chance—G. Backman & Co.
new advertisement column.
Two or Three Rooms Wanted.
Notie©—Jacob McLeBaa*

RELIGIOUS

or

of Virginia, to

in the

I>ry Goods—Henry Dailey &

•

Loyal Newspaper In Biohmond, Va.
Hunnicutt, whom many of onr
readers remember, having lectured extensively
in our own State, and throughout all the New
England States during the rebellion, and who
did good service to the Union
cause, has decided, at the solicitations of earnest Union
Kev. J. S.

^

Building,

It«m,
EVENING,Oct.

officers for the ensuing
Inst at 71 o’clock, when
Hi be chosen, and such othor business tranaa. may legally he brought

LfrH

Portland, Oct 24,1865.—dlw

n^^

^

n't caholi.ve

p |'rl

ITWO Dwelling Ilouree in good order; a pleasant
-I anil desirable* location on Cumberland St. I <*sobs ion given first of Nov.
For particulars inquire or
JOHN 0. PROCTER,
Lime Street.
Oct
2(1.—d3w
Portland,

sot:rI1E'

bier before them, would stop at inbearh^e
and set !t down before the doors of

tarvi]'

dwellings in the way, advancing with
then receding, as Iffrn the pause
the coffin, and
of
to allow an interview between the spirit
the departed and the inmates of such dwe’J-

Cert'S*
naS-

Tiius the dead paused before the bom.1', of
their friends, to bid them the parting tare well
of love; and before those of their enemies, to

effect

reconciliation before they should be

a

separated fotever.”

Slowly, with measured tread,
Onward, we bear the dead

For Sale.
three-story Brick Dwelling Houses, situa ed
on Pearl St., for sale cheap for Cash, If sold immediately. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.

TWO,

For Sale.
TWO-STORY BRICK HOUSE, containin'! 20
Also a two-Btory
rooms; ocntrally located.
WOODEN HOUSE, on the same lot. Lot oontains
4600 feet. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Portland, Oct. 26—d3w
Df 70 aores.

oj|
or^nore,
by tbe ’subset iber.rninPortland
Ol7tanraffom thirty byfifteen
the county

U'F’arm

On with your mortal load,
O Grave, Wo come.

*blc

Yet, yet, ah, hasten Hot
Past each remembered spot
Where he ba l been.
Whore la e ho walked lu glee,
Therefrom henceiorth to be
Nevermore

UteshytoiLaiid

J. B. THORNTON.

seen.

two stnrv house and lot corner ot Lincoln and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
It is finished for two families, with
rooms.
abundance of hard and solt water. Lot 36 by 70. It
situated and in good repair. Terms
is
easy. Apply to

pleasantly

Rest ye. Set down the bier—
One ho loved dwelleth here;

JOHN E. PALMER.
144 Middle St.

21—dtf

Oct

Let the dead He

Storage

A moment that door beside
Wont to fly open wide

yet;
Hearken; lie speaketh
“O friend, wilt thou lh got—
Friend more than brother
How hand in band we’ve gone,
Heart in he art linked in one.
Ail to each other?’

For Sale.

rhn SaSaam*

KDT VVTtTTt

SO*-

ft FARM
A

Seventy-Five Acres

One Mile frniu Cumberland Center,
Teh Aobbs of which are'covebed with WOOD.
The Buildings aro a Two-story Dwelling
with good Carriago House, B txn and Wood

vain,

Portland,

me.

oct7dtf

THE

back about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried dwelling house tfcereon: fitted
up for two
families, and being in a good stale of repair.
terms, &c.. application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 63 Union Street; or to tho undersigned
at 493 Congress Street,
octHdtf
JOHN J. W. REEVES.

^r

T H fc

New Collections of Church Music.

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
rpHE
X of Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

thereon.

For particulars

Last Work.

TVe Key Nate.—A new collection of Sacred and
Secular Music tor Choirs and Singiug Schools, by
a m B. Bradbo kv.
Mr. Braobury’s last prerork in this department, “The Jubilee," has
vl^r
• rsu * had a sale ol over
a
200,000 copies,
a

showing

work of this

kiHU. a no Ke> N )to Is compl te In all Its
department*, and is printed on clear, large type, one part
on a staff.
Brice, $160.

Mason's Last Work

-A.*®p5* 5 Or tfce Choir Hook*—A new collection of Sacred and Secular Music for
Choirs, ; inginir
Schools and Conventions. By Lowell Mason, Dr.
of Music, and William Mason.
The Elements of
Musical Notation are illustrated
by a large variety o/
pleasing, social pieces; part sourps,
&c.
The

apply to

Mr. Boots Last Work.
The Diapason.—A Collec ion or Church Music,

to which art prefixed a
nypf and comprehensive view
of Musi** and its Notation; Exercises lor
eading
Music, and Vocal Training; Son n. Part Songs,
Ruia-l,. &e, For Choir., Shign; School*, ConvenuonR, &c. By Geoeqe j>. Rcor.' Price, 31,56. *

Tite New Bool: for (his Season.
Thu Frniue of Zion.—A Collectjo-i of Music
SchooiB, Ch irs and M u ica! Conventions;
consorting of, I. A System ofMusical Notation. 11
A variety of Exercises and Glees for
Singing S. hools.
Ill, An cxtenalvecoUectICn of itymn Tunes. IV. A
mrjs artortmeut ofSeutonces, Anthems, and Chants.
An. nun aua Fbbdbbio S. Haven pout
The publishers invite attention to tills now
book,
with great confidence that it will
prove very attract
ire anduseful to
Sinking Schoola.Choirs and Conventions. The authors have bad at their command
many
new compositions
by the moat popular and tfistingUisheu composers, foreign and American. A featnre ottufts work is the
presentation of a number of
uitnerto unpublished compositions ot Ciiaklf.b
Zecner. as well as some by Novelli and Ntukomm, now first published from tlieir manuscripts
m addfilon to the rich contributions of
living Au
t iois. The con tents of the Praise of Zim «aro
char
acterised by freshness,
variety and practicamlitv.
and the publishers confidently
predict lor it a very
wi le popularity and use. Price. £1.50.
MASON BROTHERS are also
pu Ushers of the
rjew Carmtna Sacra, by Dr. Lowell Mason, $1,5U.—
wmia,n B- Bradbury, £1,50. The
Sabbath Beil,
George F. Root, # 1.50. The Shawm,
byBoot
and Bastings, $1,60.
Welt's
7? * \b,ur*F»
*:c (tor tbo Epkcopal
Service,) by Charles
wT ^
and also of many otlna* Music Books in
all deportments.
Copies by mail pest paid at the
MASON BROTIlfiHS,
Pr™\
ocl4
Th&Sow&w3w
5SG Broadway, New York.
for ;,W lg

"NEW

STEPHENSON,

A. B.

Oct 3—Isdtf

121

Commercial St.

the main AyeSaid lot 1b composed of two lots in one,
For further parvery handsomely laid out.
ticulars, addreaiBox 606 F. O.
Oct 4—<llm

A
and is

nue.

*-—--1--1-i-4—
For Sale ahil to Let.
Stock of

Goods for Sale, and Store to rent In
THE
Paysou Block, No. 37} MiJn’e St. Apply to F.

s.

\V.,

the premises,

on

Portland,

or

oclidtf

AFTItSl

For Sale.
desirable dwelling house No. 18 Brackett St.,
THE
adjoining the residence of J. G. Toiford. Eai.

Lot 45

by 120.

Enquire of
CHARLES PERRY,
Sept 26—dlf Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

THE

Ccolidgo

son

Posses.'ion given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

& Co.

Sept 27—dtf

Railroad Stable

Shoos. Will be vacated this month or
For further information inquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office lib Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, corner of Milk and
Exchange Streets.
Portland, Sept. 13tb, UC5.
dtf
the next.

STlie

of

ner

lirnfp nnd Frnfivnut Perfume, Diiteillril from
he
ESnif nn<l Ileniiliful Flower front
Ib

GF“ Beware of Counterfeits.

ty

for Kialon’x—Tnkr iio other.
Sold by drnssluta jfencrnUy.

as

SALE.

finely located Real Estato, on the

Term easy.-

Portland, Me.

For Sale or to Let.
French Cottage, cn the Cape Cottage
rpHE
A road, opposite Capf. Green
Walden’s, containing

fourteen

Assistant Quartermaster's Office. U. S. A.,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
are invited by
-PROPOSALS
r the delivery of geoi, raerchaniablo
TimAhv’lmv
and straw on board of vessels, at such whari
in t>
aari m

Fortland Harbor as may bo designated.
Tho Hay and Straw mast bo securely baled
weigh {2000) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusive

Proposals must state plainly, the quantity, pri™
time of delivery.
The Hav and Straw will be inspected bv a Government Inspector, and weighed before being shipped.
Proposals will also be received to dclivor hay and
straw at
Washington, D. C., Richmond, Va., and
Hilton Head, S. C., subject to the above
requireard

<*ec*8*on
IIENRY

Ca?t and

Oet d—dtf.

A'

time, to

moot

therereceived,

as soon

Quarter-

»

French per week duSSJ^i1, Pai?s—four lessons In
Me i cal Lecture twico per woeft'Cnjinss an ^ a French
Ire the students with FrcnMwi*
order to familiaridioms,
Mollcftl Students will
tores are free to all nations &
.iatMedical Locaris» Hieir only expense being their board.
A Mo ileal Certificate from tlio un.i
or*»gned is good
for U. S. and France.
E.P. LePROHON. A.M
Apply to
r.
Graduate ol Harvard It, •*

reuSJ2?f®5*

cltf_So-T toff*

Packing

Uoxcsb

Any Kind

of

19 *

jyo—df

STEPHENSON,
121

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

over

and 112 Federal »t.

Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

aplOdtf

1

]J

* between Union Wharf and
contains about 1500 square ft..

therpari“cSbu^*ofth6‘w».»>byT5.
JOSEPH

tor

fur-

H. WHITE,
Cj Union Wharf.

finely located Hqom
SEVERAL
abetli, three minutes’
lromnfe
T

walk

n

"?'

to
lota‘Say
mayl3tf

'_
Sails and Rigging: tor Sale.

Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the
THE
new Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old
measurement
saved in perfect order. The draft ol the spars can
be
at

store.
McGILVERY. RYAN <fr UAVTS,
lunelo—dtf
No. 161 Comm* rcial Street.
our

the Wheel Track

Portland, Maine.

jl gents

Boat-House

___

Wanted9

Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
The necessary result is, rr costs
in it than, in any other.

Comparisons will

Wanted.
go ;d order to

H. T.

Wanted

Purchase.

to

thousand acres,
it must be covered with
ONE
and

less, of Wood Land;
heavy growth of wood,

more or
a

so situated that vessels
mostly hard,
drawing
from eight to ten feet of water can
appro a* h it. Proposals lor the same addres cd fo JOB, A. TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 5G
Washington Street, Boston, stating loca ion, price
per acre, <&e., will receive prompt attention.
Boston, Oct. 10,1S65.
oc!2dlm

Tenement Wanted.

a

Central Office 30 Exchange
Portland, Jnly 18,1865—dti

"aug5eodtl

English

Also,

ton,

To load lumber at same place
Philadelphia and Richmond.

Aug.

for Galves-

LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wharf.

29-dU

For Sale.

sale: !
1

Street,

Silver Skin ONIONS,
Bbls. lied ONIONS.
10GO Bushels Jackson POTATOES,
1000 Bushels White Mountain POTATOES.
HATCH Sl FROST.
Qctao-dSw

undrrsigngriiiaving the Agency of the fbllowrpHJS
X mg well-known, sound and reliable

Companies,

continues to issue Policies on
ttuildiuff*/j\lcr'f-Jiasidis;*, and other good property again*1 loss Or
damage by F1UE, at rates as low as other FIRST
CLASS Companies, to the amount of $50«(>OG if
wanted, viz:

Phmnisc Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
61,000,000
Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
6330,000.

City Fire Insurance Company,
OF

Molasses;
20 hogsheads
Molasses;
For salo by

*•

Apples

CONN.

Cienfuegos

Muscovado
Muscovado

OF

HARTFORD, CONN.
6330,000.

England Fire Ittsuragce Co.

Particular attention given to the insurance ot
Farm Property, City and Village Dwell»»«*♦ ““*« Household Furniture, on ONE,
TlIiiEE, or 1' 1VE YEARS, on very favorable
TERMS. AVHosscs equitably adjrsted and promptly
paid, as heretotore.

Life Insurance
Wltv the Great

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
OF NEW YORK.

is well known, offers greater
Which,
advantages
than any other Life Co. fn this
country.
The rates of Premiumara loss than with most oth-

companies, -while the Dividends

are larger, and
security greater than any other.
Dividends declared annually, and mav be applied
to the .payment* pf future premiums, or to
augment
the amount insured. Policies with this
company are
constantly increasing in value. All needful informat»on ohcermlly furnished on application to

the

W. 2>.

Office SI

Exchange Si., Up Stairs.

“Oswego Family Flour,**
“Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
Cargo Sch. “Aid,** from Baltimore, now landing and
for sale by
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.
N# B.—In store 600 bushels White Corn per sch.
from Norfolk. Va.
oc19tt&&

Convoy

Muscovado Molasses.

j\

Superior Muscovado
Molasses.

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
Oct. 18,1865.-d2w

Mutual Insurance

FEET Hackmetack. Plank
and Flat Timber for Sale by
C. S» CLARK., Agent St. Francis'
Oct. 17,186*>.—dlmb
Smith’s Wtuarf.

OH Jg™?*
PORTO
For sale by

Sugar

l

SUPERIOR
QUALITY
RICO SUGAR,

Harris

SHOOKS.
August 5-d3m

__

Scotch Canvas,

&2s0006taZsmJ?n'..ade

for

by “1 one with
necessary. Tie PrMlden^'c1 T,h' No experience
and Treasurrrsoftlnco Boukslmlo™. in
'!il!rao
wlth samples. Address
Sent free
rfular‘
'"'
To<>1
Works, Springfield, Vermont

Ihn41*"

wwUjm

JAMES

T. PATTEN &

eminent

300 do Extra Allcontract.”
Long
b Am
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered In Porflnnd or Boston,

Bath, April 20,1S63.

CO.,
,v

S-A,Jn?
W?T,:S>
Arbroath.
ap22dtl

Apples.
subscriber hereby offers fbr sole IOC barrels
superior graft fruit, mostly Baldwins, now ready
for delivery at his house at West Fryebnrg.
ABRAHAM ANDREWS.
Oct 10—d2w&w2w

THE

5.30 P. M.

Westbrook,
CtimbCTland,
Yarmouth,
Freeport,
Oak Hill,

5.5ft]

G.H5
6.33
7.00

Canada'.

AliKAKQEMENT.
On and after MbhUay* fret 9/A, 1865,
fcTatii^ffe^a^.trains will run ag follow^:
Morning Train lot South Paris, Lewiston and

Auburn at 7Ot) a m.
Mail Train for Watcrville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Poud, Montre*! and Queb cafcl25p n.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From Montreal, Quebec Ac. *■
*rf <
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Aubnrh,
8I7A.JI.

not responsible foV baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless lidlice is given an Unpaid for at the rate of
one passengJi lor every $50 vaddltional value.
C. J BltYDGES, Managing Director.
The Company

has

Asset!,

H

IIAlI.EY, Superintendent.
Juue 2A1. 1865

Portland,

oolOdfcf

Grand Trunk

Railway.

lor Tickets to all points West & South West,

SU.133.6tiO
Tan«TK*8:

John D Jones,
Charles Don u is,
W H « Moore,
Henry OH,
wra c Piokorsgiil,
bewis OutM®,
Charles H Jussell,
Lowell il'lbrcok,
R Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps,
Oalob Barstow,

Wm Stur*!#, Jr,
Ilenrv K Bo?ert
William K r»ortge,

Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gsilurd. Jr,
liAury llurify,

J

CArneiins Grinno'l.
C A 11 ind

Watts Sherman,

B J

Howland,

Benj Babcock,
Fletch r Westray,
^HHilloL
Dai jel S Miller,
Bob B Minium, Jr,
Joshna J Henry,
Gordon W Burnham,
iGorgo G Hobson,
FrederieV Channoey,
aiavirt Lime,
James Lew,
Chas H Marshall.
rnes Bryce,
Johw D Jokes. President.
Ohaiu.es Dbkhis, Vice.President.
W. H. H. Moons, 3d Vioo-Proa't.
J. JI. Chapman, Acting Secretary.

Applications reoelved by
J, W. MUNOEE, 166 pore gt.
FebUlodlm llmeodfewdw

General Western Ticket (Office,
90 Exchange Street.
CBT" Fare, from 81. to 8T lover via. the Grand
Trunk Hallway, Ilian any other route to the West.
E. P.

BEACH, Gen. Am. |
276 Broadway, NfewYork. |
JAS.

E.

VVM. FLOWERS,
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

NOTICE.
persons Indebted to me are hereby requested
to settle their accounts with me at once, and all
persons havingela?ms against me are requested to
resent them for settlement, and all persons are herey forbid harboring or trusting any one on my ac-

ALL

C

count.

HORACE B. RICHARDS.
oclOdSw*
Portland, October P, 1865.

A

organ-

prepared

are

Exchange Street,

August 10—d«m

PORTLAND.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE 1
Sumnner *Arrangement!
THE

STEAMERS

Montreal,

Will, mjtil further notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Mo ml ay Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P M and India Wharf, Boston,

every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday,
day and Saturday, a 5 o’clock P. M,

Fri-

taken

as

SEMI-WEEKLT?

LINE.

TIuj splendid and last Bteftrarfcfps
Capt W. W. Shtr-

^ggSStitfSLCHESAPEAKE,

FaAXCONJA, Capt. H.
™nifiiwiir**3uKKW0OD, will until farther notice,

xoUowe;
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,every WEDNK8*
and SATURDAY, at 4 P.
M., aod leave Pier
9 North Inver, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’olock P. AI.
These vessels are titled up w th fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
safe and comfortable route tor travellers between
York and Maine
JVeagp. in State Rocjh,
5.00. OrfWa passage «6 Ob. Meals extra.
*
JF.
Hoods torwarded by th*s line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eaatport and

eew

St.John.

Shippers arc requested to tend thsir freight to the
as early as 8 P. hi. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or pat’s go apply to
KMJ£ItV & FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H.B.CROMWELl. fc CO., No. 86 West Street,
Row Fork.
Mav 29, 1865.
atf

steamers

_

Internatiocal

Steamship Go.

Calais and

St. John.

TWO TRIPS A. WEEK.
On and after Monday,
_jrfT^*ifc
viSteamer New

_UgT.

March 27 the

Yoas.Capt H \7 ChisVYharf, loot of State St,

wni leave Railroad
Monday m 6 o'clock p. m ;

ar»d tbo Steamer
every
New Bbowswice, Capt E 1>. Winchester, will leave
every Thubbday at 6 o'clock p.m, for Eaatport and
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Mondsv a*d
Thursdays at 8 a. m, fer Eantpqrt, Portland and
Boa'on.
At Ea^poft the Steamer “Quocn”.will connect
for St. Andrews. Robiusion and alais. with, the New
Brnswick and Canada Railway ter Wocds’ock aDd
Houlton stations.
Sage Coaches a so connect At
Eaatport tor M"ch!hs and intermediate places.
At St. John the steame*- Emperor will connect," for
Wind or, Digby and Paliiay, and with steamers for
Frederio ard th9 i*t John River.
Through tickets
procured of the avent&or the cleik on board. No

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sail'ng until 4 o'clock
P.M.
C.C. EATON, Agent.
Portland. .March 20.1865.
mchUtl

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River
On andf after June 1, the lare between Portland and Bangor will t^3
£3.00; Rockland £i.00: ether land-

ings

on

'portion,
Portland. HUH,

the River reduced in proper s'eamev Regulator.

ISSs—<ltj'

S0MEttB¥’ Agen“

BRADFORD

&,

times

L.

cess.

CAUTION TO TIIE PUIUC.

Every Intelligent and flunking person must know
that remedies handed out for
general use should have
their ethcacy established by well tested
experience in
tiie hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
studies Utr, him iiw all the duties tie must
fulfill; yet the country is tloudod with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to lie the best in the world,
are not only useless, hut
always injurious. The uu
fortunate should be pabitcplak In selecting Ids
physician, as it is a lamentable yet Ineonlrovei tablo fact, that
many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined const.lotions by maltreatment
from !nexi»rienced physicians hi general practice;
lor it Is a point generally conceded by the Vest syphilograpbers, that tiie study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time cf thoso
who would be competent and successful hi their In atThe Inexperienced general practitmont and cure.
nor tlrno to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
in
of treatment,
most cases makpursues one
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan-

preparatory

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who havo committed an excesa ot any kind,
whether It be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced conlidence in malurcr ycais,
SEEK FOR AH AH Tt DOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervoar
Frustration that may follow impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wail for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they bad
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
All such cases yield to the proter and only
have it.
correct course of treatment, and in a snort time ai s
made to rejoice In perfect health.

many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder often accompanied by a slight smarting or burnthe system in a niannoi
ing sensation, and
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
will often be found,
urinary deposits a ropy sediment
semen or albumen
of
small
particles
and sometimes
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dork and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, Ignorant of the cause, which is the
There

CASES
accom-

Sold by

LYON, M. D.

As an indication of how this
Company stands AT
HOME, we- take the City business of 105 Companies
ami Agencies, named in tho Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find tha’ THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MOllE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list;includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
fir behind the Intorfiotinual in point of patrona e in
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fart, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and 8 illful management ci this sterling corporation,

For U. 8. ami Canada.
J. IT. PERKINS If CO.. W F. PHILLIPS * CO.,
and H. H. HAY, l’ortland, Mo., Wholesale Agents.

quarter to

a

half

weakening

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
a plain manner, a description
can do so oy writing, In
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
immediately.
be forwarded

No Mediates

Copartnership Notice.
ETUIE undersigned have this day
A ners1 ip under tbo style of

formed

a

der the
THE

Consumptive
as

KING

&

RIFE!

REJTICK,

ior Southern Timber of any
dimension with despatch, and on the most

iavorable terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic and foreign ports. They arc also pretutred to
furni h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
sawn to order,
ocl2d3m

quick

cough i

as

Addins:

Db. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner uf Middle
Streetl, Portland, Me
jy Send a Stamp for Circular.

I*rio©

nelngf Only 35 Cents I X

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theji
A lady of experience In eow«t»w* s'tend

THE GREAT

August 31,1865.
“There Is

inch Word

TAR

as

’

2NT T

s

Lubebs and

Copaiba,
Speedy

a Sure, Certain, and
Cure for all dixea**
es of the Bladder. Kidneys and Urinary Os pans.
either in the male or female, frequently performing
a periect cure in the short space of three or ?our
days, and alwavs in less time than any otter preparation. In the use oi

IS

Tarrant’* Compound Extract qf Cub tbs and

Copaibs

there Is no need of confinement or ohange of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it i- entire!-- tasteless. ana causes no unpleas nt ®eosarion to the patient. and no exposure It is now acknowledged by
the moet learned in the profession that in the abovt
class of disease*, Cnbebs and Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that can be relied uf on with
any certainty or suocess.

JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

Portland, Sept. 22, 1865.
Mr. D. D. Chase, so long ami favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new firm.
sep29 ’G5 tf

Tarrant’* Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba JVEVER FAILS.

Mortgage

TAB BA NT

ft

OOMFOITND,
now

become as well Known
it derives its virtues.

CHASE

a

CURES

from the

Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other compl&'nts.
For Piles and Scurvy, It will be found vory valuable.

Give it a trial it you would learn the value ofagcod
and tried medicine. Ii is pleasant, safe and sure.
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gc n-

ally.
J. W. PERKINS,

278 Greenwich 8t., New York.
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
may 6 66 dir

H. H. HAT,
ft
UCHrrai

J.

\V. SYKES,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to chipping tv qniokeet
and oheapest rente..
No. IBS) South Water St.,
P.

O. B-x 471.

Chicago,

Illinois.

O. Bewdlear fc Co; Mayoaru fc Sons; H. & W. Cbickf-rii g; C. H. Cutum'nyi
St Co; Cbas. H. Stone; Uallett, Davis & Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon. Eiq, Pre*id«»nt Newton National BaDk,
Newton,Ma^s; C. B Coffin.Esq, N.Y.City. feb93dly

Rtferinces—Mcsstr.

v

subscribers offer for sale a largo quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End of the
cHyi lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange ami Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purcliasors, and to parties who will

THE

build houses of satisfactory character, they will adon
vance, \f desired, one fourth oj the cost qf
completion q)' the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
Apply evory day .except
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and fUIl particulars obtained.
J. B. BBOWN & SONS.

building,

Sunday,

may4tf

Special Notice.
ALVAH LIBBEY, who has hod the" sola
for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and
MB.Agency
WATER

HEATING'APPARATUS,

and the

lastly

celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be luund hereafter
at the store of Messrs. C. H. STUAllT &
CO., 171
and 173 MiddleSt., where ho will be happy to meet
those in want of ftimaces, and receive their orders.
He attends i>crsoually to Furnace work.

ALVAH LIBBEY.

Portland, Aug 21,1S6S.

aug22d3m

REMOVAL.

undersigned bake this method to iniorm their
customers and the public generally that thev liavo
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to their now Bakery, Nos. 6 anil 8 U nion
Street, where they will be pleased to sec all their old
customers and as many new ones as will be pleased to

THE

give us

a

call.

August

B. W, SMAUDON,
R. S.'SCAMMAN,
S. E. SMARDON.

1C—dtt

Through

Tickets.

OIL REGION* of N»w
1’ nwsylvaxia. OHIO, and sd
via the Erie Railway, for sals
at the Union Ticket OrnoE,

Fcr tbs

bi*r;S8»Yoi«

pans ol the West,
at the lowest rates,

3i EXCHANGE STREET.
D. LITTLE, Agent.
ratrK.iftwi.tf

HALL.
Lectures, Exhlb!XXLELI. arranml for Concerts,
V V tlons. Levees. Ac., may be obtained on applica-

tion to
RICHARD COLE, Superintendent,
No. 3 Tolman Placo.
1 unelSdtf

For Sale.
Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

THE
Street, at
For

a nitlAT

bargain.
of

porticnlars, enonlre

octl8dtf

BEN J. KNIGHT,
Atluntic Wharf.

xuaiara

Whit.] Lead.
Y) LEAS ANT to the palate,

eauae

such

Sour

pain, net

no

Atlantic V life Lead

A promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are Just the thing.
the bowels once tho next morning,
warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
after

and Linseed Oil Co.,

eating,
Stomach, SpitOppression
tins:
Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousas
of food,

of New Y

k,

Manufacturer* of PIT'S WHITE

Compliant. Loss of Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, Ac.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
hat they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
julyidly
ness, Liver

LEAD, Dry and in Oil,

LEAD,
Red

Glass-m- ers’

LITHARGE,
Lead,

ED

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled
and Refined.

Ihum !

ARY

ana

be convinced of their

For sale

taporion-

ty ov«reverythlng else ol the kird ever cff< red to
the public bT Rronehitis, Omghs. Coldi, Hoarse-

generally,

ness S'-re Throat. Ca
ous testimonial irora

oompaiyinc

arrh and ntlnetza
Numertne Clergr, and qthera, ac^ach box.
For sale by tbs principal

Druggists throughout the city.

and
act

of

lengthen the hair. They
directly upon the roots
hair, supplying

returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant groivth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delight-

ful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or

elegant head-dress.
Sold bjr all

Dntiiia.
& 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.

Sept 27, lfiW-d&wttn

Sanitary
Office

TO

Wait,

Commission.

V S. Panitary Commission, |
-roadway. N. Y., Dec, 30, 18«4. f
ON. ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr., ei FortlaKd
Maine, has consented to accept the duties of
General Agent of the Commission for Maine and
ia hereby appointed euoh agent by authority of the
Commie-ion.
He will be ready to fdrnish advice to the friend
of the Commission's worlt throughout the 8rat«.

South,

H823

▲11 money contributed i» Ma ne for the us<* of th*
Commission should be paid to Mr. Wsehburn or tc
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent reeofalaed
by the Commission 'or Mslre.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
_

General Secretary.

THJ

North-West and the Oanadas.

W. D.

LITTLE

Agent for all the‘CTCftt Lrading Route* tn Ch'cng-’. Cincinnati, t'iu vela.nl Detroit, Mi waukec,
Lalena, Oshkosh, 8t. Faut, Lacrosse, Lrte.> Ray.
Quiucy, tit, L* ui\ Louisville, Indianapolis, C 'Jro,

IS

«0.. anl is prepared to tarnish Through Ticket*
from Port] ind to ah the principal Cities and Town.11
in the leyal States and the Canacas, at the

LOWEST

RATES OF FARE,

And all needtal information cheertally tarnish**.
Tk&TILLIBS will And if greitly to their advantage
to proou?o Through Ttokota at the
Portland Railway Ticket Office* 31 Exchange Street, mp stair tu)

W. D. LITTLE, A Kent.
P.«»»*.Tl0*et« for California, by the O'd Mre
Hell Steamer# end I’eneeee Haiiroad may 1>,
by earl, application et thie nfLoe.
Heron *>. 1**
"»’9>dtwtf

Copartnership'
T^ssxss.iair.-r1
morse

*

nt

o28d*wtf

Agents,

Important to Travelers

re-

nourishment, and
natural color and beauty

Depot 198

by
General

quired

most

Dealers

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

invigorate, strengthen

the

and

Sc

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
ing

by Dr.iggists

ma?27eodtf

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

..

Portland, Slay 3, 1863.

Male

i

S

Great Inducements
FOB FAitTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

lor

Ajcnu

Oct ,V-dAwlm

copart-

BROTHERS,

PHILLIPS,^

W. F.

..

name

For the purpose of can ymg on the FLOUR, MEAL,
and GRAIN BUSINESS; and vvill occupy tho new
store, head Long Wharf.
HENRY CHASE,
DANIEL CHASE.
oclfJTTABtf
Portland, Oct. 18,18C5.

which, in part,

gore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary After ions
It is a remarkable remedy
generally.
for Kidney Com plain Is, Diabe tes.Difflculty ol V olding Urine, Bleed-

Copartnership Notice.
(lav formed
of

thotree from

as

TIIE WHITE PINE COMPOUND

*

CO

1

ottered to the afflicted throughc ut the ouuntry,
after having bsen proved by the teat f eleven year*,
;n the New England States, where its merits havo

Ia

Manufactured only by

THE
been 1

Bnne'

W. POLAND'S

Dr. J.

WHITE FIXE

Fail.”

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF

Streets.

1

eodfcwlyr

no

Enjrl^n'l

Hew

W. F. PHILLIPS If CO., J. W. PERKINS if CO.,
and H. II. HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Agents.

DEXTER.

tills

jant.lSMdAwly

C.G.CLARK A CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

j
I
|

LADIES.

own sex.
once.

and is for rale by all Druggists.

And having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSINE S at tlio old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal

undersigned have
THE
nership under the firm

THE

TO

DR. HUGHES particularly nvlte* all Ladies, whe
need a mod teal adviser, to call at his rooms, No. S
Temple Street, which they w ill And arranged for tbeii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Elecde Renovating Medicines are nnrivailed In efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action Is spcclllc ami
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will And it Invaluable In all cases of ob
structiona after all other remedies have b* en tried In
It is purely vegetable, ronfaiuing nothing in
vatn.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to anv part of the country, with Atll directions
Its, HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.
..

It docs not dry up aonugh, but loosens it so that the
patient can expectorate freely. It is within
the reach of all, the

copart-

.reclosed. A new corporation has been organized thereon, called the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Company. Holders of Bonds and Coupons scoured by said mortgage, ore hereby requested to present them to the subscriber at his office in Portland,
and receive therefor Certificates of Stock in the Leeds
and Farmington Railroad Company, in accordance
with the Statute.
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
x’reasurer of the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Ce.
sep2yd& w6 w
Sept 2fi, 13&5.

and will be

JEleetic Medical Infirmary,

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

copartnership un-

and firm of

name

will cure

OB RELIEVE

Copartnership.
a

known

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

S. K. dAGKSON A SON.
tor the purpose of doing aceneral COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer’s Whari, foot of High Street.
S. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
Portland, June 12,1SG5— tf

undersigned have formed

OTer

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

|

century.

John W. Mungo r <£- Co.,
Agents.

-.tc Jiy

correspondence strictly confidential,

All

CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. NINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE}, ICO Fore Street. Port land. Me.

o

are

returned, 11 desired.

which thu3 within two years takes the lead ot scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a

system

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

Complaints,

pany each bottle.

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

perfect and PERMANENT €l?Ht.
He would call the attention of tiie alnicted to tie
flict of his long
standing and well-dinted reputation
furnishing sutneient assurance of bis shill and suc-

New York Estimate of the International.

MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, NeW
execute orders

COMMISSION
York,
required

at all

especially forbidden in the directions which

INSURANCE,

MECHANICS*

SOUTHERN

use

Powders!

or

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

Dwelling

on

Marino Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

usual

Naw England Screw Steamship Co

«

policies

RATES.

$2.00.

EpF* Company are not
The
rcsjTonsible fbr baggage to
an}' amount exceeding $50In valuo and that personal unless notice is
given and paid for at the rate of
ono passenger for
every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS Agent.
feb 18,1803 —dtf
Aug 5, 1865.

hoiat,

and is safe to

Bonds—Androscoggin B. B. Co.
Third Mortgage of tho Androscoggin Railroad Company toSeth May and als. in trust, has

STEAMBOATS.

Forest City, Lewiston and

Pills

Better than any

Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR

Third

Eastpcrt,

to issue

PREPARED

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
We

Drops!

FLUID PREPARATION

Dollars !

Million

SCIENTIFICALLY

For all Female

PEINDLE, Agent,

90

PORTT.ASD.
_

One

APPLY TO THE

Eleven Million

oner

ever

Periodical

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

OriginalCapital

are

IS,*63,730

United Plates snd State of New-York
Stock, City, Bank and other Btoeks,
*4,97*700
Loans secured by Btocteund
2 187 960
otherwi-e,
Premium Note* and Bids Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other «ftcnr!t*es,
S-140 630
United States Gold Coin,
Mt (W>
Rash In Bank,
Z88!l30

bath, mK.

__

“

The Company
Collart, viz

now

Superior Bleached
200 ™jTS,
300 do All
Long Hex “Gov-

CHAS. J. TA LBOT.
Surveyor of Customs.

deemed.
The Dividends in the Yearg 1893-4 and 6 were 40
per cent each.
The ProUts for 22 Years amount to the
8um ot
#19,691.020
Of which here has been redeemed by

FLOUR!

-FOR SALE BY-

for Sale.
“l Ma“ V,’harf’

whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assurkd, and are divided Ahhually, upon the
Premiums teiminatedduring t&e year; and'or which
Uert ficatos are issued, hearing interest until toThe

Brothers.
Commercial St.

LARGE assortment ni all grades of FLOUR
arriving and for sale by the CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.'
JT. UAMULIN,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N. B.—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS aua'

A

,»

Insure* Against Marine ind &lan9 Navi
gation Risks.

5—lsd3w84

Oct

Company

U Wall St, .cor. William. NEW YORK.
A;
JAITUARY, 1806.

Cuh-

^AA AAA
Oy/U9)

Porto ‘Bico

Portland,

run as

?nuJ™*imeyellowmeal3500
200 Bbls.

Co. is tho FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an
TUI®

ally, and

standing or receutly contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of discaMj from the system, and making u

Coe's Cough Balsam,!

8.42
9.06
9.30

ano

AT LiftTIC

Jan’r 1, 1805.

8.21

follows:

LITTLE, Agent,

Sept 21—d&wCw

Yellow Com and Flour.

Barrels,

as

Freight

$14,000,009.

Assets

the

hours

ing

Surplus, 204,188,40

Lyons

VV

can

gerous weapon, the Mercury.

H. HAT, W F PHILLIPS if CO, and J. IT.
PEAK INS if CO.t Agents, r or tl and, Me.

$1,204,188,40

Street,

be consulted

privately, and with
utmost confluence by the afflicted, at all
Irom 9 A. Al. to 9 t. M.
Dr II addresses those who are suitering under the
affliction 01 private diseases, whether arising ir,„,
impure connection or the terrible vice ot M*li-tU>u-.o.
particular branch ui
Devoting his entire timo to thatwarranted
in CJuahthe medical profession, he feels
RAN KE1NG A DUBE IA ALJ- CASES, Whether vf loilf
he

AATHEEE

opportunity

mu.

8.00

Fare in Cabin

as

O/ICY BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.
100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and lor sale by
G. W. SMITH,
Oct. 20.—dtt
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

For sale fly

A. M.

_

6350,000.

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. H.
Capital,
6100,000.

OUU

150 75

Company,

North American Fire Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
6400,000.

er

and Butter.

7.30

Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,
Westbrook,

trial

one

New Haven, Conn.

all

MARINE

On and alter Monday, October 2d. 1865,
Freight Train, with Passenger Car. attached, will leave Brunswick tor PortkMid nnd4bteimediato Stations dally (Sundays exccpt3dl as follows:
Leave Brunswick,
Oak Hill,

8UFEKBINO,

C. G. CLARK <6 CO., Cen’l Agents,

SPECIAI NOTICE.

6450,000.

Cash Capital and Surplus,

Cash Assets,

H, I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

Oct. 20.—dim

HARTFORD,

.Cash Capital and Surplus,

and Molasses.

BOXES Yellow Sugar;
75 hogsheads
Kemodlos

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

—

Cash Capital and Surplus,

H ^AA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
JLOV-rV/ Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 24—dtf

AA
Q
A. 17U

EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent.
Apr 127,1865.
apr20M

THAT ABE

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

CAPITAL,
$1,000,000 paid ia.

daily.

WmtEll

Agency.

YOU

We beg of you if you are sick, to make just
of It. Price One Dollar per bottle.
8old by Druggists c very where.

Frei ht train leaves new depot Portland at 6 45 A.

M

> A
*; I:
Arrive Brunswick,
*7.*30
W# HATCII>TrainMunuscr*
Augusta, Sept. .25, 1866.
sepSOutf

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Merchandise.

Sugar

tickets
Kendall's Mills and inform the conductor
in the cars that they g» through to Bangor and he
wil; so arrange their fares that it shall cost th m no
more by this oute ban aav other.
Trains due In Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, and
over* day at 2 30
P M

Street.

Established in 1S43.

New

FOR

Passougcrs
Portland desiring totake this route, can puiefcase
to

Of

Insurance

ITY.
and in e-'erv instance regulates and restore! to a
healthy co dition a disordered stomach enabling the
putient to take healthy food without danger of distress from it. It is the most wonderful'remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one wlU do without it iu the house that
has ever used it onoe.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

daily

FIRE AND LIFE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY,

Merchants’ Insurance

Vessels to load deals at St. John. N.
and Irish Ports, at LngfiB., for
est rates of freight.

Agt.

LITTLE’S

a

Office,

SPARROW,

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL-

choicest Suppers served
GKO. \V. MUBCB.

night

Confirm these Facts.

State

and in fact all dUeases proceeding from the Stomach
and Bowels. It is a
sovereign aud permanent cure for

IN SUR ANCE COMP’T

and300p.;

On and after Monday next, trains will
*i££=f^££lcave Portland
for liath Augifsta,
Watervilfa Kendalls Mill? am!
Skowliegan, iit 100
P M. and on Saturdays only for Bath ami'
Augustan
815 P. M
The train from Portland at l P. >1 connects at Kendall’s Milis >vjQi the t ain for
Bangor
and other stations east same
from

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Wanted.
family without children, small genteel tenthe centra* part of the city.
BY
ement,
Address X. Y.
Press

tr.

Leave

Coftgfesi St.

432

Portland, at7 30 A.

for

WARREN

>

CUMMINGS,(M.

n

Arrive Portland,
RETURNING wid leave Portland Jor .Brunswick
and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted

Oct 14—d&w3m

Oct 14—<13w*

LeaveBost

aud 250 P.

a. a

wish to know all the .facts, vitally
own interests before
jtaying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
is
every facility
cheerfully offered to understand the
whole subject.

EITHER

Aperient Bottles, emptied, for
which a good price in cash will be paid, or goods
exchanged on liberal terms, if returned clean and in

insirc

LESS to

TJiose who really
hnporl(y*t to their

Ladies or Gentlemen. Remember that
WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engrav.ngs and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
101 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.

To Rent.
WO large Furnished Rooms, centrally located, in
reference required.
a
Apply to W, 37* Middle St.
oc14dtf

r.

Locomo-

Mad, Dirty Snow and Ice*
An interest in the Papers now being prepared for
the Patent Office can be secured by assignment and
mortgge.
Address,
R. L. PALMER,
No* 110$ Federal Street,

FLOUR!

Cali?

Inquire of E. N. PERRY, al ll.eShorlffi.nTn.
laud, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth

seen

built

of

l,ease tor »term of Years.
Wlmrf now occupied by Charles

Merrill's.
with a two

now

Hackmetack.

26,J66tk—dtf

°r

take an

to

and ready to be applied to Horse Cars and
tives for the purpose of

House Lots.
House Lots, comprising 45,000 ieet of
T^LEVEN
x-f Baud, on Emery, Cushman and Lewis st. for
W. H. STEPHENSON.
P„b,y,
1
brUand, AprU

Oct ia_d.r

Boxes,

Raco Maine.
1'wX" SI1ANXON,Bop20ood2m

HO

Jefferson coolige & co.,

Sjap’ Candle« Boot,

Packing-

Commercial Street.

To Let.

msrw

the^lo-wct't pricet "by lam^eT> at short notice, and at
Saco, Sept.

ir

;

IV SHOOK.

O TS?XJ>''or 0liCi toS for C1*’ar>

A.

at

a

It

_No.
House Lots for
Sale.

French Medical Instruction.

Oct 21

rooms, with about reven acres of land.
unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of

may25dtf

INMAN.
Q M- U. S. A.

GENTLEMAN,
hand,
in
New Machine, whifh is
A interest

Clearing

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST ;

Immediately,
means

M.

for Boston at 8 40
Portland
11

HOUSLj

CASH

r~
Leave

BOWELS!

£ ick IIeadache
Sickness at Stomach,
Dysentery,
Fever and Ague
Heartburn,
Col io Fains,

INTERNATIONSL

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

United States.
Street.

26 Oak

with

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the

«

new

is

Book-

Fancy

N. M. WOODMAN,

19—dtf

Wanted

cor-

unsurpassed in this vicinty.
For particulars enquire at
W* Co agrees St..
2

July26dtf._

Julyl—eodfim

Straw!

Apply to
Oct

or
or

50

known

In Cape Elizabeth.
VERY
residence in Cape Elizabeth,
A one miledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
two stories,
containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
or2Sf1’
14180 wcU arranged Stable and out5Pj° lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauoi location is

name.

Cashier

as

300
BBLS. WINTER APPLES,
200 Bbls.

Ifce&l Estato for Sale,

Manufactured only by FUALOX & NON.

situa ion

At 16 Lime

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and oernpiod by tlie subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of bis
Attorneys, Mess-s.
Deblois & Jackson, 68 Exchange Street.
July 6_dtf

General811^6C^

a

a

Hcnrv
J

Commercial St.

Co.

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

young lady,
in
BYKeeper,
Dry Goods, Millinery,
Goods Store. The beat of references given.

To Let.

FOR

Life Insurance

at

Wanted.

To be Let.
FOUR STORY BRICK STORE,
located
A on Exchange Street, suitable forcentrally
a Wholesale Dry
Goods business, or for the manufacture of
or
Clothing,
of Boots and

BENEFIT

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
Oct 19—dtf

Z.,

Valuable Heal Estate!

of

Apply

jbue23tf

a11 diseases of the

Cholera Morbus.

rc«pootfrxi1y informed that
intention of the Proprietor that
0USfi
kGpt a tir8t'clad* r0#Q

*T|F

PORTLAND

p£|£jS[*§|n

THE-

MUTUAL

Green-house proprietor in the vicinity, to
of an India Rubber Tree during the

take charge
SOME

winter.

on

137

Me.

Wanted.

Spring street, several
good Horses, suitable for work or family use.
Sept 13—<I3m

AT

JOHNSON,
Topaham,

19—(12w*

*

Xo. 5 Temple

One Bottle Is guaranteed to cure the worst e*seof
Dyspepsia In existeuo ♦, and one dose will instantly
relieve the most aggravated attacks of

eJLul>iic
the

1 he

Wisely” PORTLAND UENNEBEC R. R.
--IN

is

To

Waterville June 23,1865.

and

STOMACH AND

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

Freight trains leave Portlandand Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.,
Portland, April 3,1865—dtf

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

near

House and Lot corner of Watcrville and Shorbrook
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37J Middle St
Julylldtf

*

master

as

place.

%

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Remedy

DYSPEPSIA!

The Fairy of the Lake S
A beautiful Steamboat starts from the wharf a lew
rods from the Kveleth
House, and makes a trip to
‘he *Kineo House,”
every day, and once a week
through the Lake.
Capt. Thomas Robinson command.' tl:c
Steamboa%and also “Keeps the hotel*’
just as it should bo kept. Good shooting and angling
all about.
ocl3dtf

COMMENCE MONDAY, Juno 26tt
Trams leave Portlaod. Grand
yWll~"Ww|866
Trunk station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.

REASONS

c t

pjlsfe

CAN BK FOUND AT HIS

-FOR-

}'<&&{
l»lmi

SUMMER AltRANGEMENT.

M.. and 1.2a P. M.
For Bangor and Intermediate stations atl.25 P. M.
Returning Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. Si and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A si. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at 2 15 p. Jl
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M. and eturning is due in Portland at I .- jg.
Stag, s connect with trai, s at principal Stations,
daily for most of the lowns north and east of this lino
C. M. MORSE, Supt.

-The World’s Great

This is a moat exoellentfbouse for the to vThe house is well kept, and contains
modern improvements. Those travelli-V"'?. Jhig for health or pleasure will And here a
con muent
stopping

CAPI SIC PGXiD

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Dyspepsia Cure

Malnc»

Foot of Moose Head Lake !

WA1HE CEHTRAl RAILROAD.

WHY THOSE'WHO

Address

WARREN
Oct

State Agent for Maine*

TWO

a

Horses for Sale.
tlie

Real Estate for Sale.
and Lor No. 37 Middle Street,
HOUSE
tlio Payson House,

ments.
Bids will be accented from time to
the requirements of the Government.
Payments to be made on delivery, or
I*3 ftuvts for that
purpose shall be

GOOD reliable

iuraishod.

Freedom, Jlad son and Eaton. N. tl
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eaglc,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsfiehl aud Orsipeo
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North W indham, daily
VAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26 DC5—d f

>

Amercan Woman
head Cook
in
Aassistant
Boys’ Boarding School. Wages $4 per week.

Oct 10—dtf

Store to Let*

j uly26 dtf is

Forage and

Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1.
S. H. MeALP INE,

“A

Wanted.

"VITANT i D a tenement suitable fbr pneipr^vo
Y Y small families, with good water privileges.
Please address Tenement, Box 1503.

Brick Storo corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer-

SITUATED
Sts, 60

for

Company.
Those intending to effect new insurance, or increase existing policies, will do well to examine the
merits of this Company. Information from official
sources,ter the past or precedli g year, cheerfully
J
given, i w

Aug. 20—dly

CUMMINGS’S

For Sale.
CLASS STEAM SAW MILL, In excellent working order, situatsd on the River near
mo city of St. John, Now
Brunswick.
This Mill is fitted with a powerful
engine, which
dnvea two gangs, ouo large circular saw, lath and
picket machine, Ac., Ac., and is well adapted tor cutting all kiuds of lumber ibr the American market.
For further particulars enquire of CHARLES
DRURY, Esq., St. John, N. **.; or
J. -V. WINSLOW.
Eastern Express Company, Portland, Me.
octl6d2w

House Lot for Sale.
on tUe corner of Deering and
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
E. W. GAGE.

Proposals

Dividends of this Company are exactly what
they appear, to be, being payable at the elqsu, of
eflfcli j ear, in cash when the Premium is paid incaslb
and in cancellation of notes when notes are
given.—
On the payment of each renewal,
commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend is paid, thus
the inaiding
sured in meeting tlieir payments by an immediate
return. TtuTADVANfcAQES ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable fn four
or Jive years, or “on vote of the Directors” are obvious.
No other Company has everpaid a Dividend in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lile

COMPETENT LADY who lias had mnch experience, wishes a situation in a good famflv to do
lamilv sewing. Good reierence3 can be famished.
oc21dlw
Apply at No. 7 Clapp’s Block.

house No. 42 Middle SL,

at

Me.

THLEGANT Chambers for business purposes,
J-i wholesale or retail, in the new
block, 147 Middle
Street. For tetins
apply »t
TIAU'’S* RUBBER EMPORIUM.
Aug 4-dtf

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Ault

to

1761, stating

octl3dti

For Sale.
LOT In Evergreen Cemetery, on

glees,

Tune Department contains mostly new mui>ic, and
provides for every m.ter; and the Anthem Department isfull and attractive. Price£1,50.

its

Wanted.

An

8tandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Frveburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Por-

QBP553S3'

THE

or

Lost!

Wanted.

others, would offor for sale the desirable Real Estate
si'.uated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett
and Clark Street.
The property consists of a lot oi
Land 63 f et front on Spring Street, and
running

How hia last labor’s done!
Now. now, the goal is wonl
O Grave! we come.
Seal up this precious dust;
Lord of the good and just ;
Take the soul home t

lakei

private family

a

or

JONAS H. PERLEY.

House and Land l’or Sale.
undersigned, a3 Guardian of the Estate o1
Charles H. Place, Chnrles rf Kinsman, and

Pardon— forgot.”

It

Trunk

T

a

Curse not thy focmcn now
Mark on his pallid brow
Whose seal is set!
Pardoning I passed away:
Then wage not war with day:

popularly almost unprecedented, for

A

House,
House,

All ia’Gsod Repair,
For further information inquire of
Mr. F, A. i'EltLEY,
On «be Premises; or to the Subscriber at

Lo! the cold lips unclose!
List! list! what Bounds are those,
Plaintive and low;
“0 thou mine enemy
Come forth and look on
Ere heuco I go.

Sebago.

A

ON THE BLANCHARD ROAD,

Her-? dwells his mortal foe;
Lay the departed low,
Even at hia gate.
Will the dead speak again,
boasts and
Last words of hate ?

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

Wanted.

SITUATION to do work in
genteel boarding house.
Enquire at No. 7 Lincoln St
Oct2J—dlw*

.l.kt

IN_UIMBERL1ND!

FARM containing about
good Land, situated

Bcttled.

THIS COMPANY HAS NEVER LITIGATED
A CLAIM!

FITCH,

E. T. CUSHMAN, Portland.
Oct 11,1665.
ocl3d&w3w

8A L E!

Promptly

Losses

Situation Wanted

FO R

Uttering proud

Policies Issued ou Lite* Ten Year X«u*
Forfeiture* audTen Year Xo t>-Forfeiture Endowment Plans.

Baldwin,

Oct 21—dlw*

Fast from our sight;
Let the air breathe on him,
Aud the sun beam on him
Last looks of light.

whicli

Notes. One $600,
August 16th,
anil either two twenties and one
ten, or one twenty
and throe tens.
I was In Portland the 26th
ult., atwhich time I had
the money in my pocket, and went mv usual route
home. On the next day I went to
and on
Friday went to Naples and r.t ended an auction. On
the evening of Saturday I first discovered that I had
lost the money.
I will divide said money to the satisfaction of the

rooms.

Yet, yet. ah! slowly move;
Bear not the form we love

Fxqsiiwite,

Tr asury
1664; two $60:

SMALL TENEMENT containing from four
six
AAddress
P. O. Box
terms &cA

To bis place passe th on,
Grave J bid him hail.

A Iflost

Tuesday, Sept. 26th, and Saturday,
BETWEEN
Sept. 30t.n, $650, Compound Interest
dated

pot,

Oct. 21,1226.—oct23d2w

G* WALKLEY, President.

J.

ffTrinT^ Til On and after Monday. Oct 30. 1865,
Bd^h***1bffjsvtrain3 will leave aa follows, until farther

Medical.

Medical.__

HOUSE, Coe’s

EVELETH
Greenville*

ter

last,

Up lift your load again—
Take up the motirnmi strain
Pour the deep wail;
Lo l the expected one

Dr.

rooms

Lost!

A

RICHARDSON’S WHARF.
Enquire of
E. E. UPIIAM fc SON.

ON

near.

Bradbury’s

TO

«

or

CONN.

Organized A. D. I860.

v

in a pleasant localtr. Bcsl
RENT,
of reference given. Address
M.'A. C.
24.—dtl
Oct.
0

r~

Leave Saco River for Portland atG 30 and 9 40 A. M.
and 3 40 p. u
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 a. k, and 2 00
and 5 30 p u
The940 A h and 200 P m. train, will bo freight
train., with passenger cars attached.
iJgr-Stagesconnect at Gorhain for West Gorham,

Company,

OF HARTFORD,

Wanted

Sabattisville Depot, or between that place and
the Kennebec Depot in Portland, on the ltyth
day of August
a medium sized Black Trunk,
marked “HATTIE D. HAMILTON. PorUnnd."—
Any person having knowledge of said Trunk will
please address the Baggage Master at Kennebec De-

to Let!

Life Insurance

r.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CHARTER OAK

_

Hotels.

yorYTcumberland

——WITH THE--

AFTOITUE

For Sale.

Bear not the form we love
Fast from our sight;
Let the air breathe oil him,
And the sun beam .on him,
Last looks ol light.

Mr.

worth from throe to five thousand dolBox 402.
lars, tor’cash. Address
Oct. 24.—dtl

LCTHiSR
findej
Oct. z3, 18C5.—dlw&wlt*

25,1865.—eodsw*

Oct

Yet, yet, ah, slowly move;

Era he drew

‘"“.“r’.i'S

Purchase.

to

A

lor Sale,

long homo.
Short grows the b uneward road;

A

Wanted

Railroads.

insure

SITUATION in a Hotel, Saloon, or Boarding
House as a COOK, by a man who has had experience. Army at 7s) Washington St.
Oct 26-dlw*

Ojt2S—d3w

To hi*

Insurance.

Wanted.

For Sale.

i’uneral Hy»na

Wants, Lost and Found.

For Sale and to Let.

Poetry.

c-

wit herell,

nnM"~ ««a

Portland,

Oct. 2, Ucs.

ocUUSw

*****”**•

For Sale Cheap.
Two

second-hand
Hm8

Hand Fire

FTRF

yv.

^

°*

Hoso ,nltaUo Kt
E„sine.AIA-rrV^
"HgKLL, Chiel Engineer

Or A H
p
MonoAN.EIialrman Committee hi Purlland Fire
ri
land
Department.
juuolCI

